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Senate

AGENDA
Monday, January 13, 2014, 4:00 p.m – 6:00 p.m.
Senate & Board Chamber, Waterloo Campus
{Please note: For a single file containing all agenda documentation, click here.}
A. Introduction
A1. Business Arising from the Previous Minutes
A2. Report of the President

M. Blouw

B. Discussion
B1. Report of the Registrar
B1a. Preliminary Enrolment Report for Winter 2014
B2. Reports/Recommendations from Standing Committees

B2a. Nominating Committee

B2b. Academic Planning Committee

B2c. Committee on Research and Publication
B3. Reports/Recommendations from Divisional Councils

B3a. Faculty of Arts

B3b. Faculty of Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies

B3c. Faculty of Liberal Arts

B3d. School of Business and Economics
B4. Report: Fair Dealing and Copyright
B5. Major Agenda Item: First Year Experience Task Force
B6. Matters from the Consent Section of the Agenda
 B7. Reports of the Senior Executives
B8. Report of the COU Academic Colleague
B9. Question Period
B10. Other Business
B11. Adjournment
C.

Senate

R. Darling

P. Tiidus
D. MacLatchy, R. Darling
A. Goodrum
M. Carroll
J. Norris
J. McCutcheon
Mi. Kelly
G. Ashoughian, S. Rowe
D. MacLatchy, D. McMurray

Consent
C1. Agenda
S. Rowe
C2. Draft Minutes of the November 26, 2013 and December 18, 2013 Meetings
S. Rowe
C3. Editorial Minor Changes from Divisional Councils
C4. New Program Statement of Intent: BSc Applied Water Science and Environmental Health
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Monday, January 13, 2014 Meeting

Senate
Nominating Committee

Please note that Dr. A. Beggar was elected to the Committee on Research and Publication.

For Senate’s information, the following vacancies remain to be filled:
Executive Committee
 1 faculty senator, Social Work, to June 30, 2016
Finance Committee
 1 faculty member, Liberal Arts, to June 30, 2014
Committee on University Teaching
 1 faculty member or Senator, Social Work, January 1, 2014 to June 30, 2016
From the Senate By-Laws & Regulations:
5.2 SENATORS' PARTICIPATION ON THE COMMITTEES OF SENATE (Resolution)
Whereas Senate, under the Act, is the governing body for the academic policies and regulations
of the University, and
Whereas Senate and its committees are essential for the academic functions of the University,
and
Whereas senators have a particular responsibility for the academic affairs of the University and
for the effective functioning of Senate,
Senate expects its members to fulfil their obligations by serving on one or more committees of
Senate.
In addition, Senate instructs the Senate Nominating Committee to circulate this resolution to
each member of Senate when it seeks nominees for vacant positions on Senate committees.

Senate
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January 13, 2014 Meeting

Wilfrid Laurier University
ACADEMIC PLANNING COMMITTEE
REPORT TO SENATE

Senate, January 13/14

MOTION:

that Senate approve the changes to the previously approved Senate Guidelines
for Planning the Academic Year to include a fall term Reading Week three-year
pilot and to the Academic Dates for 2014/2015, as presented.

MOTION:

that Senate approve the creation of an ad-hoc working group to report to Senate
Academic Planning Committee (terms of reference to be determined by Senate
Academic Planning) to undertake the development of assessment measures for
the three-year pilot of the Fall Reading Week.

Approved by the Senate Academic Planning Committee on December 17, 2013.

BACKGROUND:
MOTION:

That Senate approve the principle of fall study days beginning in the 2014-2015
academic year, to be evaluated on a three-year trial, as presented.

MOTION:

that the start date for the fall term be on the Thursday after Labour Day, as
presented.

Approved by the Senate Academic Planning Committee on November 11, 2013.
Approved by Senate on November 26, 2013

Senate, January 13, 2014
Wilfrid Laurier University
REPORT OF THE REGISTRAR
2014-2015 Proposed Undergraduate Academic Dates
(Senate Guidelines attached)
Fall Term 2014 (60 teaching days)
September 4
Fall term lectures begin (guideline # 1)
October 13
Thanksgiving, no lectures
October 14-17
Reading Week (guideline #9)
December 1
Make-up Monday lectures for Thanksgiving, lectures end
December 3 & 4
Study days (guideline # 5)
December 6 to 19
Final examinations
Winter Term 2015 (60 teaching days)
January 5
Winter term lectures begin (guideline # 2)
February 16-20
Reading Week (guideline # 10)
February 16
Family Day, university-observed holiday
April 3
Good Friday, no lectures
April 6
Make-up Friday lectures for Good Friday, lectures end
April 7 & 8
Study days (guideline # 5)
April 9 to April 28
Final examinations, winter-term and full-year courses
Spring Term 2015 (60 teaching days)
May 4
Spring term lectures begin (guideline # 3)
May 18
Victoria Day, no lectures
July 1
Canada Day, no lectures
July 27
Make-up Monday lectures for Victoria Day
July 28
Make-up Wednesday lectures for Canada Day, lectures end
July 29 & 30
Study days (guideline # 5)
July 31 to August 13 *
Final examinations
* There are no examinations scheduled on the Civic Holiday weekend (Saturday or Monday, per
guideline # 6)
Intersession 2015 (30 teaching days)
May 4
Intersession lectures begin (guideline # 3)
May 18
Victoria Day, no lectures
June 15
Make-up Monday lectures for Victoria Day, lectures end
June 16 & 17
Study days (guideline # 5)
June 18 to 22
Final examinations
Summer Session 2015 (30 teaching days)
July 6
Summer session lectures begin (guideline # 4)
August 3
Civic Holiday, no lectures
August 17
Make-up Monday lectures for Civic holiday, lectures end
August 18 & 19
Study days (guideline # 5)
August 20 to 22
Final examinations
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Senate Guidelines
The following are the guidelines used when planning the Academic Year for 2014/15, 2015/16, and
2016/17 (to be reviewed in 2016).
1. That the start-date for Fall term be the Thursday following Labour Day.
2. That the start date for Winter term be January 3 when that date is a Monday, Tuesday or
Wednesday, otherwise the following Monday after the New Year. If January 3 is declared a
holiday (e.g. because New Year’s Day is a Saturday), Winter term will start January 4.
3. That the start date for Spring term and Intersession be the first Monday in May.
4. That the start date for Summer Session be the first available Monday in July.
5. That prior to the final examination period for any term, a two-day study period will be
provided at the end of classes. The two study days will normally be week days (this includes
Fall term, Winter term, Spring term, Intersession and Summer Session).
6. Spring term examinations will not be scheduled on the long weekend (Civic Holiday).
7. That should the University close on any of the last five days of regularly scheduled classes,
cancelled classes may be rescheduled in the two study days occurring before the examination
period. In such a case, the examination period would not be altered. Any day the University is
closed during the last five days of regularly scheduled classes will be considered a study day.
8. That classes not be held on those days as listed in the Calendar when the University is closed.
Days so omitted will be added to the respective terms.
9. The Fall term Reading Week is the four days after Thanksgiving.
10. The Winter term Reading Week is the week containing the third Monday in February.
(established in conjunction with the University of Waterloo).
11. Planning Guidelines:
Fall term, Winter term and Spring term – 60 teaching days
Intersession and Summer Session – 30 teaching days
Original guidelines were approved by Senate October 18, 1979
These guidelines were approved by Senate March 9, 1998
#7 Approved by Senate March 4, 2004
#6 Approved by Senate November, 2008
#3,4,6 Approved by Senate December, 2010
#4,9 Approved by Senate November 2011
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Wilfrid Laurier University
COMMITTEE ON RESEARCH AND PUBLICATION
REPORT TO SENATE

MOTION:

Senate, January 13/14

that Senate Committee on Research and Publication recommends that
Senate approve the Strategic Research Plan as presented.

Approved by the Senate Committee on Research and Publication on December 17, 2013.

Commitment to the Future: Laurier’s Community of
Research
Wilfrid Laurier University
Strategic Research Plan 2014 – 2019

We are committed to a future in which the value of Laurier’s investment in
research is optimized, and as a result, new social and economic benefits are
created for Laurier and for Canada. As a consequence, there is broad
recognition of the value of Laurier as a community of research.
We are committed to a future in which Laurier researchers from all disciplines
and across all campuses have wide access to research support enabling them
to conduct leading-edge research in Canada and to participate actively in
international research endeavours.
We are committed to a future in which Laurier researchers, in partnership with
communities, industry, practitioners, government, NGOs, and the public, are
able to collaborate to produce research for commercial, governmental, and
societal benefit.
In order to achieve this vision, we require a coordinated and strategic plan to
grow, support, and sustain research at Laurier.
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MESSAGE FROM THE VICE PRESIDENT, RESEARCH
Laurier’s existing Strategic Research Plan was passed by Senate in 2001, and a
draft update to that plan was proposed in 2007. Since then, much has changed in
both the internal and external research environments, and it makes sense at this
time to reevaluate Laurier’s research strategies and priorities.
In March of 2012, I initiated the process of creating a five-year Strategic Research
Plan for Wilfrid Laurier University. The process of developing this plan has been
guided by a large Strategic Research Planning Taskforce (42 persons) that has
focused on gathering feedback from the community through faculty surveys and
interviews with key stakeholders. To date, more than 300 persons have
participated in this consultation.
Strategic Research Plans should not constitute straitjackets, limiting our creativity
and making us miss emerging opportunities. Instead, strategic plans should provide
guidance on how we might seek and allocate resources. They also provide a
message to the outside world about where our strengths lie and what are the
primary research opportunities we intend to pursue.
Ideally, any strategic research plan should be focused enough to provide guidance
in decision making on the disposition of the University’s resources. This does not
mean a diminution of the value that the University places on areas not included in
the plan, but a recognition that in the absence of infinite funding, priorities must be
agreed upon to extract maximum impact from the resources available.
Abby Goodrum
VP Research
October 30, 2013
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CONTEXT
Universities have a complex mission including, most importantly, teaching and
research. Wilfrid Laurier University’s strong reputation for teaching is well
established and well deserved. In the past 10 years, many changes have
transformed Laurier from a primarily undergraduate university to a comprehensive
university with increased research activity and graduate programs. To guide the
continued growth and evolution of research and performance/creation at Laurier, a
strategic vision is required that can build on our strengths in basic and applied
research and in student (undergraduate and graduate) research training, primarily
in areas where a critical mass of faculty and students is already engaged.
In November 2008, the Board of Governors approved the statement of Values,
Vision, Mission and Guiding Principles of the university developed through the
Envisioning Laurier exercise. An outgrowth of this has been the development of
the Academic Plan for 2010-2015. The Academic Plan identifies six domains of
excellence in research, programming, and creative areas. These are: Professional
Programs, Governance, Environment, Health and Well-Being, Social and Cultural
Analysis, and Cultural and Artistic Production.
Although a university’s Strategic Research Plan (SRP) is not required to include the
same areas of focus as the Academic Plan, it is not uncommon for a university to
emphasize research areas that complement teaching concentrations. Some overlap
between teaching and research is normal and of value to both undergraduate and
graduate students. Due to our history of having been a predominantly
undergraduate student-focused institution, Laurier has been able to develop an
impressive ability to embrace and encourage the undergraduate research
experience. In undergraduate research, teaching and scholarship become parts of
one simultaneous, overlapping, shared process. Undergraduates learn to become
active scholars throughout their undergraduate careers, not just at the last stages.
This type of research-focused experiential learning benefits undergraduate students
as well as faculty researchers and also provides an opportunity for graduate
students to serve as research mentors.

Strategic Research Planning at Laurier
The Laurier research environment comprises over five hundred researchers in nine
faculties and the affiliated Waterloo Lutheran Seminary, across multiple campuses
that are housed within a highly interactive and interdisciplinary academic
community. Our research and innovation enterprise intersects with a wide range of
stakeholders, and there is increasing engagement with the community to help
advance research in new directions that are targeted, strategic, and collaborative.
Strategic research plans should not constitute straitjackets, limiting our creativity
and making us miss emerging opportunities. Instead, strategic plans should provide
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guidance on how we might seek and allocate resources. They also provide a
message to the outside world about where our strengths lie and the primary
research opportunities we intend to pursue.
Ideally, any strategic research plan should be focused enough to provide guidance
in decision making on the disposition of the University’s resources. This does not
mean a diminution of the value that the University places on areas not included in
the plan, but a recognition that in the absence of infinite funding, priorities must be
agreed upon to extract maximum impact from the resources available.
Laurier’s existing SRP was created in 1999 in response to requirements of the
Canada Research Chair (CRC) and Canada Foundation for Innovation (CFI)
programs. These programs required universities to identify areas of strategic
importance for the purposes of allocating research chairs and infrastructure funds.
The plan was drafted by the deans and approved by Senate in 2001 and has been
used as the basis for all CRC and CFI applications and referred to in various letters
of support for grant application purposes. A draft update to that plan was proposed
in 2007. Since then, much has changed in both the internal and external research
environments, and it makes sense at this time to reevaluate Laurier’s research
strategies and priorities.
Clearly, a sound research strategy must be informed by an understanding of the
competitive landscape and include input from key stakeholders. The strategic
research planning process that produced this draft document included an
information gathering phase to poll members of the community (internal and
external) on the directions that could be adopted. An effort was also made to
understand how Laurier competes for resources central to the research enterprise
and evaluate where opportunities for growth exist.
A Strategic Research Plan Taskforce was formed in Fall of 2012 to guide the
development of Laurier’s next strategic research plan spanning 2014 -2019. The
Taskforce was recruited with an initial cohort selected from all faculties and
campuses. The membership included faculty, chairs, deans, representatives from
the library, the department of communications, public affairs & marketing, the
faculty of graduate and postdoctoral studies, research finance, development, the
senate committee on research and publication, research chairs, centre directors and
students. Membership on the Taskforce was not closed, and members were
encouraged to reach out to additional faculty colleagues as well as other
stakeholders to join the task force. This resulted in a 42-person team chaired by
the Vice- President: Research and supported by one half-time staff person.
The Taskforce reviewed a number of internal and external background documents
including the Laurier Academic plan, the Laurier Strategic Research Plan (SRP) from
2001, a draft update to the SRP from 2007, the Faculty of Graduate and
Postdoctoral Studies SRP, and strategic research plans from a number of Canadian
universities. The Taskforce also reviewed Laurier grant, publication, and citation
data.
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Consultations were held with several departments and with the library, and a Web
based community consultation survey was administered to faculty (n = 209
participants). Analysis revealed four main challenge areas: support for graduate
students, time constraints, support for obtaining research funding, and a desire for
greater research recognition. External key informant interviews were also
conducted including representation from industry, not for profit, and government
sectors.
What follows represents the results of the work of the Taskforce over the past year,
including consultation with over 300 faculty, students, and external stakeholders.
The SRP is presented in two sections:
Part 1 of the SRP presents Laurier’s strategic research strengths. This section of
the SRP was created based on data from the faculty survey, as well as an analysis
of internal and external grants, publications, and citations. The resulting research
strengths are described in three areas:
•
•
•

Interdisciplinary Collaborations
Engagement with our Communities
Thematic Clusters

In this section, we outline five broad thematic clusters. Within each cluster are subclusters that reflect emerging and core strengths. Within and across these clusters
we identify the interdisciplinary collaboration and community engagement that
are unique strengths of Laurier’s research eco-system. In addition to supporting
the requirements of external funding agencies such as CFI and CRC, our
interdisciplinary and collaborative clusters provide a message to the outside world
about where our strengths lie and the primary research opportunities we intend to
pursue for increased excellence.
Part 2 of the SRP presents a strategy for growth and improvement going forward.
It articulates the importance of metrics for guiding planning and decision-making as
well as evaluating progress. This section contains 19 key recommendations to
advance the support mechanisms, structures, and resources that are essential for
Laurier’s continued research growth and success.

LAURIER’S RESEARCH STRENGTH
McConkey (1981) stated that the essence of strategy is differentiation. The critical
question to ask ourselves is: What makes this university different from any other?
While larger institutions might aspire to become “omniversities,” seeking research
excellence across the intellectual landscape, small and mid-sized universities such
as Laurier do not have the physical and operating capital, nor the human resources
to achieve this goal. Instead, we must balance our desire for breadth with a
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differential allocation of resources into those areas where we see the possibility of
achieving both differentiation and excellence.
This shifts our focus away from merely identifying topical areas of research where
Laurier is currently strong, to identifying areas of research practice and research
focus that are unique and that demonstrate excellence.
The critical analysis of Laurier’s research production, impact, and recognition over
the past five years reveals a complex and highly interconnected landscape of
research and dissemination endeavour. Much of the research at Laurier is
interdisciplinary and is conducted within research teams that span faculties and
institutions. Identifying areas of excellence within this complex interdisciplinary
and collaborative landscape is challenged by competing definitions of “excellence”
and the data that may be used as evidence of impact. Traditional metrics of
research impact such as citations to published work neglect the societal and
economic impacts of research that informs public policy, creates jobs, or improves
communities.
Moreover, methodologies for the clustering and labeling of areas of research focus
often overlook the valuable contributions made by theoretical, artistic, creative,
basic, or fundamental researchers such as some mathematicians, musicians,
artists, or humanities scholars whose work does not easily lend itself to this type of
analysis.
What follows, then, must be read with the understanding that it is not intended as a
full description of all of the research that is produced at Laurier. Nor is it a
prescriptive model for defining research that is valuable. It is, instead, a way of
seeing the patterns of research focus and research practice which have coalesced
over time at Laurier and that have the potential to differentiate us from other
universities and generate unique excellence.

Interdisciplinary Collaborations
Strategic research plans must be capable of providing ongoing support for
individual scholarship which continues to make important contributions to research
excellence. At the same time, we also recognize the enormous potential of
interdisciplinary teams working collaboratively and the value of partnerships to
address the complex and diverse problems faced by society today.
Interdisciplinary research is emerging as a major emphasis throughout Laurier to
approach substantive issues. A prime goal of our past strategy in this area has been
the creation of interdisciplinary university research centres to support synergies
among researchers in fields that cut across traditional disciplinary boundaries. This
is not intended to undermine traditional disciplines. Instead, our overriding
objective is to build on existing strengths in basic and applied research and to
spearhead the development of research in emerging areas where the university
believes it can develop future strengths. We recognize, however, that strong
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interdisciplinary developments are based on strengths in the basic disciplines
underlying those collaborations.
Laurier’s thematic research clusters are self-consciously interdisciplinary in
character, given Laurier's current research objective to create synergies across
disciplines and departments. Individual departments, faculties, and research teams
may have researchers in more than one cluster. Evidence of this can be seen in the
interdsciplinarity exhibited by many of our research centres, research chairs, and
graduate programs.
One example of this can be seen in the boundary spanning work of faculty whose
research is driven by the global impacts of climate change – specifically the impact
that climate change will have on food security, political instability, and migration.
As climate change affects the availability of safe and sustainable food production, it
will have an increasing impact on economics, trade, and political instability. All of
this will interact with and drive patterns of global migration and global health.
Researchers in the Cold Regions Research Centre (and their partners in the
Government of the Northwest Territories), the International Migration Research
Centre, the Laurier Centre for Sustainable Food Systems, the Tshepo Insitute for
the Study of Contemporary Africa, and CIGI chairs in Global Migration and
Development, Global Health and Global Governance, address the interconnected
environmental, social and economic, and political challenges facing the world today.

Engagement with our Communities
For research to have its maximum impact, we must connect and collaborate outside
of the university. By connecting research and researchers with people and
organizations seeking to develop sustainable solutions to social, environmental,
economic, and cultural challenges, we turn research into knowledge, and we
demonstrate the value of society’s investment in higher education.
There has long been a strong collaborative and community-focused tradition at
Laurier, and much of Laurier's research activity has an applied character, a
community base, a policy-or action-orientation, and a strong emphasis on
knowledge mobilization. This reflects our strong links with a number of stakeholder
communities, including Aboriginal Peoples, business and industry, government, not
for profit, arts organizations, and public sectors. Innovative and large-scale
research in all academic domains is embedded within both formal and informal
networks of scholars that transcend individuals, departments, faculties, and
institutions. Many faculty members at Laurier already belong to inter-institutional
networks and research teams, and a number of our graduate programs are offered
in collaboration with neighbouring universities.
Instances of our external collaborations abound, but one such example can be seen
in the research facilitated by The Centre for Community Research, Learning, and
Action (CCRLA). This is an interdisciplinary research centre located within Laurier’s
Faculty of Science whose work is focused on developing community partnerships
and producing research, learning, and action that advance community well-
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being and social justice. CCRLA facilitates community-based research by brokering
linkages between community partners and Laurier student and faculty researchers.
Research projects are either community- or university-initiated and fall within four
key streams: 1) Community, Environment, and Justice; 2) Equity, Sexual Health,
and HIV; 3) Indigenous Health and Social Justice; and 4) Poverty Reduction. Each
stream is organized in research groups which operate under the CCRLA umbrella.
Another excellent example may be seen in the research conducted as part of the
Pan-American Indigenous Rights and Governance Network (PAIR-GN). PAIR-GN is
a cross-continental, interdisciplinary, multi-cultural research partnership examining
Indigenous peoples’ engagement with the development, translation, and
implementation of international Indigenous rights regimes. PAIR-GN was
established by the Indigenous Health and Social Justice Research Group at Wilfrid
Laurier University. It has connected 22 partner institutions from Canada, Chile,
Bolivia, and Argentina, including 6 provinces, from British Columbia to
Newfoundland, linking 26+ scholars from 8 disciplines, including 8 Indigenous
scholars, 5 Canada Research Chairs (Universities of Saskatchewan, Memorial, Laval,
UQAM, & Laurier), and 2 Research Chairs at the Balsillie School of International
Affairs, the Centre for International Governance Innovation, and several South
American human rights organizations, as well as an influential group of senior
advisors. The goal of PAIR-GN is to examine the relevance of emerging
international Indigenous rights norms as tools to bolster the efforts of Indigenous
peoples to protect their lands, promote cultural resurgence, revalorize traditional
ways of knowing, pursue innovative modes of livelihood, and recover meaningful
degrees of self-determination.
Knowledge mobilization and dissemination is another aspect of engagement that
connects university research with knowledge receptor communities across Canada
to ensure that research is employed by policy-makers and community groups to
develop more effective, efficient, and responsive public policies and social
programs.
Laurier is one of the few universities that have taken on the responsibility for the
dissemination of research in Canada in the form of supporting a university press.
As research becomes knowledge, it transforms processes, minds, and cultures. By
publishing work of scholarly integrity, the Press participates in this transformation
by advancing new developments in scholarly discourse, by supporting education
both within and beyond the university system, and by reflecting the community to
itself and bringing the world of ideas to it.

Thematic Clusters
Both the federal and provincial governments have sharpened the focus of their
funding strategies to support targeted areas of research and improve knowledge
transfer, with the explicit goal of boosting the social value and economic benefits of
their investments.
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The SRP Taskforce’s analysis of survey, grant, citation, and publication data
revealed five broad thematic clusters that reflect, in broad measure, the existing
and emerging contours of research strengths, interests, and objectives within the
Laurier community. In addition to highlighting areas of research focus, the clusters
also provide a lens through which interdisciplinary and community collaboration
comes into sharper focus.
This cluster approach has several merits. First, this differentiation is consistent
with the mission of the university to excel in a limited number of focused nationally
and internationally recognized areas of research excellence. Second, it highlights
that many important research questions are often best approached by teams of
researchers bringing together a range of perspectives that transcend traditional
disciplinary boundaries. The cluster approach helps to identify a critical mass of
researchers that may not exist within a traditionally defined academic unit. Cluster
interests can transcend departmental and faculty boundaries to provide a broader
interdisciplinary underpinning for examining a substantive issue. As well, these
clusters align in many cases with identified research priorities of the federal and
provincial governments. The clusters have the potential to stimulate thinking about
new, multidisciplinary academic programs and research both within Laurier and in
partnership with other institutions or organizations
What follows is a brief overview of each cluster describing some of their areas of
specific focus and examples of collaborative efforts. For each cluster, sub-clusters
(both existing and emerging) are listed along with the affiliated centres, chairs, and
graduate programs which support or have affiliation with the cluster overall.
Environment
The environment is an area of research focus for members of multiple Laurier
faculties who examine the interaction of environmental factors and human
populations and conditions, the management of the environment and related policy
issues. This is also an area that is strongly supported by some of Laurier’s social
scientists whose research focus on sustainability and resilience spans across all five
of our thematic clusters.
Researchers in this cluster apply a holistic, interdisciplinary, and ecosystem
approach based on watersheds, responding to urgent and serious concerns about
environmental hazards, flows and storage processes and the effects of nutrients
and contaminants on boreal freshwater as well as development and demonstration
of water technologies in the context of an urbanizing watershed. Researchers are
also studying citizenship engagement in environmental science, as can be
evidenced by the RinkWatch project, which encourages Canadians to track the
skating conditions at their local rinks and will provide valuable data on the impact
of climate change.
Projects include: the study of pollutant effects on surfaces, tissues, cellular and
sub-cellular components of plants; the physical-chemical interactions of metals with
organic matter, bacterial surfaces, and minerals both in soils and in watersheds;
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the development and potential use of nano composites as environmental
remediants, and the identification of pathogenic bacteria in wetlands. The
mechanisms of contaminant interaction with both plant and fish species are
considered, as are transport properties of pollutants in the atmosphere and in
ground water.
Although the environment is an area of research focus for many universities,
Laurier’s particular focus on climate change, cold regions, and water research is
unique in its interdisciplinary approach as well as the extensive external
collaborations that contribute to it. This approach is strongly reflected in the work
of the Cold Regions Research Centre (CRRC), and the Laurier Institute for Water
Science (LIWS) which are serving as a nexus which draws together researchers
from diverse disciplinary backgrounds and institutional affiliations.
Researchers in CRRC focus on mountain, boreal, and northern cold regions,
covering such areas as hydrology, climatology, glaciology, resource management,
parks planning, and biogeochemistry. LIWS is a multi-disciplinary, collaborative
undertaking focusing on both Canadian and global water issues, including the
effects of climate change, the sustainability of healthy aquatic and coastal
ecosystems, and the development of regulations and policy related to water use.
This cluster of thematic research excellence is supported by a number of affiliated
research chairs, research centres, and graduate programs.
(* indicates inter- or multi-disciplinary affiliation.)
Chairs:
• CIGI Chair in the Political Economy of Climate Change *
• Dr. John McMurry Research Chair in Environmental Geography
• NSERC CRC in Cold Regions Hydrology (Tier 2)
• NSERC CRC in Cold Regions and Water Science (Tier 1)
• NSERC CRC in Forests and Global Change (Tier 2)
Centres:
• Cold Regions Research Centre
• Laurier Institute for Water Science
• The Centre for Community Research, Learning, and Action *
• The Laurier Centre for Sustainable Food Systems *
Graduate Programs:
•
Biological & Chemical Sciences (PhD [pending approval])
•
Chemistry (MSc) *
•
Geography (MA, MSc, MES, PhD; joint with UW) *
•
Integrative Biology (MSc) *
Governance and Policy
Governance and Policy, particularly from a global perspective, is an area in which
Laurier has a singular opportunity to gain international prominence. The public
policy challenges confronting twenty-first century society remain problematic and
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include a range of issues relating to international, political, economic, and
developmental relations.
Interdisciplinary research, spanning the sciences, humanities and social sciences,
seeks to understand these challenges and to increase our capacity to deal with
them. Issues in these topic-areas include: war and peace; global migration; food
security, human rights, justice and equality; social activism, social welfare, and
community development; advocacy and policy making of all kinds.
Our relationships with the Centre for International Governance Innovation (CIGI)
and the Balsillie School of International Affairs (BSIA) offer the potential for
numerous synergies and needed materiel resources. Within the thematic cluster
Economics, Markets, and Management, there is also a strong focus on international
trade that overlaps with this thematic cluster.
This cluster of thematic research excellence is supported by a number of affiliated
research chairs, research centres and graduate programs.
(* indicates inter or multi-disciplinary affiliation.)
Chairs:
• CIGI Chair in Comparative Family and Social Policy
• CIGI Chair in Global Governance *
• 2 CIGI Chairs in Global Health*
• CIGI Chair in Global Migration and Development *
• CIGI Chair in the Political Economy of Climate Change *
• CIGI Chair in Religion and Politics in Global Context *
• Fulbright Research Chair in Political Development
• SSHRC CRC in International Human Rights (Tier 1)*
• SSHRC CRC in International Migration (Tier 2) *
• SSHRC CRC in Comparative Federalism and Multilevel Governance (Tier 2)
Centres:
• International Migration Research Centre*
• Laurier Centre for Economic Research and Policy Analysis *
• Laurier Centre for Military Strategic and Disarmament Studies *
• Laurier Centre for Sustainable Food Systems *
• Laurier Institute for the Study of Public Opinion and Policy
• Viessman European Research Centre *
Graduate Programs:
• Criminology (MA)*
• Global Governance (PhD; joint with UW)
•
International Public Policy (MIPP)
• Political Science (MA)
• Social Work (MSW, PhD)*
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Health and Well-Being
The range and variety of Canadian health research initiatives, including those of the
Canadian Institutes for Health Research, demonstrate the social importance and
vitality of this area. The scope of needed research ranges from the scientific and
clinical to the social and organizational. There are many Laurier researchers active
in this cluster. Among these are faculty from social work, community psychology,
music therapy, kinesiology and physical education, cognitive and behavioural
neuroscience, and education.
The music therapy program uses an interdisciplinary approach to treat people with
mental and physical disabilities, involving faculty from music, psychology, and
social work. Researchers in social work examine social support systems for children
and families. They also focus on gender, class, aboriginal, and ethical issues as well
as on the impact that institutions, the family, and community have on individuals.
Furthermore, researchers in psychology and social work participate in projects on
the role of culture in mental health. Faculty members in arts, social work, and
science investigate a range of public health issues, including health
prevention/health promotion, coping with cancer, the geography of health, and the
social determinants of health. Science faculty are active in the area of cognitive and
behavioral neuroscience, examining the relationship between neurobiology and
cognition and behavior. Education faculty are engaged in research related to the
enhancement of learning through a variety of approaches such as learning through
technology, enriching learning in special populations and early mathematical
conceptual development, leading to increased opportunitites for successful lifelong
learning within Canadian and global societies. In the natural sciences, the
acquisition of instrumentation for the study of proteomics, gene expression, and
protein structure-function strengthens an already-strong nucleus for research in
proteomics and biotechnology. Researchers in the department of kinesiology &
physical education carry out a wide range of health related research including
research related to movement disorders and physical impacts on autistic, geriatric,
pediatric and clinical populations as well as health policy and demographic
initiatives.
This cluster of thematic research excellence is supported by a number of affiliated
research chairs, research centres and graduate programs.
(* indicates inter or multi-disciplinary affiliation.)
Chairs:
• CIGI Chair in Global Governance *
• 2 CIGI Chairs in Global Health*
• Lyle S. Hallman Chair in Child and Family Welfare
• SSHRC CRC in Group Dynamics and Physical Activity (Tier 2)
• SSHRC CRC in Social Psychology (Tier 2) *
Centres:
• Centre for Community Research, Learning, and Action *
• Laurier Centre for Cognitive Neuroscience
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•
•
•
•

Laurier Centre for Music in the Community *
Manfred and Penny Conrad Institute for Music Therapy Research
Manulife Centre for Healthy Living
Sun Life Financial Movement Disorders Research and Rehabilitation Centre

Graduate Programs:
• Community Music (MA) *
•
Education (MEd [pending approval])*
•
Kinesiology (MSc, PhD [pending approval])
• Music Therapy (MMT)
• Psychology (MA, MSc, PhD) *
•
Social Work (MSW, PhD)*
•
Sociology (MA)*
• Theology (MA, MDiv, DMin) *
Culture and Society
Our understanding of what it is to be human, and how humans function individually
and collectively, has evolved over the past few decades. The challenge of
understanding "human experience" has cultural, scientific, artistic, and humanistic
dimensions, requiring a range of integrated skills and approaches reflected in a
variety of research endeavors across the disciplines and across all faculties and
campuses.
Research in this cluster incorporates insights from a variety of disciplines with a key
focus on generating unique and critical insights into our social, cultural, and
humanistic conditions. Researchers in this cluster deal with a variety of issues,
ranging from the ethical and religious dimensions of community and identity to the
impacts of modernity, imperial, and post-colonial experiences on contemporary
societies, the role of education (including international and socio-cultural contexts),
the role of gender, class, and cultural dimensions on human experience, and
approaches to aesthetics and criticism. Faculty in this cluster also contribute
scholarly creative outputs such as music, film, and literary works.
A nascent but rapidly expanding area of research in this cluster focuses on the roles
and impacts of technology and new media on all aspects of society. This subcluster includes research into educational technology, games culture, and
gamification, as well as the impact of constant connectivity and surveillance on all
aspects of society and social relationships. Researchers in this sub-cluster also
explore the design and control of the human experience in online and virtual
worlds.
This cluster of thematic research excellence is supported by a number of affiliated
research chairs, research centres, and graduate programs.
(* indicates inter or multi-disciplinary affiliation.)
Chairs:
• CIGI Chair in Global Migration and Development *
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•
•
•
•

CIGI Chair in Religion and Politics in a Global Context*
SSHRC CRC in International Human Rights (Tier 1) *
SSHRC CRC in International Migration (Tier 2) *
SSHRC CRC in Social Psychology (Tier 2) *

Centres:
• Centre for Community Research, Learning, and Action *
• Centre for Memory and Testimony Studies
• Centre for Women in Science
• International Migrations Research Centre*
• Laurier Centre for Military Strategic and Disarmament Studies *
• Laurier Centre for Music in the Community *
• Tshepo Institute for the Study of Contemporary Africa *
• Viessman European Research Centre *
Graduate Programs:
• Communication Studies (MA)
• Community Music (MA)
• Criminology (MA)*
• Cultural Analysis & Social Theory (MA)
• Education (MEd [pending approval])*
• English & Film Studies (MA, PhD)
• History (MA, PhD; joint with UW & Guelph)
• Philosophy (MA)
• Psychology (MA, MSc and PhD)*
• Religion & Culture (MA), Religious Studies (PhD; joint with UW)
• Social Justice & Community Engagement (MA)
• Social Work (MSW, PhD)*
• Sociology (MA)*
Economics, Markets, and Management
Economics, Markets, and Management is a broad endeavour at Laurier with
researchers overlapping with several other clusters including Governance and
Policy, and Culture and Society. Researchers in this area are not limited to faculty
from the School of Business and Economics and include faculty from Arts and from
Math, as well as the Balsillie School of International Affairs (BSIA) and the Centre
for International Governance and Innovation (CIGI). Research is done in key areas
including, macroeconomics, business infrastructure, corporate and fiscal policy,
financial markets and financial performance, organizational behavior, marketing,
and accountability in the public and not-for-profit sectors.
There is a strong sub-cluster that focuses on modeling and quantitative analysis. It
includes researchers who are pursuing issues in supply chain management, finance,
and accounting. As well, there are faculty within the School of Business and
Economics who focus on econometric modeling, and researchers in mathematics
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who contribute to the systematic study of mathematical models and their analysis
as they apply to problems in financial risk management.
Another area of research focus within this cluster is Entrepreneurship. This subcluster is multi-disciplinary (including inter-disciplinary programs such as global
studies), and focuses broadly on factors related to economic, social, environmental,
and community based activities that create wealth, innovation, and social benefit.
Key issues include the development of entrepreneurial cultures, entrepreneurial and
new ventures, innovation and creativity, creative spaces and places,
commercialization of products, and the increasing importance of business networks.
This cluster of thematic research excellence is supported by a number of affiliated
research chairs, research centres, and graduate programs.
(* indicates inter or multi-disciplinary affiliation.)
Chairs:
• Betty and Peter Sims Professor of Entrepreneurship
• BMO Financial Group Professorship in Entrepreneurial Finance
• Chair in Brand Communication
• Chair in Enterprise Innovation and Technology Management
• Chair in Insurance
• Dobson Professor of Innovation and Entrepreneurship
• NSERC CRC in Mathematical Modelling (Tier 1)
• SSHRC CRC in Market Insight and Innovation (Tier 2)
• The Economical Insurance Group Professorship in Finance
Centres:
•
•
•
•
•

Centre for Supply Chain Management
Financial Services Research Centre
Laurier Centre for Economic Research and Policy Analysis
Laurier Centre for Research in Entrepreneurship
P & G Centre for Business and Sustainability

Graduate Programs:
• Business Administration (MBA)
• Business Economics (MA)
• Finance (MFin)
• Management (MSc, PhD)
• Mathematics (MSc)
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STRATEGIC PLAN
To achieve our overarching vision of becoming recognized as a comprehensive
university with areas of targeted research excellence, we need to initiate a series of
strategic actions aimed at fostering and strengthening the research culture,
communicating our successes, restructuring research support, supporting growth
in interdisciplinary and collaborative research, supporting complementary graduate
and postdoctoral involvement, strengthening innovation, commercialization, and
industrial co-operation, and providing leadership in research development. While
not mutually exclusive, these recommendations fall within four broad goals:
•
•
•
•

Enhance Research Culture
Enrich Graduate and Postdoctoral Support
Expand External Research Funding
Extend Research Infrastructure

Some of these actions are already in development, and others will require
additional consultation, planning, and resource allocation to initiate. Moreover,
some actions are dependent on external decisions over which the university may
have no control. These actions should, therefore, not be taken as a mandated set
of requirements for immediate success but should be seen as an evolving and
longer-term set of goals which will guide our decision making for the next five
years. Similarly, not all of the actions listed are independent of one another, and
success in addressing one or more actions may lessen or eliminate or delay the
need to address others. In light of this context, the following goals and actions are
recommended to support the University’s goal of expanding research excellence
within targeted areas of strength.
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SUMMARY OF GOALS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Goals

Recommendations
1. Increase recognition and rewards for
excellence
Enhance the Culture
2. Increase the visibility of Laurier researchers
of Research Value
3. Provide support and flexibility in course load
within the
assignment to support research time
University

Enrich Graduate
and Postdoctoral
Support

Expand External
Research Funding

Extend Research
Infrastructure

4. Increase the level of support and funding for
graduate students and postdoctoral fellows
5. Enhance recruitment of graduate students
6. Enhance international graduate student
funding and collaborations
7. Provide assistance to develop large-scale
grant applications
8. Expand support within departments and
faculties for grants identification and
application
9. Promote Laurier researchers for membership
on review committees
10.Provide internal peer review of proposals prior
to submission to sponsors
11.Provide the Office of Research Services with
access to faculty annual reports
12.Enhance essential linkages between the Office
of Research Services and University
Development
13.Increase and enhance spaces and equipment
for research laboratories
14.Develop support for visiting faculty
15.Provide funds to support collaborations
16.Enhance support for hosting conferences
17.Increase administrative support for grants
management
18.Expand research supports at the Brantford
campus
19.Improve research management and tracking
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Goal: Enhance the Culture of Research Value within the University
Research is a critical element in the core vision of this University, and research
values should be a guiding principle when making decisions. Enhanced focus on
research and a commitment to enhancing our research culture are essential in
Laurier’s pursuit of excellence.
1. Recommendation – Increase recognition and rewards for excellence.
In order to attract and retain outstanding and diverse faculty who embody
Laurier’s commitment to inspiring lives of leadership and purpose, excellence in
research and performance/creation should be recognized and celebrated at all
levels (pre-tenure, associate, and full professors). Examples include seeking
donor or other funding for the creation of Laurier Research Chairs for early
career researchers or the creation of University Ranks (prestigious titles for our
distinguished professors).
2. Recommendation – Increase the visibility of Laurier researchers.
As a way of promoting our research strengths and encouraging the translation of
our research for the betterment of society, it is essential that Laurier develop a
comprehensive knowledge mobilization and research communication strategy to
effectively disseminate our research findings through traditional media, social
media, and with key stakeholders. This strategy will infuse research throughout
the university community by leveraging and enhancing our resources and
presence. This includes creating a new website with enhanced functionality,
updating faculty profiles, issuing research-related press releases, creating plain
language summaries, strengthening our communications with internal and
external stakeholders, and the development of various other new initiatives that
highlight research in the university community.
3. Recommendation – Provide support and flexibility in course load
assignment to support research time.
In order to encourage a culture of research and enhance the amount of time
faculty members have available to devote to their research pursuits, it is
important that Laurier explore avenues into increasing the number of course
remissions and, whenever possible, increase flexibility in scheduling and
assignment of classes for faculty members.
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Goal: Enrich Graduate and Postdoctoral Support
Research excellence both attracts and is reinforced by a strong and diverse
graduate student body. Outstanding graduate students are attracted to strong
programs that have both the intellectual and material resources to nurture their
careers. A prime objective is to strengthen and further develop graduate programs
in those areas that have the capacity to support them. In this sense, capacity refers
to a critical mass of research-active faculty members and adequate resources
through grant and infrastructure support.
4. Recommendation - Increase the level of support and funding for
graduate students and postdoctoral fellows.
To compete nationally and internationally for the most exceptional graduate
students and postdoctoral fellows, Laurier should optimize the supports and
funding offered. This includes developing co-teaching opportunities for PhD
students to increase their marketability, enhancing or increasing TA and RA
opportunities, and providing basic research supports such as travel funding to
attend conferences or to conduct off-site research.
5. Recommendation – Enhance recruitment of graduate students.
Laurier is dedicated to strategically growing its graduate programs. In the
interest of attracting outstanding graduate students, we need to develop a
strategy for advertising and recruitment for our graduate programs and target
this towards the specific applicant pools we are trying to attract.
6. Recommendation –Enhance international graduate student funding
and collaborations.
The University will continue its efforts in lobbying the government to introduce
financial incentives for international graduate student enrollment (and/or to
remove financial disincentives that impede international graduate student
enrolment).

Goal: Expand External Research Funding
7. Recommendation – Provide assistance to develop large-scale grant
applications.
As Tri-Council success rates are decreasing and funds are going to larger
projects that require matching funds, it is essential that the University provide
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supports for developing large-scale projects. This support should include project
and grants facilitation, as well as the matching of funds.
8. Recommendation – Expand support within departments and faculties
for grants identification and application.
As Laurier has grown considerably in the past decade and is continuously
expanding, decentralizing processes related to grant identification and
application would allow faculties to better adapt to their specific environments
and needs. The University should develop mechanisms for de-centralized grants
facilitation.
9. Recommendation – Promote Laurier researchers for membership on
review committees.
The presence of Laurier researchers on agency peer review committees will
bring the perspective to the committee of conducting research at a smaller
institution thereby possibly improving the success rates for smaller institutions.
Sitting on a review committee also provides an invaluable benefit to the
reviewer, providing them with concentrated, first-hand knowledge of what
makes a successful proposal. This knowledge can then be leveraged for both
personal and institutional advantage. Thus, we will actively seek Laurier
representatives for a variety of external review committees.
10. Recommendation – Provide internal peer review of proposals prior
to submission to sponsors.
Laurier should implement a peer review program for proposals prior to their
submission to the sponsor. Ideally, the reviewers would have prior success with
the particular agency and program to which applications are being submitted.
11. Recommendation – Provide the Office of Research Services with
access to faculty annual reports.
One of the key aims of the ORS is to gain an understanding of a faculty
member’s research interests and accomplishments. Making the research
accomplishments listed in a faculty member’s annual report available to ORS is a
first step in accomplishing this goal. Ideally, the annual report would be
submitted online which would allow for linkage with the Research Management
System (see Infrastructure Recommendation #19) The two systems could then
be searched to provide comprehensive information on Laurier’s research
expertise.
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Goal: Extend Research Infrastructure
In order to strengthen research, the University should commit to providing the
infrastructure and support necessary to conduct high-quality and cutting-edge
research. This includes not only addressing gaps in our basic infrastructure, but also
capitalizing on economies of scale, enhancing the structural support for research in
the university, and increasing fundraising efforts for research purposes.
12. Recommendation – Enhance essential linkages between the Office of
Research Services and University Development.
In order to further increase the investments for the University, future linkages
between the ORS and University Development will be of the utmost importance.
The aim of such linkages will be to work on building research priorities into the
Development program and to create new opportunities for philanthropic support
for research initiatives that appeal to donors.
13. Recommendation – Increase and enhance spaces and equipment for
research laboratories.
The University’s continued growth has presented space challenges for many
units, and due to this growth there has been a tremendous demand for space
dedicated to research. Faculty and students are suffering from a lack of access
to space where they can conduct their research. In addition to the creation of
laboratory space and the procurement of lab equipment, the University should
improve the utilization efficiency of many of the existing spaces to better
address current needs and to create opportunities for new research initiatives.
14. Recommendation – Develop support for visiting faculty.
In order to attract the best and brightest visiting scholars and artists to Laurier
and optimize their research potential while they are at our institution, Laurier
should develop resources for visiting scholars and artists, which may include
funding, office, studio, and laboratory space, teaching opportunities, or support
for attracting and recruiting visiting scholars.
15. Recommendation - Provide funds to support collaborations.
As an institution that has many cross-disciplinary research teams and centres
that span our departments and faculties and include collaborations with other
Canadian institutions as well as institutions around the world, it is clear that
cross-disciplinarity, both internally and externally, is one of our key strengths.
In order to further promote and enrich our collaborative initiatives, it is essential
that we support opportunities for our scholars to visit collaborators at other
institutions as well as offering opportunities for visiting collaborators to visit our
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institution.
16. Recommendation - Enhance support for hosting conferences.
Hosting national and international research-oriented conferences can increase
Laurier’s reputation on a national and international scale. We have many
exceptional researchers willing to collaborate in hosting such conferences but
currently lack a central mechanism for the organization of conferences. We need
to enhance our conference support by providing funding for hosting conferences
as well as finding ways to offer central administrative support to aid in their
organization.
17. Recommendation – Increase administrative support for grants
management.
Researchers can be more effective if less time is spent on bureaucratic
processes as opposed to research. The University should examine various
avenues to provide research-related administrative support including project
management, help with grant finances, payroll, and reimbursements.
18. Recommendation – Expand research supports on the Brantford
Campus.
As Laurier is a multi-campus institution with a reputation for excellence, the ORS
needs greater presence on the Brantford Campus to foster the growth and
realize the research potential of faculty at this campus.
19. Recommendation – Improve research management and tracking.
As we have continued to grow our research enterprise, there have also been a
number of changing regulations requiring Universities to provide accurate and
more detailed reporting. Laurier needs more thorough and comprehensive
processes for managing and tracking our increased research activities. This is
needed both for planning purposes but also for assessment of the effectiveness
of implemented plans and the efficient management of awards, grants, and
contracts. In order to support this data collection and other functions of the
ORS, it is essential that the University invest in a research management system.
A research management system will offer more efficient customer service,
facilitate standard operating procedures, as well as increase accountability and
transparency.

IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
In order to measure our progress against achieving these goals, a number of key
performance metrics will need to be developed. These metrics should be based on
evaluation metrics commonly used by external peer review groups to identify
excellence in research, innovation, and creative activity. We recognize that
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measuring the impact of our research is the most difficult metric to develop. We
also acknowledge the need to develop both university-wide as well as unit-level
metrics and to utilize both qualitative and quantitative indicators.
Members of the Taskforce and others will be invited to form an advisory board of
the Vice-President: Research and will continue the strategic research initiative. This
advisory board will be tasked with developing the processes for implementing the
recommendations as well as identifying performance metrics for documenting our
successes.

CONCLUSION
The scope and impact of research at Laurier has increased significantly in recent
years, reflecting its central and growing role in the life of the University. Over the
past decade, externally funded research has more than doubled to over $21 million
in research funds held annually. Laurier is building its research and innovation
capacity within its areas of unique strength: targeted areas of research excellence
coupled with a strong tradition of interdisciplinarity and community engagement.
The success of our strategic research planning is a tribute to the efforts of many
devoted students, faculty, administrators, staff, and research partners whose hard
work has guided and inspired this vision.
Growth brings challenges as well as opportunities, however, and the strategic
research planning process asks each of us to identify our priorities, our
commitments, our strengths, and our weaknesses. Moreover, the goal of this
exercise has been to develop a plan for better supporting our research activity and
researchers in an external funding environment that has become increasingly more
complex and competitive and an internal environment in which administrative
infrastructure has not always kept pace with research growth. If we are to succeed
going forward, it is critical that thinking and acting strategically about research
become a regular part of our culture and are incorporated into all aspects of the
University. It is vital that strategic research planning be conducted on a regular
basis and occurs as a regular part of departmental and faculty-level annual
planning and budgeting.
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Approved by the Faculty of Arts Curriculum Committee: October 18,
2013
Approved by Faculty of Arts Divisional Council: November 15, 2013
Approved by Senate Academic Planning Committee: December 17,
2013

--Overview of Changes

1 – Substantive Minor Curriculum Change
The source: North American Studies Program
The basic change: replacing the two current 100 level 0.5 credit required courses with one
new 0.5 credit required course, and an additional 200 level requirement. This change
requires changes to this program’s requirements for its Honours BA and its two minors.
Motion 1.1: To revise the requirements of the existing Honours BA North American Studies
in Combination with another Honours BA Program
Motion 1.2: To revise the requirements of the North American Studies Minor
Motion 1.3: To revise the requirements of the Canadian Studies Minor

1 – Substantive Minor Curriculum Change
Motion 1.1: To revise the requirements of the existing Honours BA North American
Studies in Combination with another Honours BA Program: (1) requiring NO105
(0.5) instead of NO101 (0.5) and NO110 (0.5); and (2) adding an additional
required course at the 200 level (0.5).
1

Approved by the North American Studies Program Coordinating Committee, 13 September
2013
Effective Date: September 2014
1. Description of Proposed Change:
Currently, North American Studies majors require both NO101 (Introduction to North
American Studies) and NO110 (Canada Unplugged: An Introduction). NO101 has been
offered every fall term and NO110 every winter term. Each course is a 0.5 credit. The
Program is revising its first year curriculum by creating one common first year course,
NO105 (0.5 credit). This new course will be offered both in the fall and winter terms. NO101
and NO110 will no longer be offered beyond this 2013/14 academic year.
As a transitional measure for current students, the Program will work with the Registrar’s
Office to address exceptions that arise for those current students who choose not to simply
move forward under the calendar year in which they declared their major.
The reduction in 0.5 credit at first year is replaced with a new Program requirement of an
additional 0.5 credit at the second year level; the total number of required credits for NASP
combined majors will remain at 7.0.
2. Rationale for Proposed Change:
In the last academic year, the North American Studies program was restructured to remove
geographic based streams and to enhance our ability to deliver curriculum that aligns with
identified areas of emphasis (culture and identity, Indigenous Peoples, business and
economy, and public policy). A number of courses were removed in the previous academic
year’s cycle of curriculum changes, in addition to two first year courses to be deleted this
year (NO101 and NO110). NO105 will combine curricular elements of both previous first
year courses to become the Program’s only required first year course. Its learning
objectives will be aligned to address the core areas of curricular emphasis, in both Canadian
and North American contexts. The course is also being designed to combine elements of
blended and active learning, to meet skills and knowledge objectives that serve upper year
NO courses more effectively and directly.
Shifting 0.5 credits from the first year to the second year of the program (by requiring an
additional 0.5 NO credit at the 200 level) will give students an opportunity to develop
additional breadth knowledge in a course that is focused on one of the Program’s curricular
areas of emphasis.
The new NO105 course will be offered in both fall and winter terms, providing greater
flexibility for students who need the course to meet major and minor requirements. As well,
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this change has the administrative advantage of creating greater flexibility in scheduling and
staffing.
Finally, given the Program’s total number of credits required for combined honours majors
(7.0) and the university rule requiring that 6.0 credits be at the senior level, reducing the
number of first year credits required by 0.5 will permit NASP majors to fulfill the Program’s
language requirement with a course at either the junior or senior levels.
3. Alignment with University Academic Plan:
These changes do not suggest any significant departure from NASP’s alignment with the
University Academic Plan. NASP continues to align with a number of Laurier’s core principles
(e.g. especially discovery and innovation through partnerships, civic engagement, diversity,
integration, and global citizenship) and the university’s strategic domains (e.g. especially
governance and social and cultural analysis).
4. Impact on Program Learning Outcomes:
These changes will permit the consolidation of introductory knowledge and skills objectives
in a single first year course. The new course will be particularly designed to support more
directly the learning objectives of senior level Program courses and overall Program learning
outcomes. The changes also correspond with the Program’s overall emphasis on North
America as a distinct historical, cultural, political and economic entity, and at the same time
strengthen the distinctive and comparative analysis of Canada’s place in the continent.
5. Impact on Resources:
There will be no increase or decrease in required resources as a result of this curriculum
change. The change will provide for greater flexibility when staffing and scheduling the
course.
6. Old Calendar Description (where applicable):
Honours BA North American Studies in Combination with another Honours BA
Program
The Combined Honours North American Studies program consists of 20.0 credits, including
7.0 credits that must be completed in the North American Studies program; 6.0 program
credits must be at the senior level. At least 14.0 of the 20 degree credits must be at the
senior level (refer to exception, in Note 1 below).
Required Courses (4.5):
NO101 - Introduction to North American Studies
NO110 - Canada Unplugged: An Introduction
3

NO211 - Canadian Identities and Cultures,
plus 0.5 additional NO credits at the 200 level
NO315/PO315 - Politics and Society in Contemporary Québec,
plus 1.0 additional NO credits at the 300 level
NO401 - Borders and Boundaries in North America
0.5 credit language (Spanish, French or Indigenous; students are encouraged to take at
least 1.0 credit of language)
Senior Elective Courses (2.5 credits):
Any senior North American Studies course not used to meet one of the required course
requirements listed above may be used towards the elective courses requirement. In
addition, many other courses offered by other departments and programs in the Faculty of
Arts may also be counted towards the elective courses requirement. These courses are to be
chosen by the student, in consultation with the North American Studies Coordinator and
according to program-approved lists available on the program website (refer also to Note 2
below).
Notes:
1. For North American Studies majors who take a 100 level language course during
Year 2, Year 3, or Year 4, and who have already accumulated 6.0 junior credits, this
course (up to a maximum of 0.5 credit) will not be counted toward the maximum 6.0
limit on 100 level credits.
2. Students in the Honours Program may undertake a North American Studies
Experience (NASE) to fulfill some of the elective courses requirement and, depending
on the nature of the experience, the 0.5 credit in language. When approved by the
North American Studies Coordinator in advance, the NASE can include: official
university exchanges, arranged through Laurier International (particularly with
Laurier’s American and Mexican partners); participation in summer programs that
provide in-depth examination of North America; individually initiated
study/internship opportunities; and appropriate field studies courses offered by other
Laurier Programs and Departments.

7. New Calendar Description (where applicable):
Honours BA North American Studies in Combination with another Honours BA
Program
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The Combined Honours North American Studies program consists of 20.0 credits, including
7.0 credits that must be completed in the North American Studies program; 6.0 program
credits must be at the senior level. At least 14.0 of the 20 degree credits must be at the
senior level (refer to exception, in Note 1 below).
Required Courses (4.5):
NO105 (Billionaires, Beavers, & Banditos)
NO211 - Canadian Identities and Cultures,
plus 1.0 additional NO credits at the 200 level
NO315/PO315 - Politics and Society in Contemporary Québec,
plus 1.0 additional NO credits at the 300 level
NO401 - Borders and Boundaries in North America
0.5 credit language (Spanish, French or Indigenous; students are encouraged to take at
least 1.0 credit of language)
Senior Elective Courses (2.5 credits):
Any senior North American Studies course not used to meet one of the required course
requirements listed above may be used towards the elective courses requirement. In
addition, many other courses offered by other departments and programs in the Faculty of
Arts may also be counted towards the elective courses requirement. These courses are to be
chosen by the student, in consultation with the North American Studies coordinator and
according to program-approved lists available on the program website (refer also to Note 2
below)
Notes:
1. For North American Studies majors who take a 100 level language course during
Year 2, Year 3, or Year 4, and who have already accumulated 6.0 junior credits, this
course (up to a maximum of 0.5 credit) will not be counted toward the maximum 6.0
limit on 100 level credits. Language credits need not affect the North American
Studies major GPA.
2. Students in the Honours Program may undertake a North American Studies
Experience (NASE) to fulfill some of the elective courses requirement and, depending
on the nature of the experience, the 0.5 credit in language. When approved by the
North American Studies Coordinator in advance, the NASE can include: official
university exchanges, arranged through Laurier International (particularly with
Laurier’s American and Mexican partners); participation in summer programs that
provide in-depth examination of North America; individually initiated
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study/internship opportunities; and appropriate field studies courses offered by other
Laurier Programs and Departments.

--Motion 1.2: To revise the requirements of the North American Studies Minor
Approved by the North American Studies Program Coordinating Committee, 13 September
2013
Effective Date: September 2014
1. Description of Proposed Change:
This change will replace the requirement of NO101 with NO105.
2. Rationale for Proposed Change:
Two first year courses in the North American Studies Program (NO101 and NO110) are
being consolidated into a single first year course (NO105). NO101 will no longer be offered,
but the learning objectives of NO101 will be incorporated into NO105, and the new course
will still satisfy the curricular requirements of a North American Studies minor.
The new course (NO105) will be offered in both fall and winter terms, providing greater
flexibility for students who need the course to meet the minor requirements. Previously,
NO101 was offered only in the fall term.
3. Alignment with University Academic Plan:
These changes do not suggest any significant departure from NASP’s alignment with the
University Academic Plan. NASP continues to align with a number of Laurier’s core principles
(e.g. especially discovery and innovation through partnerships, civic engagement, diversity,
integration, and global citizenship) and the university’s strategic domains (e.g. especially
governance and social and cultural analysis).
4. Impact on Program Learning Outcomes:
There is no significant impact on Program Learning Outcomes. The new NO105 course will
integrate the curricular objectives of the previous requirement for NO101.

5. Impact on Resources:
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There will be no increase or decrease in required resources as a result of this curriculum
change. The change will provide for greater flexibility when staffing and scheduling the
course.
6. Old Calendar Description (where applicable):
North American Studies Minor
NO101;
0.5 NO credit at the 200 level;
0.5 NO credit at the 300 level;
1.5 senior credits in elective courses.
Any North American Studies course not used to meet one of the above required course
requirements, may be used towards the elective courses requirement. In addition, many
other courses offered by other departments and programs in the Faculty of Arts may also be
counted towards the elective courses requirement. These courses are to be chosen by the
student, in consultation with the North American Studies Program coordinator and according
to program-approved lists available on the program website.
7. New Calendar Description (where applicable):
North American Studies Minor
NO105;
0.5 NO credit at the 200 level;
0.5 NO credit at the 300 level;
1.5 senior credits in elective courses.
Any North American Studies course not used to meet one of the above required course
requirements, may be used towards the elective courses requirement. In addition, many
other courses offered by other departments and programs in the Faculty of Arts may also be
counted towards the elective courses requirement. These courses are to be chosen by the
student, in consultation with the North American Studies Program coordinator and according
to program-approved lists available on the program website.
--Motion 1.3: To revise the requirements of the Canadian Studies Minor
Approved by the North American Studies Program Coordinating Committee, 13 September
2013
Effective Date: September 2014
1. Description of Proposed Change:
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This change will replace the requirement of NO110 with NO105.
2. Rationale for Proposed Change:
Two first year courses in the North American Studies Program (NO101 and NO110) are
being consolidated into a single first year course (NO105). NO110 will no longer be offered,
but the learning objectives of NO110 will be incorporated into NO105, and the new course
will still satisfy the curricular requirements of a Canadian Studies minor.
The new course (NO105) will be offered in both fall and winter terms, providing greater
flexibility for students who need the course to meet the minor requirements. Previously,
NO110 was offered only in the winter term.
3. Alignment with University Academic Plan:
These changes do not suggest any significant departure from NASP’s alignment with the
University Academic Plan. NASP continues to align with a number of Laurier’s core principles
(e.g. especially discovery and innovation through partnerships, civic engagement, diversity,
integration, and global citizenship) and the university’s strategic domains (e.g. especially
governance and social and cultural analysis).
4. Impact on Program Learning Outcomes:
There is no significant impact on Program Learning Outcomes. The new NO105 course will
integrate the curricular objectives of the previous requirement for NO110.
5. Impact on Resources:
There will be no increase or decrease in required resources as a result of this curriculum
change. The change will provide for greater flexibility when staffing and scheduling the
course.
6. Old Calendar Description (where applicable):
Canadian Studies Minor
NO110
NO211
NO315/PO315
and 1.5 senior credit in Canadian-content which must be approved by the North American
Studies program coordinator

7. New Calendar Description (where applicable):
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Canadian Studies Minor
NO105
NO211
NO315/PO315
and 1.5 senior credit in Canadian-content which must be approved by the North American
Studies program coordinator
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Proposal for Major Modification
DEPARTMENT / PROGRAM
Cultural Analysis and Social Theory (CAST) MA Program
MOTION
To expand the CAST MA Program for delivery on the Brantford Campus as well as on the
Waterloo Campus, according to the criteria laid out below.
APPROVED AT:
(please note date of approval at previous levels)
CAST Committee of the
Faculty of Liberal Arts
(Brantford): September
Whole: August 28, 2013
16, 2013
Senate Academic Planning
Graduate Faculty Council:
Committee: December 17,
November 29, 2013
2013
EFFECTIVE DATE:
July 1st, 2014
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED CHANGE:
This change falls under Category 3 of the Major Modifications to Existing Programs as
described in Policy 2.2, specifically, “The establishment of an existing degree program at
another institution or location.” The CAST program would be expanded to be delivered
across both campuses. Students enrolled in the program will be able to take courses at
either campus, and to seek supervision from faculty at either campus, although they will be
assigned to a primary campus for administrative reasons. The CAST Curriculum Committee,
composed of members from both campuses, would ensure consistency in the delivery of
both programs. No student will be required to travel between campuses in order to complete
the degree, and no faculty member will be required to teach at a different campus as part of
their CAST responsibilities – all courses will be available by teleconference, so that they can
be open to all students on both campuses.
RATIONALE FOR PROPOSED CHANGE:
The proposed change will expand the CAST program both in terms of courses offered, and in
terms of the number of faculty available to teach and supervise in the program. This will
make the program more attractive to prospective students in providing them a wider range
of choices, both in their studies and in having access to faculty with a wider range of
expertise. The proposed change would also benefit the CAST program at both campuses in
terms of recruitment. MA programs tend to do best when they have their own feeder
systems in place, and because Brantford is built around an interdisciplinary core program,
we believe that the CAST program will form a natural progression for many of our students;
thus, we believe that a high visibility at Brantford will greatly increase applications for the
CAST program.
At the same time, graduate programming is growing at the Brantford Campus, and the
CAST program will create exciting synergies with the current Brantford MA Programs in
Social Justice and Community Engagement, and Criminology. Recent CAST students have
already begun to take courses in the Social Justice and Community Engagement MA, and
others with Criminology backgrounds have expressed interest in working with the
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Criminology MA. This expansion of CAST will allow those synergies to continue to grow in
fruitful ways.
ALIGNMENT WITH UNIVERSITY ACADEMIC PLAN:
This proposal aligns generally with the University Academic Plan, and specifically in two
areas.
The Academic Plan describes a commitment to Integration: “The purpose of integration is to
graduate students with the capacity to be critical thinkers and problem solvers who can
draw on knowledge, skills and personal and work experiences to resolve complex issues
encountered in life and in work. At Laurier, integrative forms of pedagogy move beyond the
generation and transmission of knowledge in a particular discipline to various modes of
synthesis as facilitated by the Library and found in multi- and interdisciplinary programs and
research centres; the application of both theory and practice in academic and professional
programs; hybrid forms of pedagogy including interdisciplinary courses.” CAST, as an
interdisciplinary MA, will help to expand this core principle to graduate programming in
Brantford, as well as further increasing the program’s interdisciplinary scope, through the
expansion in faculty specializations and the ability to attract and supervise students in a
wider range of disciplines, as well as to offer a wider range of interdisciplinary course
programming.
Likewise, the University Academic Plan states a commitment to Social and Cultural Analysis:
“Social and cultural analysis relates to the examination of material production, social
institutions, media and popular texts, artistic works, science and technology, governance,
patterns of equality and inequality, and everyday actions, beliefs, and values in relation to a
people, a community, a particular time period, or humanity in general. Social and cultural
analysis also encourages new ways of understanding and addressing the many pressing
social issues of our time, while providing new tools for explaining the human condition in
ways that move beyond parochialism, prejudice, and conflict. Laurier recognizes that
meaningful actions and policies to achieve social justice and sustainability are reliant upon
in-depth analysis of how events and issues have evolved, their impact and effects, and how
they are represented, historically and cross-culturally, by citizens, communities,
businesses, institutions, and the state. The MA in Cultural Analysis and Social Theory is a
campus leader in this area, as our only graduate program which focuses specifically on
Social and Cultural Analysis. In conjunction with Brantford’s MA Programs in Social Justice
and Community Engagement, and Criminology, CAST will continue to be a leader in this
area, and expand this aspect of the Academic Plan’s goals to the Brantford Campus.
As well, the establishment of CAST at Brantford would create the first multi-campus
graduate program, furthering the establishment of pedagogical and research links between
the two campuses, thus furthering the spirit of the Multi-Campus Governance Task Force’s
reports. One of the aims of multi-campus governance is to provide “an overall structure
which better integrates the Brantford Campus into the University as a whole,” and another is
to provide for “program growth and future academic development, improved infrastructure
for multi‐campus coordination and integration.” The expansion of CAST to Brantford furthers
these aims, and will provide a model for future multi-campus graduate programs.
IMPACT ON PROGRAM LEARNING OUTCOMES:
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The Learning Outcomes will remain the same, as there are no curricular changes involved in
this expansion of the program; therefore, there is no impact on the Program Learning
Outcomes.
IMPACT ON RESOURCES:
CAST in Waterloo: Because three courses will be taught in Brantford, and funded by the
Dean of Liberal Arts, CAST will request one fewer stipend from the Dean of Arts. So, instead
of CAST offering 5 courses per year in Waterloo, it will offer 4 courses per year in Waterloo.
CQ600: Colloquium, which is run by the Director of CAST as part of his or her duties as
Director, is not included in this count. There is no other impact on CAST Waterloo, as
instructors for the courses taught in Brantford will be selected from Brantford faculty. Thus,
this proposal results in a gain of one stipend for the Faculty of Arts in Waterloo.
CAST in Brantford: The Dean of the Faculty of Liberal Arts will provide three course-release
stipends for teaching, an additional monetary stipend for the CAST Director, and will provide
room allocations for seminars, colloquia, and meetings of CAST in Brantford. The Dean has
already agreed to provide these resources. Faculty for courses taught in Brantford will be
drawn from faculty members in the two Brantford Faculties.
The Dean of Graduate & Postdoctoral Studies has agreed to provide TAships to eligible
students in the expanded program.
OLD CALENDAR DESCRIPTION (WHERE APPLICABLE):
The MA in Cultural Analysis and Social Theory (CAST) focuses on analyzing culture and
theorizing the social from interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary perspectives. The program
provides graduate students with an opportunity to build a theoretical account of an
increasingly complex and globalized world, including an examination of the role of
representation and language in the production of knowledge and power, and the mutually
constituting relations between culture, the material world, and personal experience. It
focuses on theorizing the social implications of these analyses in terms of their impact on
individuals, groups, and institutions.
The program offers three fields of specialized study:
Globalization, Identity and Social Movements
Body Politics: Gender, Sexuality and Embodiment
Cultural Representation and Social Theory
Students will take courses in at least two of the three fields. These three fields are
underpinned by a required colloquium (CQ600 - Colloquium) as well as two core courses
(CQ601 - Cultural Analysis and Social Theory and CQ602 - Approaches to Cultural Analysis)
focused on the theories, concepts, and methods of cultural analysis and social theory.
Students choose between two options of study. In the Course Work Option, students will
take two or three terms of course work. In the Major Research Paper Option, students will
take two terms of course work and write a major research paper in their third term.
NEW CALENDAR DESCRIPTION (WHERE APPLICABLE):
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The MA in Cultural Analysis and Social Theory (CAST) focuses on analyzing culture and
theorizing the social from interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary perspectives. The program
provides graduate students with an opportunity to build a theoretical account of an
increasingly complex and globalized world, including an examination of the role of
representation and language in the production of knowledge and power, and the mutually
constituting relations between culture, the material world, and personal experience. It
focuses on theorizing the social implications of these analyses in terms of their impact on
individuals, groups, and institutions. This is a multi-campus graduate program, and
students may take courses at, and select supervisors from, either campus.
The program offers three fields of specialized study:
Globalization, Identity and Social Movements
Body Politics: Gender, Sexuality and Embodiment
Cultural Representation and Social Theory
Students will take courses in at least two of the three fields. These three fields are
underpinned by a required colloquium (CQ600 - Colloquium) as well as two core courses
(CQ601 - Cultural Analysis and Social Theory and CQ602 - Approaches to Cultural Analysis)
focused on the theories, concepts, and methods of cultural analysis and social theory.
Students choose between two options of study. In the Course Work Option, students will
take two or three terms of course work. In the Major Research Paper Option, students will
take two terms of course work and write a major research paper in their third term.
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Proposal for Major Modification
DEPARTMENT / PROGRAM

Department of Business, Graduate Diploma in Accounting
MOTION
To approve the proposal to offer a Graduate Diploma in Accounting for students pursuing
the Chartered Professional Accountant (CPA) designation. The Graduate Diploma in
Accounting is designed to bridge the gap between the knowledge provided by undergraduate
accounting courses and the knowledge required to write the CPA examinations.

APPROVED AT:
(please note date of approval at previous levels)

Business Council

November 15, 2013

SBE Curriculum

November 18, 2013

SBE Council

November 22, 2013

Graduate Faculty Council

November 29, 2013

Senate Academic Planning
Committee

December 17, 2013

EFFECTIVE DATE:
Spring 2014 (if possible); otherwise Fall 2014.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED CHANGE:
For many years SBE has offered “add-on” accounting courses that are done after the BBA
(or BA Economics and Accounting) degree, to prepare students pursuing the CA designation
for their professional accounting studies. With the merger of the CA/CMA and CGA
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designations into a CPA designation, and the implementation the CPA education
requirements, students will only obtain full credit for these courses by CPA Ontario if they
are part of a graduate diploma or graduate degree.
Based on our mapping of the CPA competencies to our courses, the following courses would
be offered as part of the Graduate Diploma for those pursuing the CPA designation
(Chartered Professional Accountant): i) Financial Statement Analysis, ii) Advanced Auditing,
iii) Seminar in Accounting, iv) Advanced Management Accounting and v) Taxation 3 – a
combination of personal and corporate taxes. All the courses are designed to meet the
competency map provided by CPA Ontario.
A brief overview of the courses to be included in the Graduate Diploma in Accounting
follows:
i)
Financial Statement Analysis: This course is designed to improve the student's ability
to interpret and analyze financial statements. Primarily, the course will focus on improving
the student's ability to understand the various financial statements.
ii)
Advanced Auditing: Consideration is given to advanced topics in auditing, and the
current issues facing the auditing profession.
iii)
Seminar in Accounting: This seminar will be a capstone course in accounting that
integrates financial accounting, managerial accounting, taxation and auditing.
iv)
Management Controls: A seminar course designed to facilitate evaluation of the
efficacy, design and development of management control systems and consideration of
emerging ideas/concepts in the field of management control.
v)
Taxation 3 (i.e., an additional advanced taxation course): advanced topics in a
combination of personal and corporate taxes.

RATIONALE FOR PROPOSED CHANGE:
Background - a merger of the CA, CMA and CGA accounting designations across
Canada is in process, and will result in one continuing designation – the CPA. The
CA and CMA designations will no longer be offered in Canada, and the CGA
designation will not be offered in 8 of 10 provinces. An exception to the merger
relates to the CGA designation in Manitoba and Ontario, as those provincial
institutes have not yet joined the merger (although they have started preliminary
discussions that may result in their joining the merger). CGA Ontario and Manitoba
may continue to offer a separate designation, depending on the results of their
negotiations to (possibly) formally join the CPA merger
With the introduction of the CPA designation, combining the former CA, CMA and
CGA designations, the education requirements for accounting majors have changed.
Those without a graduate degree or graduate diploma will be required to write four
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additional “challenge exams”. Those universities that group their “add-on” courses
into a graduate diploma (which Queen’s, for example, has done) will be exempt
from the challenge exams. [Note: “add-on” courses are done “post undergraduate
degree” and have been offered at Laurier for many years. They are typically the
most advanced accounting courses offered and are needed to pursue a professional
accounting designation such as the (former) CA and the (current) CPA. Because the
add-on courses are typically done outside of the BBA (or other undergraduate
degrees such as the BA Economics and Accounting), they have not resulted in a
diploma or other credential at Laurier. This has led to a disadvantage for Laurier
graduates relative to other schools like Queen’s that have packaged these courses
as a “Graduate Diploma”]. Exemption from the four challenge examinations
provides a large incentive for accounting students to obtain the Graduate Diploma
in Accounting, rather than just taking the five diploma courses on an ad hoc basis
from Laurier or another university.

ALIGNMENT WITH UNIVERSITY ACADEMIC PLAN:
This program is designed to provide excellence in learning, scholarship and
leadership. It challenges our accounting students to become engaged and aware
citizens of an increasingly complex business world. We will provide advanced
knowledge to prepare students for their future career success through excellence in
teaching and learning. We will develop, through this program, leaders with skills in
financial, managerial and tax accounting for a rapidly changing and complex global
environment. The program will promote ethical behaviour, responsible governance,
integrity and leadership skills. The program seeks to advance knowledge and
practices in these fields by using case-based and practice-oriented approaches. It
also seeks to increase our students’ competitive advantage in the market by
supporting advanced accounting education. Case based learning will promote
collaboration, collegiality, respectful relationships, and openness to change. It
focuses on integrated learning and draws on: related skills, personal and work
experiences to resolve complex issues encountered in life and in work.
The Diploma is consistent with Laurier’s approach to post-secondary education as it
promotes a balance between teaching and research, a linkage of graduate and
undergraduate curricula, and professional and academic programs. It fosters
linkages to the professional accounting community and enhances the student
experience. In short, the program is consistent with Laurier’s mission, vision and
values and the University Academic Plan.
IMPACT ON PROGRAM LEARNING OUTCOMES:
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The primary goal of the Graduate Diploma in Accounting is to prepare students to
successfully complete the professional designation exam (the Common Final
Evaluation or CFE) for the CPA designation. Upon completion of the diploma
program, students will be able to:
•

Evaluate an entity’s strategic objectives and performance measures

•

Evaluate management information requirements

•

Advise on an entity’s assurance needs

•

Advise on an entity’s tax needs

•

Develop and evaluate appropriate accounting policies and procedures

•

Evaluate an entity’s governance structure and strategy

•

Evaluate an entity’s financial state, including cash flow, working capital, investment
portfolio and sources of financing

•

Prepare, analyze and evaluate financial statements

•

Evaluate targets and forecasts

•

Design optimum business structures to meet the objectives of the taxpayers (for
example, choosing business entities, international expansion, transfer pricing)

•

Develop and evaluate audit programs

•

Understand tax governance, controls, and risk management in tax services

•

Understand the tax consequences of business structuring and restructuring
transactions

•

Assess whether management control systems align with an entity’s mission, vision
and values

•

Identify and evaluate financial reporting needs, requirements and processes

•

Integrate accounting issues and develop comprehensive recommendations

•

Recommend changes to accounting systems and suggest improved methodologies

•

Evaluate the purchase, expansion or sale of a business and communicate related
recommendations

•

Analyze key operational issues and alignment with strategy

•

Evaluate effective risk management
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•

Enhance understanding of the relationship between financial reporting and taxation,
as well as the understanding of the importance of taxation when making business or
investment decisions

•

Integrate knowledge of tax, financial accounting, auditing and management
accounting

IMPACT ON RESOURCES:
The program will offer two new courses based on the CPA competency map. There
will be two to three sections for each course based on the estimation that there
would be 150-200 students enrolled each year. In this situation, a teaching load of
4-6 courses is created. Therefore, one full time faculty (tenure-track) will be
needed. In the case of short term budget constraints, a second-best short term
option is to have CAS members teach additional accounting sections to free up
properly qualified faculty to teach in the Graduate Diploma in Accounting.
OLD CALENDAR DESCRIPTION (WHERE APPLICABLE):
N/A Graduate Diploma in Accounting was not previously offered.
NEW CALENDAR DESCRIPTION (WHERE APPLICABLE):
Graduate Diploma in Accounting
The Graduate Diploma in Accounting prepares students for careers as Chartered
Professional Accountants working with CPA firms, public and private companies and
government through development of excellent accounting, audit and tax related
skills. The program brings together managerial accounting, financial accounting,
taxation and auditing.
Admission Requirements
The admission requirements consist of three categories: i) undergraduate degree
(completed or in final stages of completion); ii) completion of all prerequisites for
courses in the Graduate Diploma (completed or in final stages of completion), and
iii) minimum required average in business related courses of B-.
Program Requirements
The Graduate Diploma in Accounting is typically completed in one term of required
coursework, and it is offered in the Spring and Fall terms. Some students choose to
take up to one of the courses (where offered) in the term prior to completion of the
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Graduate Diploma in Accounting. The courses in the Graduate Diploma in
Accounting are summarized as follows:
i)
Financial Statement Analysis: This course is designed to improve the
student's ability to interpret and analyze financial statements. Primarily, the course
will focus on improving the student's ability to understand the various financial
statements.
ii)
Advanced Auditing: Consideration is given to advanced topics in auditing,
and the current issues facing the auditing profession.
iii)
Seminar in Accounting: This seminar will be a capstone course in accounting
that integrates financial accounting, managerial accounting, taxation and auditing.
iv)
Management Controls: A seminar course designed to facilitate evaluation of
the efficacy, design and development of management control systems and
consideration of emerging ideas/concepts in the field of management control.
v)
Taxation 3 (i.e., an additional advanced taxation course): Advanced topics in
a combination of personal and corporate taxes.
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Graduate Diploma in Accounting
Expedited Approval Proposal
Volume I: Proposal Brief (Version 7C)

Submitted by: Bruce McConomy, Bixia Xu
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Volume 1: The Program

BACKGROUND
A) BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Provide a brief description of the program (including identification of fields for graduate programs if
applicable).

The graduate diploma in accounting represents five (5) advanced level accounting courses
designed for students pursuing a professional accounting designation such as the CPA
(Chartered Professional Accountant) designation. The five courses bridge the gap between
the knowledge provided by undergraduate accounting courses and the knowledge required
to write the CPA examinations.
The institutional necessity and motivation for this diploma program is the merger of the CA
(Chartered Accountant), CMA (Certified Management Accountant) and CGA (Certified
General Accountant) accounting designations across Canada, which is currently in process,
and which will result in one continuing designation – the CPA (Chartered Professional
Accountant). The CA and CMA designations will no longer be offered in Canada, and the
CGA designation will not be offered in 8 of 10 provinces. An exception to the merger relates
to the CGA designation in Manitoba and Ontario, as those provincial institutes have not yet
entered the merger (although they have started preliminary discussions that may result in
their joining the merger). CGA Ontario and Manitoba may continue to offer a separate
designation, depending on the results of their negotiations to (possibly) formally join the
CPA merger
With the introduction of the CPA designation, combining the former CA, CMA and CGA
designations, the education requirements for accounting majors have changed. Those
without a graduate degree or graduate diploma will be required to write four additional
“challenge exams”. Those universities that group their “add-on” courses into a graduate
diploma (which Queen’s, for example, has done) are exempt from the challenge exams. To
date, “add-on” courses have been done post undergraduate degree and have been offered
at Laurier for many years. They are typically the most advanced accounting courses offered
and are needed to pursue a professional accounting designation such as the (former) CA
and the (current) CPA. Because the add-on courses have typically done post-BBA (or BA
Economics and Accounting), they have not resulted in a diploma or other credential at
Laurier. They are considered Graduate Level as they are equivalent to (and in many cases
more advanced than) similar courses in the Laurier’s MBA program. For example, the
proposed Graduate Diploma in Accounting includes two new courses Taxation 3 (which is
more complex in nature than BU647 – Managerial Tax Planning) and Management Controls
(which is similar in its level of integration and complexity to BU697 – Seminar in
Accounting). The current MBA with CMA also has courses similar in difficulty and complexity
to the Proposed Graduate Diploma in Accounting’s Financial Statement Analysis course – see
BU657 (Financial Statements) and the Capstone Course – see BU610 (Applied Business
Research).
The lack of a degree or diploma for the add-on courses at Laurier has led to a disadvantage
for Laurier graduates relative to other schools like Queen’s that have packaged these
courses as a “Graduate Diploma”. Exemption from the four challenge examinations provides
a large incentive for BBA accounting (and BA Economics and Accounting) students to obtain
the Graduate Diploma in Accounting, rather than just taking the diploma related courses on
an ad hoc basis from Laurier or another university. We believe that the creation of this
graduate diploma will benefit students as: they will be able to obtain all necessary courses
for their CPA accounting designation at the same university; they will be able to obtain the 5
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post-undergraduate courses all in one term and CPA Ontario will be able to recognize these
courses in order to provide an exemption from 4 preliminary CPA examinations.

B) PROPOSAL PREPARATION AND CONSULTATION PROCESS
Describe the method used for preparing the proposal and all groups or individuals who have
contributed in any way to its completion (faculty members, staff members, potential students).
Include information on any consultations done with other academic units (internal to Laurier or
external) during the preparation of the proposal, as well as the outcomes of these consultations.

The proposal has been prepared by the Accounting Area of the School of Business &
Economics (SBE). Consultations have taken place with the Institute of Chartered
Accountants of Ontario/CPA Ontario; the MBA department of SBE including those involved
with the CMA/MBA; the undergraduate BBA office; the Economics department; the Dean’s
Office of SBE and the Faculty of Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies at Laurier.

C) STUDENT DEMAND
Provide information on student demand for the program. This should include projected enrolment for
the first five years of the program, as well as steady-state enrolment projections (and the bases for
these projections). Other evidence may include application statistics for similar programs at other
institutions, the projected geographic origin of student demand and the duration / sustainability of the
projected demand.

It is expected that the Graduate Diploma in Accounting would attract between150-200
students each year. The basis of the estimate is the current enrolment for accounting “addon” courses at Laurier as tracked by the SBE-BBA office (add-on courses are done after
students obtain their undergraduate BBA degree (or BA Economics and Accounting degree),
in preparation for the CA Accounting designation). The add-on courses have been offered
primarily in the Spring term for non-co-op students and in the Fall term for co-op students.
The following table documents enrolment in these “add-on” courses over the past few years;
it is these numbers that have been used to anticipate the enrolment projections included in
Table 1.

ENROLMENTS IN CA ADD-ON COURSES

2012-2013

243

BU447
(Advanced
Audit)
247

2011-2012

204

225

252

217

165

2010-2011

233

241

322

280

137

BU417
(F/S analysis)

BU466
(Advanced
tax)
294

BU487
(Advanced
Accounting)
209

BU497
(Capstone Course)
216

The mix of “add-on” vs. BBA (or BA Economics and Accounting) courses will change with
the implementation of the Graduate Diploma in Accounting. For example, it is envisioned
that BU466 and BU487 would be offered within the undergraduate degree. (Note: BU466
and BU487 are currently add-on courses, not BBA courses, and they will be moved into the
BBA stream of courses to ensure Laurier continues to offer all required courses for the
accounting designation(s)).

Table 1: Estimated full-time Enrollment during the first five years of the
proposed program
New Students

Continuing
Students

Total
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Year
Year
Year
Year
Year

1
2
3
4
5

2014-2015
2015-2016
2016-2017
2017-2018
2018-2019

150-200
150-200
150-200
150-200
150-200

*
*
*
*
*

150-200
150-200
150-200
150-200
150-200

* N/A most students will complete the diploma in 1 term.

D) SOCIETAL NEED FOR PROGRAM GRADUATES
Comment on the societal need for graduates of the program. This may include the availability of
positions upon graduation (e.g. by letters from potential employers), the geographic scope, trends or
the duration of anticipated societal need. For professional programs, congruence with current
regulatory requirements of the profession should also be explained and assessed.

The BBA program at Laurier typically has more than 300 students per year graduating in
accounting, with most pursuing either a CA or CMA designation (together with another 2040 in the BA Economics and Accounting). During the past 20 years, Laurier has had more
gold medals in the CA Uniform Final Evaluation (UFE) than any other university in Canada.
The placement rate of our accounting students is quite good as we typically have
approximately 150 students that write the UFE each year, and virtually all have been
employed at CA Firms or CA Training Offices. A graduate survey prepared for the recent
School of Business & Economics cyclical review included data on BBA graduate employment
rates for 2005-2012. The placement rate for BBA graduates, which includes those who go
to work in Accounting fields, ranged from 94%-97.5% during those years. The placement
rate for BA Economics and Accounting degree has also been over 95%.) Additional students
(albeit a smaller number of students) write the CMA examinations each year. Now that the
CA and CMA are merging in Ontario and across Canada, a combined 200+ Laurier students
per year are expected to pursue the CPA designation annually. Regarding geographic scope,
the CPA will be recognized across Canada, and with international affiliations around the
globe.

E) JOINT PROGRAMS
If the program being proposed is a joint or collaborative program, please explain the rationale for this
and the value to the student. Explain the characteristics of the relationship between the two
institutions or programs that justify the need for a collaborative or joint program.

Not applicable.

F) QUESTIONS FOR EXTERNAL REVIEW CONSIDERATION
(OPTIONAL)
If applicable, outline any questions or areas of concern that the program would like the external
reviewers to closely examine or address during their evaluation of the report and/or site visit.

Not applicable.

I. OBJECTIVES OF THE PROGRAM
Note: Academic units are strongly encouraged to contact Teaching Support Services for assistance in
the development of program-level learning outcomes.
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A) PROGRAM-LEVEL LEARNING OUTCOMES
List the program-level student learning outcomes.

The primary goal of the Graduate Diploma in Accounting is to prepare students to
successfully complete the professional designation exam (the Common Final Evaluation or
CFE) for the CPA designation. Upon completion of the diploma program, students will be
able to:
•
Evaluate an entity’s strategic objectives and performance measures
•

Evaluate management information requirements

•

Advise on an entity’s assurance needs

•

Advise on an entity’s tax needs

•

Develop and evaluate appropriate accounting policies and procedures

•

Evaluate an entity’s governance structure and strategy

•

Evaluate an entity’s financial state, including cash flow, working capital, investment
portfolio and sources of financing

•

Prepare, analyze and evaluate financial statements

•

Evaluate targets and forecasts

•

Design optimum business structures to meet the objectives of the taxpayers (for
example, choosing business entities, international expansion, transfer pricing)

•

Develop and evaluate audit programs

•

Understand tax governance, controls, and risk management in tax services

•

Understand the tax consequences of business structuring and restructuring
transactions

•

Assess whether management control systems align with an entity’s mission, vision
and values

•

Identify and evaluate financial reporting needs, requirements and processes

•

Integrate accounting issues and develop comprehensive recommendations

•

Recommend changes to accounting systems and suggest improved methodologies

•

Evaluate the purchase, expansion or sale of a business and communicate related
recommendations

•

Analyze key operational issues and alignment with strategy

•

Evaluate effective risk management
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•

Enhance understanding of the relationship between financial reporting and taxation,
as well as the understanding of the importance of taxation when making business or
investment decisions

•

Integrate knowledge of tax, financial accounting, auditing and management
accounting

Additional information about how these program outcomes will be integrated into the
diploma curriculum can be found in Appendix A.

B) CONSISTENCY WITH LAURIER’S MISSION AND ACADEMIC PLAN
Explain how the program-level outcomes are consistent with Laurier’s mission, vision and values, as
well as the current Academic Plan.

This program is designed to provide excellence in learning, scholarship and leadership. It
challenges our accounting students to become engaged and aware citizens of an
increasingly complex business world. We will provide advanced knowledge to prepare
students for their future career success with the goal of igniting their minds through
excellence in teaching and learning. We will develop, through this program, leaders with
skills in financial, managerial and tax accounting for a rapidly changing and complex global
environment. The program will promote ethical behaviour, responsible governance, integrity
and leadership skills. The program seeks to advance knowledge and practices in these fields
by using case-based and practice-oriented approaches. It also seeks to increase our
students’ competitive advantage in the market by supporting advanced accounting
education. Case-based learning will promote collaboration, collegiality, respectful
relationships, and openness to change. It focuses on integrated learning and draws on
related skills, and personal and work experiences to resolve complex issues encountered in
life and in work.
The Diploma is consistent with Laurier’s approach to post-secondary education as it
promotes a balance between teaching and research, a linkage of graduate and
undergraduate curricula, and professional and academic programs. It fosters linkages to the
professional accounting community and enhances the student experience. In short, the
program is fully consistent with Laurier’s mission, vision and values and the University
Academic Plan.

C) CONSISTENCY WITH DEGREE LEVEL EXPECTATIONS
Explain the appropriateness of the program’s requirements and program-level learning outcomes
insofar as they address and align with Laurier’s Degree Level Expectations (UDLEs for undergraduate;
GDLEs for graduate). Complete the relevant table for the degree level of the proposed program.

Table 2 demonstrates how the program learning outcomes for the Diploma in Accounting
align with the categories of the Graduate Degree Level Expectations. Further information
about how these outcomes will be integrated into the diploma curriculum can be found in
Appendix A, and information about how the outcomes will be assessed can be found in Table
3.

Table 2: Alignment between Graduate Degree Level Expectations and Program
Learning Outcomes
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Graduate Degree Level Expectation Category
Depth and Breadth of Knowledge

Research and Scholarship

Level of Application of Knowledge

Associated Program Learning Outcome(s)
Develop a systematic understanding of
knowledge, and an awareness of current
problems and issues facing professional
accountants. For example:
• Evaluate an entity’s strategic objectives
and performance measures
• Evaluate management information
requirements
• Advise on an entity’s assurance needs
• Advise on an entity’s tax needs
• Develop and evaluate appropriate
accounting policies and procedures
A conceptual understanding and
methodological competence in advanced
accounting related areas. This will enable a
treatment of complex issues and judgments
based on established principles and
techniques, such as:
• Evaluate an entity’s governance structure
and strategy
• Evaluate an entity’s financial state,
including cash flow, working capital,
investment portfolio and sources of financing
Applying knowledge in the critical analysis of
new questions [or specific questions in a
new setting], such as the knowledge needed
to:
• Prepare, analyze and evaluate financial
statements
• Evaluate targets and forecasts
• Design optimum business structures to
meet the objectives of the taxpayers (for
example, choosing business entities,
international expansion, transfer pricing)
• Develop and evaluate audit programs
• Understand tax governance, controls, and
risk management in tax services
• Understand the tax consequences of
business structuring and restructuring
transactions
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Professional Capacity / Autonomy

Level of Communication Skills

Awareness of Limits of Knowledge

a. The qualities and transferable skills
necessary for employment requiring exercise
of initiative and of personal responsibility
and accountability; decision-making in
complex situations would include; ethical
behavior and appreciation of broader
implications would include:
• Assess whether management control
systems align with an entity’s mission, vision
and values
• Identifying and evaluating financial
reporting needs, requirements and processes
The ability to communicate ideas, issues and
conclusions clearly. For example:
• Integrate accounting issues and develop
comprehensive recommendations
• Recommend changes to accounting
systems and suggest improved
methodologies
• Evaluate the purchase, expansion or sale of
a business and communicate related
recommendations
Cognizance of the complexity of accounting
related knowledge and of the potential
contributions of other interpretations,
methods, and disciplines. For example, for
the following issues, accounting students
may be able to identify issues but would be
limited in their ability to provide
comprehensive solutions without considering
other disciplines:
• Analyze key operational issues and
alignment with strategy
• Evaluate effective risk management
• Enhance understanding of the relationship
between financial reporting and taxation, as
well as the understanding of the importance
of taxation when making business or
investment decisions
• Integrate knowledge of tax, financial
accounting, auditing and management
accounting

D) DEGREE NOMENCLATURE
Explain the appropriateness of degree nomenclature considering disciplinary traditions and
requirements (see the Postsecondary Education Quality Assessment Board’s Ontario Qualifications
Framework for guidelines about requirements for each degree type (http://www.peqab.ca/oqf.pdf).

The graduate Diploma in Accounting includes five (5) advanced level accounting courses
designed for students pursuing a professional accounting designation such as the CPA
(Chartered Professional Accountant) designation. The five courses are graduate level as they
bridge the knowledge gap between the knowledge provided by undergraduate accounting
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courses and the knowledge required to write the CPA examinations, and because they are
integrative (providing a comprehensive and integrated understanding of management
controls, auditing, tax and financial accounting). The courses are graduate level and are
based on graduate objectives, outcomes and graduate level expectations. As detailed
above, they are taught at a level of integration and complexity that equals or surpasses
similar courses in Laurier’s MBA with CMA degree.
While the PEQAB framework does not include a category for graduate diplomas of this
nature, the requirements of this Graduate Accounting Diploma are consistent with the
requirements of other Laurier graduate diplomas.

II. ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
A) ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
Explain the appropriateness of the program’s admission requirements (e.g. subject background,
minimum grade point average) for the learning outcomes established for completion of the program.

The admission requirements consist of three categories: i) undergraduate degree
(completed or in final stages of completion); ii) completion of all prerequisites for courses in
the Graduate Diploma (completed or in final stages of completion), and iii) minimum
required average in business related courses of B-. This corresponds to the longstanding
requirement of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Ontario (now CPA Ontario) that
students obtain a B- average across their accounting related courses in order to be able to
join the Institute and write their professional examinations.

B) ALTERNATIVE REQUIREMENTS
Provide an explanation of alternative requirements, if applicable, for admission into a graduate,
second-entry or undergraduate program, such as special admission average, additional languages,
portfolios or creative work, along with how the program recognizes prior work or learning experience.
Consult the undergraduate and graduate academic calendars (www.wlu.ca/calendars) for minimum
university requirements.
N/A

III. STRUCTURE
A) STRUCTURE AND REGULATIONS
Explain how the program's structure and regulations are designed to allow students to achieve the
program-level learning outcomes and degree level expectations. Please include course (calendar)
descriptions for all required courses to be offered in the program either here or in an Appendix as well
as a completed curriculum map (Appendix A) that identifies how the program components will
contribute to the achievement of the learning outcomes.

The primary goal of the diploma program is to prepare students for the professional
designation exam, the Common Final Evaluation (CFE) required to obtain the CPA
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designation The program will consist of five courses including: i) Financial Statement
Analysis, ii) Advanced Auditing, iii) Seminar in Accounting, iv) Management Controls and v)
Taxation 3 – a combination of personal and corporate taxes. All the courses are designed to
meet the competency map provided by CPA Ontario.
Course descriptions are as follows:
i) Financial statement analysis (BU417; to be renumbered as BU517): This course is
designed to improve the student's ability to interpret and analyze financial
statements. Primarily, the course will focus on improving the student's ability to
understand the various financial statements. Further, the course will evaluate
various methodologies and uses of financial statements. The users of financial
statements will normally be assumed to be those parties that are external to the
company, but discussions will not be limited to the external users.
ii) Advanced Auditing (BU447; to be renumbered as BU547): Consideration is given to
advanced topics in auditing, and the consideration of current issues in the
auditing profession.
iii) Seminar in accounting (BU497h; to be renumbered as BU537): This seminar will be
a capstone course in accounting that integrates financial accounting, managerial
accounting, taxation and auditing.
iv) Management Controls (to be numbered as BU527): A seminar course designed to
facilitate evaluation of the efficacy of an existing management control systems;
develop understanding of the role played by effective management accounting
and control systems in modern organizations; design and develop effective
management accounting and control systems; and consider emerging
ideas/concepts in the field of management control.
v) Taxation 3 (i.e., an additional advanced taxation course to be numbered as BU527):
advanced topics in a combination of personal and corporate taxes
The curriculum map included as Appendix A documents the relationship between the five
courses in the diploma and the program learning outcomes.

B) GRADUATE PROGRAM PROGRESSION
For graduate programs, provide a clear rationale for program length that ensures the program
requirements can be reasonably completed within the proposed time period. It is understood that
completion times in graduate programs may vary. However, master’s programs should be designed to
be either one or two years in length; doctoral programs should be no more than four years in
duration.

This program is designed to be completed in one term. Students who have finished their
undergraduate degree will complete this program in order to prepare for the CPA
examinations (the CFE). Students will be full time, with all courses offered in the same
term.
Some students may choose to take up to one of the courses (where offered) in the term
prior to completion of the Graduate Diploma in Accounting. For example, since the
Graduate Diploma would be offered in the Spring term (primarily for non-co-op students)
and in the Fall term (primarily for co-op students), it is possible that a student might take
one of the courses in the spring term and the remaining 4 courses in the fall. However, the
program is designed for students to be able to complete the Graduate Diploma in one term.
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Once the Graduate Diploma in Accounting is approved we will no longer offer the
undergraduate versions of the (previous) add-on courses. In the transition year (2013) we
plan to change the requirements of the add-on courses to ensure they meet Graduate Level
outcomes and requirements. If, for some reason, the Graduate Diploma in Accounting is not
approved until the Fall of 2013 we would recommend that a student taking the add-on
version of the course in 2013, be exempted from the graduate version of the course when
admitted to the Diploma.

C) INTELLECTUAL QUALITY OF STUDENT EXPERIENCE
Explain how the program structure, faculty research and other factors, if applicable, will ensure the
intellectual quality of the student experience.

CPA is the merger of the chartered accountant (CA), certified management accountant
(CMA) and (in most jurisdictions) the certified general accountant (CGA) designations. This
program, designed to facilitate CPA preparation, will provide students advanced and
integrated knowledge in financial accounting, management accounting auditing and
taxation. It also allows students to gain technical and practical skills that will benefit their
future career advancement. Furthermore, all the courses of the program are designed
based on the competency map designed for the CPA. See:
http://cpacanada.ca/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/CompetencyMap.pdf
Among the five courses, three have been offered previously as “add on” courses typically
taken post degree by students pursuing the CA designation. The Laurier accounting program
has had 9 students earn gold medals in the CA examinations (the “UFE”) in the past 20
years, and the student UFE success rate is very high. Virtually all of the full-time tenure
track and professional teaching position accounting faculty at Laurier have a CA, CMA or
CGA designation. In addition, the vast majority of the full-time tenure track and both of the
professional teaching position faculty also have an accounting related PhD. All full time
tenure track and professional teaching position faculty set out in “Table 4: Faculty Members
by Status and Field” (page 22 below) are Members of the Graduate Faculty. See:
http://www.wlu.ca/page.php?grp_id=36&p=9980
These factors demonstrate that the program will ensure the intellectual quality of the
student experience.

IV. PROGRAM CONTENT
A) CURRICULUM
Explain how the proposed curriculum addresses the current state of the discipline or area of study.

The proposed curriculum addresses the state of the accounting discipline by ensuring that
the newly developed CPA competency map (see link above) is covered for our accounting
students. Currently the course material for the existing (and proposed) courses is covered
by accounting add-on courses covered “post-BBA” (and post-BA Economics and Accounting)
and prior to the start of students accounting careers. As detailed above, it is envisioned
that for students to be prepared for the CPA professional designation exam (CFE) students
will require advanced knowledge in: i) Financial statement analysis, ii) Advanced Auditing,
iii) Seminar in accounting (a “capstone” integrative course), iv) Management controls and v)
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Taxation 3 – a combination of personal and corporate taxes. All the courses are designed to
meet the current state of the discipline as set out in the competency map provided by CPA
Ontario and CPA Canada.

B) PROGRAM INNOVATION
Describe any unique curriculum or program innovations or creative components.

Due to the nature and audience for the diploma program, the focus of this Graduate
Diploma is for CFE preparation. Although two new courses are required (Management
Controls and Taxation 3) for those pursuing the CPA designation, there is no specific
program innovation required. The courses included in the Graduate Diploma will be needed
by Laurier and other universities that plan to offer students a comprehensive path to the
CPA Examinations.

C) RESEARCH REQUIREMENTS – GRADUATE PROGRAMS
For research-focused graduate programs only, provide a clear indication of the nature and
suitability of the major research requirements for degree completion. These include thesis and major
research paper options and also course components designed for the development of critical and
analytical skills.

Not applicable.

D) COURSEWORK – GRADUATE PROGRAMS
For graduate programs only, explain how course offerings will be designed to ensure that each
student in the program is able to meet the Quality Council requirement that a minimum of two-thirds
of required coursework consist of graduate-level courses.

All of the courses in the Graduate Diploma in Accounting will be offered at the graduate
level. For any cross listed courses, additional requirements will be included to ensure that
the work is at a graduate level.

V. MODE(S) OF DELIVERY
Describe the proposed mode(s) of delivery (e.g., classroom format, online, blended, community
service learning, problem-based, compressed part-time, multi-campus, inter-institutional) and explain
their appropriateness for meeting the anticipated enrolment, class sizes, program-level learning
outcomes and degree level expectations. Comment specifically on any plans to use blended or online
learning within the program.

All the courses will be delivered using an intramural classroom format. The course material
will be a combination of problem-based and case-based material. This is the appropriate
mode of delivery for the anticipated enrollment and for preparation for the CPA
examinations (the CFE).
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VI. ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGIES
A) METHODS FOR ASSESSING STUDENT LEARNING
Describe the assessments that will be used to evaluate student learning within the program.

A combination of assignments, cases/projects examinations and class participation
will be used to evaluate student learning of outcomes at the course and program
level.

B) ALIGNMENT WITH PROGRAM-LEVEL LEARNING OUTCOMES
Explain the alignment between these assessment methodologies and the intended program-level
learning outcomes.

The following table documents the ways in which program learning outcomes will be
assessed in the five courses that comprise the diploma. .

Table 3: Alignment Between Program Learning Outcomes and Assessment
Methodologies
Program Learning Outcomes
Evaluate an entity’s strategic objectives and
performance measures

Evaluate management information
requirements

Advise on an entity’s assurance needs

Advise on an entity’s tax needs

Develop and evaluate appropriate accounting
policies and procedures

Assessment Methodologies
THE F/S ANALYSIS COURSE WILL USE
PORTER’S 5 FORCES ANALYSIS IN
CASES AND PROJECTS TO EVALUATE AN
ENTITY’S STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES AND
KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURES.
CASES, PROJECTS AND EXAMINATIONS
WILL BE USED ACROSS ALL 5 COURSES
TO ASSESS STUDENTS’ KNOWLEDGE OF
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
REQUIREMENTS
ADVANCED AUDITING WILL ENSURE
STUDENTS ADDRESS ASSURANCE NEEDS
OF ORGANIZATIONS IN WEEKLY INCLASS EXERCISES, TESTS, AND CASES
ON MID-TERM AND FINAL
EXAMINATIONS
TAXATION 3 WILL USE CASES,
PROJECTS AND EXAMINATIONS TO
ASSESS INTEGRATED TAX TREATMENTS
ON INDIVIDUALS, CORPORATIONS AND
TRUSTS. ASSESSMENT WILL FOCUS ON
BOTH TAX COMPLIANCE AND TAX
PLANNING ISSUES FACED BY VARIOUS
TAXPAYERS.
F/S ANALYSIS WILL USE CASES,
PROJECTS AND EXAMINATIONS TO
EVALUATE ACCOUNTING POLICIES, AND
COMPARE THE RESULTS OF FIRMS
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Evaluate an entity’s governance structure
and strategy
Evaluate an entity’s financial state, including
cash flow, working capital, investment
portfolio and sources of financing

Prepare, analyze and evaluate financial
statements
Evaluate targets and forecasts

Design optimum business structures to meet
the objectives of the taxpayers (for example,
choosing business entities, international
expansion, transfer pricing)
Develop and evaluate audit programs

Understand tax governance, controls, and
risk management in tax services

Understand the tax consequences of
business structuring and restructuring
transactions

Assess whether management control
systems align with an entity’s mission, vision
and values

EMPLOYING DIFFERENT ACCOUNTING
POLICIES
CASES/PROJECTS AND EXAMINATIONS
WILL BE USED TO ASSESS AN ENTITY’S
GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE AND
STRATEGY
F/S ANALYSIS WILL USE A
COMBINATION OF CASES AND
PROJECTS TO ENSURE STUDENTS
CALCULATE AND EVALUATE LIQUIDITY
AND SOLVENCY USING RATIO
ANALYSIS. STUDENTS WILL ALSO BE
REQUIRED TO PREPARE A CASH FLOW
STATEMENT.
F/S ANALYSIS WILL USE A PROJECT TO
ASSESS STUDENTS ABILITY TO
PREPARE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS,
INCLUDING ADJUSTING ENTRIES
MANAGEMENT CONTROLS WILL USE A
COMBINATION OF ASSIGNMENTS,
CASES, PROJECTS AND EXAMINATIONS
TO ASSESS STUDENT UNDERSTANDING
OF TARGETS AND FORECASTS
TAXATION 3 WILL USE A COMBINATION
OF ASSIGNMENTS, CASES, PROJECTS
AND EXAMINATIONS TO ASSESS THE
DESIGN OF OPTIMAL BUSINESS
STRUCTURES FOR TAXPAYERS
ADVANCED AUDITING WILL USE CASE
BASED EXAMINATIONS AND
ASSIGNMENTS REQUIRING STUDENTS
TO DEVELOP AND EVALUATE AUDIT
PROGRAMS
TAXATION 3 WILL USE ASSIGNMENTS,
IN-CLASS EXAMPLES, CASES AND
EXAMINATIONS TO ASSESS THEIR
UNDERSTANDING OF THE TAX
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESS
(INCLUDING TAX COMPLIANCE ISSUES,
SPECIFIC AND GENERAL ANTIAVOIDANCE RULES, TAX PLANNER AND
TAX PREPARER’S LIABILITIES).
TAXATION 3 WILL USE ASSIGNMENTS,
CASES, PROJECTS AND EXAMINATIONS
TO EVALUATE UNDERSTANDING OF TAX
TREATMENTS ON PARTNERSHIP, TRUST,
AND CORPORATE RESTRUCTURING AND
OTHER RELATED TRANSACTIONS.
MANAGEMENT CONTROLS WILL USE A
COMBINATION OF ASSIGNMENTS,
CASES, PROJECTS AND DISCUSSION TO
ASSESS MANAGEMENT CONTROL
SYSTEMS ALIGNMENT.
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Identifying and evaluating financial reporting
needs, requirements and processes

Integrate accounting issues and develop
comprehensive recommendations

Recommend changes to accounting systems
and suggest improved methodologies

Evaluate the purchase, expansion or sale of
a business and communicate related
recommendations

Analyze key operational issues and
alignment with strategy

Evaluate effective risk management

Enhance understanding of the relationship
between financial reporting and taxation, as
well as the understanding of the importance
of taxation when making business or
investment decisions

Integrate knowledge of tax, financial
accounting, auditing and management
accounting

THE INTEGRATED CASES IN
ACCOUNTING (CAPSTONE) AND F/S
ANALYSIS COURSES WILL USE A
COMBINATION OF ASSIGNMENTS,
CASES, PROJECTS AND DISCUSSION TO
ASSESS THIS LEARNING OUTCOME.
INTEGRATED CASES IN ACCOUNTING
(CAPSTONE) COURSE WILL USE
INTEGRATED CASE ASSIGNMENTS AND
EXAMINATIONS REQUIRING STUDENTS
TO INTEGRATE ACCOUNTING ISSUES
AND PROVIDE COMPREHENSIVE
RECOMMENDATIONS.
THE INTEGRATED CASES IN
ACCOUNTING (CAPSTONE), F/S
ANALYSIS AND AUDIT COURSES WILL
USE A COMBINATION OF ASSIGNMENTS,
CASES AND PROJECTS TO ASSESS THIS
LEARNING OUTCOME.
THE INTEGRATED CASES IN
ACCOUNTING (CAPSTONE), F/S
ANALYSIS AND TAXATION 3 COURSES
WILL USE A COMBINATION OF
ASSIGNMENTS, CASES/PROJECTS TO
ASSESS THIS LEARNING OUTCOME.
THE INTEGRATED CASES IN
ACCOUNTING (CAPSTONE) AND
MANAGEMENT CONTROLS COURSES
WILL USE A COMBINATION OF
ASSIGNMENTS, CASES/PROJECTS TO
ASSESS THIS LEARNING OUTCOME
A COMBINATION OF ASSIGNMENTS,
CASES, PROJECTS AND EXAMINATIONS
WILL BE USED TO ASSESSS THIS
LEARNING OUTCOME.
TAXATION 3 WILL USE ASSIGNMENTS,
CASES, AND PROJECTS TO COMPARE
TAX RULES, ASSESS STUDENT
UNDERSTANDING OF ACCOUNTING
STANDARDS, AND EVALUATE STRATEGY
FOR BUSINESS AND INVESTMENT
ACTIVITIES (INCLUDING DECISIONS
FOR OWNER/MANAGER COMPENSATION
STRATEGIES, ESTATE PLANNING, ETC.)
TAXATION 3 WILL USE ASSIGNMENTS,
CASES AND PROJECTS TO ASSESS
UNDERSTANDING OF HOW TAX ISSUES,
MANAGEMENT CONTROLS AND AUDIT
ISSUES ARE INTEGRATED IN BUSINESS
AND MANAGEMENT DECISIONS.
INTEGRATED CASES IN ACCOUNTING
(CAPSTONE) COURSE WILL USE
INTEGRATED CASE ASSIGNMENTS TO
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REQUIRE STUDENTS TO INTEGRATE
KNOWLEDGE, AND PROVIDE
RECOMMENDATIONS, USING ALL AREAS
OF ACCOUNTING (TAX, FINANCIAL
ACCOUNTING, AUDITING, MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING, ETC.)
THE CAPSTONE COURSE WILL ALSO
EXAMINATIONS REQUIRING STUDENTS
TO WRITE CPA LEVEL INTEGRATED
CASES. THE CASES INCORPORATE
SEVERAL AREAS OF THE CPA
COMPETENICES, INCLUDING TAX,
FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING, AUDITING,
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, FINANCE
AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE.

C) MEASUREMENT OF ACHIEVEMENT OF OUTCOMES
Explain how the program will measure and document successful achievement of program-level
learning outcomes and Degree Level Expectations.

The primary goal of this program is to prepare students for professional accounting
examinations. Program level outcomes will be assessed by the assessment methodologies
outlined in Table 3 above. An additional measure of achievement of the program outcomes
will be students’ success on professional accounting examinations. This data will tracked
and monitored by the School of Business & Economics and can be used to make any
curricular adjustments necessary to ensure that students are achieving the program
learning outcomes and success on the CFE. Given the professional preparatory focus of this
diploma program, an additional measure of success will be graduate employment data,
which is currently tracked by the Career Development Centre at Laurier.

VII. RESOURCES (ALL PROGRAMS)
A) ADMINISTRATIVE, PHYSICAL AND FINANCIAL RESOURCES
Explain the adequacy of the administrative unit’s planned utilization of existing administrative,
physical and financial resources to support the program and any institutional commitment to
supplement those resources. A preliminary budget should be completed and included as Appendix B.

The proposed program draws significantly on existing resources within the university. The
program will require two new courses based on the CPA competency map. There will be
three sections for each course based on the estimation that there would be 180 students
enrolled each year. In this situation, a teaching load of 6 courses is created. Therefore, one
full time faculty (tenure-track) will be needed to approximately maintain ratio of tenure
track vs. CAS members. In the case of short term budget constraints, a second-best short
term option is to have CAS members teach additional accounting sections to free up
Members of the Graduate Faculty to teach in the Graduate Diploma in Accounting.
A projected budget for this new program has been included as Appendix B. The budget
anticipates a ½ additional administrative position to help administer the program.
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B) LIBRARY, TECHNOLOGY AND LABORATORY RESOURCES
Provide evidence that there are adequate resources to sustain the quality of the scholarship produced
by undergraduate students as well as the scholarship and research activities of graduate students, if
applicable, including library support (Library Report to be included as Appendix C), information
technology support, and laboratory access.

This program is not designed to attract additional students to Laurier, but rather to best
prepare BBA (and BA Economics and Accounting) graduates for the CPA examinations, and
to give them appropriate credentials for the post-undergraduate courses that they are
required to take. No new library, technology or lab resources are needed (see Appendix C).
The current physical resources are sufficient.

C) FACULTY RESEARCH FUNDING
Please use the following table to document faculty research funding.

Since this is a professional graduate diploma program, this section is not applicable.

VIII. ADDITIONAL RESOURCES (GRADUATE
PROGRAMS)
A) FACULTY
Explain how the program will ensure the participation of a sufficient number and quality of faculty who
are competent to teach and/or supervise in the program and, as a collective, to contribute
substantively to the proposed program. Provide evidence that faculty have the appropriate academic
qualifications, recent research or creative, professional, or clinical expertise and scholarly record
needed to sustain the program, promote innovation, and foster an appropriate intellectual climate for
students.
Please document faculty committed to teaching in the program in the table that follows and include
their CVs in Volume II. Note that all faculty participating in graduate programs must be appointed to
the Faculty of Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies (see http://www.wlu.ca/gradstudies/gradfaculty).

Table 4: Faculty Members by Status and Field

Name & Rank

M/F

Home Unit

1

Graduate Faculty Status

Category 13
Carolyn MacTavish
– Assistant

F

SBE

Associated

Leslie Berger –
Assistant

F

SBE

Nomination submitted in
November 2013.

Category 2
C – Associate

2
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D – Assistant
Category 3
Lan Guo – Assistant

F

SBE

Regular

Laura MacDonald –
Associate

F

SBE

Regular

Robert Mathieu –
Professor

M

SBE

Regular

Bruce McConomy –
Professor

M

SBE

Regular

Flora Niu –
Associate

F

SBE

Regular

Bixia Xu – Associate

F

SBE

Regular

Tao Zeng –
Associate

F

SBE

Regular

Category 4
Category 5
F- Professor
Category 6
G – Assistant
Footnotes
1.
This is the budget unit paying the salary: department, school, research centre or institute, or
other.
2.
Indicate the level of supervisory privileges held by each faculty member: e.g., Regular,
Associated or Special. For more information on these categories please see:
http://www.wlu.ca/page.php?grp_id=36&p=9980
3.
List faculty members under the categories included below.

Category Explanations
Category 1: tenured or tenure-track core faculty members whose graduate involvement will
exclusively be in the graduate program being proposed. For this purpose the master’s and
doctoral streams of a program are considered as a single program. Membership in the
graduate program, not the home unit, is the defining issue.
Category 2: non-tenure-track core faculty members whose graduate involvement is exclusively in the
graduate program being proposed.
Category 3: tenured or tenure-track core faculty members who are involved in teaching and/or
supervision in other graduate program(s) in addition to being a core member of the
graduate program being proposed.
Category 4: non-tenure track core faculty members who are involved in teaching and/or supervision in
other graduate program(s) in addition to being a core member of the graduate program
being proposed.
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Category 5: other core faculty: this category may include emeritus professors with supervisory
privileges and persons appointed from government laboratories or industry as adjunct
professors. Please explain who would fall into this category at your institution.
Category 6: non-core faculty who participate in the teaching of graduate courses.

B) SUPERVISION
The courses that comprise the Graduate Diploma in Accounting are advanced level
accounting related courses, but there is no thesis requirement and no supervisory
experience is required for those teaching in the program.

C) STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
Where appropriate to the program, provide evidence that financial assistance for students will be
sufficient to ensure adequate quality and numbers of students, as well as retention within the
program.

Not applicable

IX. ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
(UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS)
Not applicable.
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APPENDICES
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APPENDIX A: CURRICULUM MAP
Note: Units are encouraged to work with Teaching Support Services on the completion of the curriculum map.
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Program Learning Outcomes

Evaluate an entity’s strategic objectives and performance
measures
Evaluate management information requirements
Advise on an entity’s assurance needs
Advise on an entity’s tax needs
Develop and evaluate appropriate accounting policies and
procedures
Evaluate an entity’s governance structure and strategy
Evaluate an entity’s financial state, including cash flow,
working capital, investment portfolio and sources of financing
Prepare, analyze and evaluate financial statements
Evaluate targets and forecasts
Design optimum business structures to meet the objectives of
the taxpayers (for example, choosing business entities,
international expansion, transfer pricing)
Develop and evaluate audit programs
Understand tax governance, controls, and risk management in
tax services
Understand the tax consequences of business structuring and
restructuring transactions
Assess whether management control systems align with an
entity’s mission, vision and values
Identify and evaluate financial reporting needs, requirements
and processes
Integrate accounting issues and develop comprehensive
recommendations
Recommend changes to accounting systems and suggest
improved methodologies
Evaluate the purchase, expansion or sale of a business and
communicate related recommendations
Analyze key operational issues and alignment with strategy
Evaluate effective risk management
Enhance understanding of the relationship between financial
reporting and taxation, as well as the understanding of the
importance of taxation when making business or investment
decisions
Integrate knowledge of tax, financial accounting, auditing and
management accounting

Financial
Statement
Analysis

Advanced
Auditing



Accounting –
Capstone
Course

Advance
Management
Accounting









TAXATION 3
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APPENDIX B: NEW PROGRAM BUDGET
Note: To complete the New Program Budget template, please contact Christine Dale, Manager:
Integrated Planning and Academic Resources at cdale@wlu.ca or ext. 3727, who will work with the
Faculty Financial Analyst (all programs) and the Faculty of Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies
(graduate programs) in developing the program budget.
A 4 year summary of the proposed New Program Budget is attached (see next page). The related
summary/notes are presented below:

Summary/Notes
1. Includes one new faculty hire.
2. Assumes an enrolment of 180.
3. Tuition has been set at $4,000 (for one term / 5 courses) - current breakeven amount for current cost
structure.
4. Unknown what BIU's would be provided and therefore no analysis of external funding has been
included.
5. The analysis does not include the impact for any course changes (sections or current teaching
structure) for Advance Audit, Tax and Financial Statement Analysis.
6. Assumes 90 students per term and a class size of 45 or 2 new sections for Tax 3 and Mgmt Controls.
7. 1/2 staff position for program
8. Assumes a $3k stipend for faculty program oversight (no course release)
9. No additional Library resources included
10. If a tuition like Queen's could be obtained then it would be possible to increase the faculty allocation
to 2.
[Note: assuming that BIUs would be provided, the School of Business & Economics recommends tuition of
$800 per course be charged for current Laurier, and Laurier double-degree, students (those starting at
Laurier in the Fall 2014 term or earlier). If BIUs are not provided, SBE recommends that non-Laurier
students, and students starting their undergraduate studies at Laurier after the Fall 2014 term, be
charged tuition at a rate similar to that of Queen’s University’s Graduate Diploma in Accounting ($1,495
per course).]
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New Academic Program
New Academic Program
Graduate Accounting
Year 1

Fiscal Year:
Student Enrolments (in FTEs) :
Entry/First Year
Continuing/Upper Year(s)
Total Students
(a) Annual Graduate FTEs or Undergrad FFTEs
(b)i) Program BIU Weight ( FORPOS Code) - Yr 1
(b)ii) Program BIU Weight (FORPOS Code) - Sr. Yrs
Total Annual BIUs ( a x b )

Year 2

Fall 14

Year 3

Year 4

Spring/Fall 15 Spring/Fall 16 Spring/Fall 17

90
90
90
-

180
180
180
-

180
180
180
-

180
180
180
-

1.0
4.0

1.0
4.0
8.0

1.0
4.0
8.0

1.0
4.0
8.0

360,000
-

741,600
-

763,848
-

786,763
-

360,000

741,600

763,848

786,763

120,000
-

125,318
30,023

127,766
30,624

127,766
31,236

Administrative Salaries:
Administrative Stripends / Course Release
Staff Salaries

3,000
33,275

3,000
33,941

3,000
34,619

3,000
35,312

Cost of Benefits

32,188

33,444

34,101

34,246

Student Support:
Teaching Assistants
Scholarships

-

-

-

-

Lab Furniture
Space Cost
Computing Equipment Costs
Library
Joint Program Membership Fee

-

-

-

-

Administrative and Other Costs:
Program Review Fees
Promotion and Advertising
Other: PER, Travel
Other: Supplies, photocopying, travel etc.
Other: Furniture & computer

165
4,000
1,948
2,650
10,000

500
1,948
2,650
-

1,948
2,650
-

1,948
2,650
-

Overhead

263,932

527,863

527,863

527,863

Total Expenditures

471,157

758,687

762,571

764,021

-111,157

-17,087

1,277

22,742

Faculty Resources:
Full-time Faculty Positions
Part-time Faculty Stipends
Number of 'new' courses/sections
Revenues:
Provincial Operating Grant
Tuition Fees - New Students
Tuition Fees - Continuing Students
Other Fees - Coop Fees
Total Revenues
Expenditures:
Academic Salaries:
Full-time Faculty
Stipends - Part-time Faculty

Net Surplus (Deficit)
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APPENDIX C: LIBRARY REPORT
Note: Please contact the Head of Collections, Charlotte Innerd, for the required Library Report.

LIBRARY REPORT FOR GRADUATE DIPLOMA
IN ACCOUNTING
4 December 2013
This report was prepared by Afra Bolefski, Liaison Librarian for Business (abolefski@wlu.ca). It
has been reviewed by Charlotte Innerd, Head, Collection Development and Acquisitions
(cinnerd@wlu.ca) and Gohar Ashoughian, University Librarian (gashoughian@wlu.ca). If there
are questions concerning the contents of the report, any one of these people would be happy to
respond to them.

SECTION 1: RECOMMENDATIONS
Overall, good support is provided by the Library’s resources and services for Accounting.
1)

After discussions with the Accounting faculty, it is felt that this program can be sufficiently
supported with the Library’s existing print and electronic collection and therefore we do
not foresee any additional resources needed for purchase.

2)

The enrollment in SBE (School of Business and Economics) at Laurier continues to grow
each year. An additional librarian with a business background to support its research,
instructional and collection needs has been identified as a top priority by the Library.

3)

With the Global Innovation Exchange building which will house the Business department,
the Library believes there is need for library presence in that building for the Business &
Economics Librarian(s). A proposal is currently in the works to start a discussion as to its
feasibility. The vision is to have Librarians present for instruction and for office hours
which will increase awareness of library offerings and also improve access for Business
students and faculty who require research support.

SECTION 2: INFORMATION LITERACY PROGRAM
Information services and instruction programs provided by the Library are tailored to meet the
academic needs of the learning community in order to enrich the research, teaching and learning
of members of the University at all its campuses.
The Library has designated a Liaison Librarian for each department on campus. Each department
has a designated faculty liaison with whom the liaison librarian collaborates. This relationship is
important for conveying information to departments and for departments to keep the Librarian
apprised of changes to the department’s research and teaching activities. This is central to the
development of the information literacy program as well as collection development.
Reference
Librarians offer a range of information services to meet the individual needs of students and
faculty in developing research skills.
• Afra Bolefski, the Liaison Librarian for Business, currently offers six hours per week of
drop-in office hours. She frequently meets with students by research consultation
appointments. Last term, Afra provided 12 hours a week of drop-in office hours and over
60 hours of group and individual research consultation appointments.
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•
•
•
•

The Information Desk is staffed by library assistants for in-library questions. They also
answer phone inquiries, emails and chats.
The “Book a Librarian” Service supports one-on-one consultation opportunities.
Virtual information services (e-mail, phone and instant messaging) provide additional
options for communication and questions.
The Library provides a chat service, “Ask Us”, which provides users with the flexibility of
real-time conversations online from on or off-campus.

Instruction
Liaison Librarians offer in-class and/or supplemental instruction. They collaborate with faculty
and other campus learning professionals on integrating information literacy standards into the
learning process. Afra Bolefski as the Liaison Librarian for this department does the following:
• In the fall 2013 term, delivered classroom instruction to five business courses, three
library workshops and is currently working in partnership with PRISM Resources to
provide case competition research sessions. With more sessions planned for the spring
and summer 2014 terms
• Maintains web subject guides to help guide students to appropriate research resources
http://library.wlu.ca/services/subject/business
• Develops research guides for individual courses or assignments,
http://library.wlu.ca/services/course/business.
In addition, the Library provides point-of-use instruction to guide students in the research
process, such as:
• Consciously designing the Library web site (library.wlu.ca) to support each step of the
research process: identifying, accessing, borrowing, evaluating and citing resources.
• Developing online tutorials on the research process, ranging in length from two to six
minutes, (http://library.wlu.ca/help/tutorials).
• Providing a link to the Library website from each course in MyLearningSpace, Laurier’s
online learning management system. In addition, the Library participated in creating the
MyHelpSpace area in MyLearningSpace. This is an area that provides one stop access to
academic support.
• Offering drop in workshops on various topics throughout the year.
Assessment
The Library regularly uses the Association of Research Libraries LibQUAL+ and MINES surveys,
supplemented with local survey tools, recommendation forms and problem reporting forms to
gather direct feedback from users on information services. In 2010, user satisfaction with
information services scored above the national average in the Association of Research Libraries
LibQUAL+ survey. The Library again participated in LibQual+ in the winter term of 2013. The
comments reinforced the value and usefulness of instructional sessions in courses by liaison
librarians and demonstrated that Librarians are well respected across the University community.

SECTION 3: COLLECTIONS
The Library manages its collection to be as efficient and effective as possible in order to meet the
teaching and research needs of the University and provides services to interact with scholarly
information that reflect changing technologies and new knowledge. For data on the collection,
see Appendix 1 for a “snapshot” of the Library collections and related services.
The Liaison Librarian, in cooperation with faculty, has developed the subject-based collection
policy and approval plan to focus and guide the systematic selection of materials
(http://library.wlu.ca/sites/all/pdf/Business-2007.pdf).
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Partnerships
At the local level, the Laurier University Libraries, the University of Waterloo Libraries, and the
University of Guelph Libraries comprise the TriUniversity Group (TUG) consortium. TUG works in
partnership on many things including: a shared library catalogue, shared off-site storage, joint
staff development and collaborative collection management activities. The shared library
catalogue and shared lending and borrowing policies allows users to search all of TUG holdings
and use the free inter-campus delivery to obtain print books from other TUG collections as well
as visit any TUG library and sign out material directly.
Nationally, the Library is a member of CRKN (Canadian Research Knowledge Network), which
negotiates consortial database purchases on behalf of Canadian universities. Through coordinated
leadership, CRKN invests in large-scale content acquisition and licensing to support research and
development in Canada’s universities. The Library also participates in Consortia Canada
collaborative research purchasing initiatives.
The Library is a member of OCUL (the Ontario Council of University Libraries). OCUL is active in:
negotiating database purchases for all Ontario universities; managing interlibrary loans through
RACER (Rapid Access to Collections by Electronic Requesting); providing the SFX citation linker
service, branded “Get it!”; providing access to data through Odesi and Scholars Geoportal;
hosting a Dataverse instillation; and the web-based bibliographic citation manager
RefWorks/RefShare. Additionally, with the Scholars Portal initiative, where possible, journal
content is being centrally loaded in Ontario on Scholars Portal servers thus ensuring long-term
access. Scholars Portal has recently received Trusted Digital Repository certification from the
Center for Research Libraries.
Lastly, the Library participates in the Canadian Universities Reciprocal Borrowing Agreement
allowing for in-person borrowing of material at other universities.
Monographs
As mentioned above, the TUG consortium provides users with access to over four million books
throughout the TUG libraries. The Laurier collection consists of around 750,000 print books and
over 245,000 Laurier-owned full text electronic books (ebooks.) This collection is built by the
Liaison Librarian based on the collection development policy and input from faculty. In addition,
there is select ebook current and back file content purchased.
Other print resources are acquired as necessary to the program, including audio-visual material.
Journals and Databases
Laurier has the key databases and a comprehensive set of journals to support the program
(http://library.wlu.ca/subject/business). Much of the access to these resources is owed to the
consortial partnerships that allow the Library to leverage its buying power. The ever increasing
cost of journals and databases is carefully followed and analyzed in order to maximize access.
Currently, to support the Accounting area, the Library subscribes to a variety of resources that
include (but are not limited to):

•

Business Source Complete

•

Proquest Business

•

Proquest Accounting & Tax database

•

CICA (now CPA) Standards & Guidance Collection

•

International Financial Reporting Standards
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•

LexisNexis Academic

•

Knotia Taxation library

•

WRDS

The Library supports open access and alternative scholarly publishing initiatives. The Library selfinitiated an author fund to publish gold-open access through BioMed Central and Springer. The
Library has an institutional membership with the Directory of Open Access Journals, Bioline and
has journal subscriptions with HighWire Press and BioOne.
Data and Government Information
Data, government documents, and reports from non-governmental organizations are valuable
resources. The Waterloo campus Library is a selective depository for Canadian Federal and
Ontario Provincial government documents. The Ontario Council of University Libraries is
developing access interfaces to this information: the Ebooks portal
(books2.scholarsportal.info/home.html) and the <odesi> data platform
(odesi2.scholarsportal.info/webview/).
Data available includes the Canadian Census, Statistics Canada surveys, and the data holdings of
the Interuniversity Consortium for Political and Social Research (ICPSR) in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
The Library also subscribes to the CANSIM database from Statistics Canada. As a member of the
Data Liberation Initiative, the Library has access to data from Statistics Canada in addition to that
freely available on their web site. Through OCUL, the library participates in provincial licensing
agreements providing access to large regional and national geospatial datasets, accessible to
students and faculty through the Scholars GeoPortal platform.
Budget for Resources
The budget for Business has increased steadily over the last few years as the program has
grown. Concerns surrounding the Library’s acquisition budget come primarily from the annual
increases to database costs that are not always matched by increases to the acquisitions budget
which often leads to a decrease in purchasing power. The second major concern is with the
strength of the Canadian dollar. Most databases are purchased in US dollars and therefore any
changes to the exchange rate have a direct impact. The consortial partnerships outlined above
contribute greatly to the ability to maximize the Library’s budget.

SECTION 4: SERVICES AND SPACES
The Library provides interlibrary loans and TUG document delivery and book delivery at no cost
to our users. Ares, an e-reserve system, that provides online access to reserve readings and is
built into MyLearningSpace, is popular and well used. Films can also be booked for classroom
showings.
As mentioned above, the Library supports Open Access principles and is developing a strong
scholarly communication program. The Library in partnership with WLU Press hosts the
institutional repository, Scholars Commons @ Laurier.

Waterloo Campus
Appendix 1 provides an overview of the services and spaces in the Waterloo Campus. The Library
provides a variety of study and computing spaces. Nearly 1,000 users can be seated at individual
carrels, study tables, computer workstations, and in ten group study rooms. A Web-based
system is available for booking the group study rooms and digital studio.
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Ninety-six graduate carrels, with lockable drawers, are available for researchers, with priority
given to those in a Master's program. A new Graduate Student Commons, located on the 3rd floor
of the library, also provides a social space as well as more individual and group study space that
is restricted to graduate students only.
An information commons, located on the main level (2nd floor), provides computer workstations,
networked printing, study tables, a digital studio, and library and computer support help desks.
Additional computers are located on the 3rd and 4th floors. In total, there are more than 100
workstations in the building. Wireless access is available throughout the seven floors of the
library.

Kitchener Campus
The Library has a dedicated space at the Kitchener Campus. The Toronto Dominion Bank
Financial Group Library Resource Centre is located on the lower level of the Social Work campus
building. It provides study space, collection space and staff and librarian assistance.

Brantford Campus
The Brantford Campus provides service in partnership with the Brantford Public Library (BPL).
BPL houses the physical collection and provides basic service. In addition, the students have
access to BPL resources and space, including extended hours at peak times. A digital library and
learning commons space is to be opened in Grand River Hall in 2013-14 providing study space for
students and office space for the Librarians who offer in depth reference service.
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APPENDIX 1: LAURIER LIBRARY “SNAPSHOT”
Collections Snapshot (Source: CARL statistics)
Laurier Library Collections
2012/13
Number of Print
Volumes
Print Books
Electronic Books
Print Journals
Electronic Journals**
Print Items on
Reserve
Electronic Items on
Reserve*

2011/12

957,544
755,594
2,701
65,906
4,225

Library Instruction, Services and Spaces
Teaching and Learning Snapshot
2010/11

965,054

962,342

750,069
244,206
2,774
37,462

740,705
228,523
2,844
27,511

3,844

2,654

Expenditures
2012/13
$406,728
$391,018
$215,610
$3,256,880

2011/12
$420,901
$321,548
$199,233
$2,055,854
$3,430,622

2010/11
$496,145
$210,428
$255,649
$1,942,988
$3,122,908

Seating capacity
# of Group Rooms
# of Group Room Bookings
# individual study rooms
Turnstile count (sample day)
Total Turnstile Count

2011/12
10,187
1,459
2,804

2010/11
11,094
1,471
3,125

2009/10
13,498
1678
1848

104
4,238

96
4,203

82
2,732

91
4,250

2012/13
11,765

2011/12
15,961

2010/11
16,609

172,515

153,879

149,408

7,930

8,722

4,842

849,262

816,359

765,832

2012/13
1,000
9
14
610,535

Building Hours (Waterloo
campus)

Books borrowed
through Interlibrary
Loan
Article photocopies
through Interlibrary
Loan
Article photocopies
from Guelph
Article photocopies
from Waterloo
Books borrowed from
Guelph
Books borrowed from
Waterloo

2012/13

2011/12

2010/11

1761

1,558

1,957

1019

871

1,263

2010/11
1,000
9
9,498
14
2,858
553,795

2009/10
1,000
10
9,242
14
2805
532,312

8:00 am to 2:00 am (Mon-Thurs; fall &
winter) (to 12 pm Fri, Sat, Sun) extended
24/7 during exams

Information Desk Hours
(Waterloo campus)

110

Wireless

Yes

24/7 access via proxy

Yes

Mobile Web APPs
Online communication

Yes
Chat, Blogs, Facebook, Twitter

E-reserves

Limited to Web links

Get It @ Laurier

Use of other Collections

2011/12
1,000
8
8,706
14
2,926
551,083

Convenient & Accessible Services

Use of Laurier Library Collections
Reserves Circulation
Scholars Portal Full
Text E-Journal
Downloads
Ebrary Ebook Portal
documents used
Web site access

2012/13
8,445
1,346
2,642

Spaces for learning and research (Waterloo campus)

2,256

*New to tracking this way
**New counting, increase false

Print books
Electronic books
Print Journals
Electronic Serials
Total Budget

# in-person research questions
# chat/email questions
# librarian office consultations
Fall Term Instruction:
# instruction sessions
# students participating

Direct ejournal linking

Self-check-out

Yes

Integrated one-card

Yes

Free Interlibrary Loan & intercampus delivery

Yes

Photocopiers & Scanners

Yes

Computers

Yes

B&W and Colour Printing

Yes
Yes

95

94

132

Audiovisual viewing

152

193

191

External Rankings (Source: Maclean’s)

6556

8035

7,952

7599

10195

10,704

Holdings per student
Acquisitions
Expenses
Total schools in category

2013
10
8
9
15

2012
10
8
8
15

*moved from “Primarily Undergraduate” to “Comprehensive”

2011*
10
9
7
15

2010
14
12
5
22

45

46

Graduate Diploma in Accounting Expedited Approval
Background: As per Policy 2.2, a proposal for a new for-credit graduate diploma is
considered an Expedited Review. This type of program change requires the
completion of applicable sections of the New Program Proposal Brief as determined
by the relevant Dean(s) and the Quality Assurance Office and follows the
institutional governance procedures for a Major Modification (see 2.2, section N).
Once approved at Senate, an Expedited Review is not sent out for external review,
but does require approval by the Ontario Universities Council on Quality Assurance
(Quality Council) and funding approval by the Ministry of Training, Colleges and
Universities (MTCU) where applicable.
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Proposal for Substantive Minor Curriculum Change
Faculty of Liberal Arts
Department / Program: Law and Society
Motion: Replace the existing calendar description of the Honours BA Law & Society, and
various individual course changes.
Approved at (please note date of approval at previous levels):
Approved: Law and Society Program Coordinating Committee: October 21, 2013
Approved by Faculty of Liberal Arts Curriculum Committee: November 11, 2013
Approved by Faculty of Liberal Arts Divisional Council: November 18, 2013
Approved by Senate Academic Planning Committee: December 17, 2013
1. Description of Proposed Change:
Below is an overview of the proposed changes (See attached for more details):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Changes to Calendar Descriptions (Program Requirements)
Changes to Prerequisites/Exclusions
Course Deletions
Course Additions
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1. Changes to Calendar Descriptions (Program Requirements)
Editorial
Change
1a)
Program /
Calendar
Change

Information Required
Department and Program Name
Law and Society
Honours BA Law and Society
Rationale for Change
i) This replaces the change (effective September 2014) passed in Winter
2013.
ii) This creates consistency between the format of the Honours and
Combined Honours degrees.
iii) It brings the program in line with the requirement of a minimum of
9.0 senior credits for an honours program.
iv) It makes LY200 an optional alternative requirement so that LY
students who begin in 2013/14 can opt into this 2014/15 program with
minimal disruption.
Current Calendar Content (Approved Winter 2013; Effective Sept. 2014)
Honours BA Law and Society
The Honours BA Law & Society program consists of 20.0 credits,
including no more than 7.0 at the 100 level. The program must include a
minimum of 9.5 and a maximum of 11.5 credits within the Law and
Society (LY) program.
Program requirements:
Students must complete all required courses (4.0 credits), plus a
minimum of 5.5 additional LY credits. Of these 5.5 credits, at least 1.0
credit must be at the 300-level and at least 1.0 credit must be at the
400-level.
Required Courses: (3.0 credits)
LY 100 – Introduction to Law and Society I
LY 101 – Introduction to Law and Society II
LY 201 – The Canadian Legal System I
LY 202 – The Canadian Legal System II
CC/OL 233 – Introduction to Social Science Research Methods
LY 410 – Advanced Topics in Legal Theory
1.0 Credits from the following courses:
2
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CC 203 – Women, Law, and Crime
CC 204 – Aboriginal Peoples and the Law
CC 301 – Law, Morality, and Punishment
CC 306 – Global Justice
CC/HR 313 – Mean Justice: Criminal Injustice, Ethics, & Rights
HR/CC 325 – Crimes Against Humanity
HR/CC 326 – Transitional Justice
HR328 – The United Nations in the 21st Century
JN 204 – Journalism, Law, and Ethics
PP 213 – Legal Philosophy
Additional Courses:
Any senior LY course in addition to the required list.
Proposed Calendar Content
Honours BA Law and Society
The Honours BA Law & Society program consists of 20.0 credits,
including no more than 7.0 at the 100 level. The program must include a
minimum of 10.0 and a maximum of 11.5 credits within the Law and
Society (LY) program, including at least 9.0 senior credits. All
students in the program must complete successfully the Brantford
Foundations curriculum: BF190, BF199, BF290, BF299.
Program requirements (10.0 credits):
LY 100 – Introduction to Law and Society I
LY 101 – Introduction to Law and Society II OR LY200 Law and
Society II: Are There Doors In Law Schools?
LY 201 – The Canadian Legal System I
LY 202 – The Canadian Legal System II
CC/OL 233 – Introduction to Social Science Research Methods
LY 410 – Advanced Topics in Legal Theory
1.0 Additional 300-level LY credits
1.0 Additional 400-level LY credits
3.5 Additional senior LY credits
1.5 Additional senior credits, either in LY or selected from among
the following:
CC 203 – Women, Law, and Crime
CC 204 – Aboriginal Peoples and the Law
CC 301 – Law, Morality, and Punishment
CC 306 – Global Justice
CC/HR 313 – Mean Justice: Criminal Injustice, Ethics, & Rights
HR/CC 325 – Crimes Against Humanity
HR/CC 326 – Transitional Justice
3
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HR328 – The United Nations in the 21st Century
JN 204 – Journalism, Law, and Ethics
PP 213 – Legal Philosophy
[Students should be aware that some of these courses have
prerequisites. Although these prerequisites may be waived by the
program or department administering the course, it is the
responsibility of the student to make such arrangements.]
Effective Date
September 1, 2014.

4
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Editorial
Change
1b) Program
/ Calendar
Change

Information Required
Department and Program Name
Law & Society
Combined Honours BA Law & Society
Rationale for Change
i) To bring the Combined Honours BA in LY in line with other changes
made in Winter 2013.
Current Calendar Content
The combined Honours BA Law & Society program consists of 20.0 credits, of
which not more than 7.0 may be at the 100 level. The program must include a
minimum of 6.0 senior credits from within the Law & Society program.
Requirements: Students must complete all required courses (3.5 credits), plus
3.0 additional credits, including at least 1.0 credit at the 300 or 400 level. All
students in the program must complete successfully the Brantford Foundations
curriculum: BF190, BF199, BF290, BF299.
Proposed Calendar Content
The combined Honours BA Law & Society program consists of 20.0 credits, of
which not more than 7.0 may be at the 100 level. The program must include a
minimum of 7.0 credits including 6.0 senior credits from within the Law &
Society program. All students in the program must complete successfully the
Brantford Foundations curriculum: BF190, BF199, BF290, BF299.
Program requirements (7.0 credits):
LY 100 – Introduction to Law and Society I
LY 101 – Introduction to Law and Society II OR LY200 Law and Society
II: Are There Doors In Law Schools?
LY 201 – The Canadian Legal System I
LY 202 – The Canadian Legal System II
CC/OL 233 – Introduction to Social Science Research Methods
LY 410 – Advanced Topics in Legal Theory
1.0 additional 300-level LY credits
0.5 additional 400-level LY credits
1.5 additional senior level LY credits
1.0 additional senior credits, either in LY or selected from among
the following:
CC 203 – Women, Law, and Crime
CC 204 – Aboriginal Peoples and the Law
CC 301 – Law, Morality, and Punishment
CC 306 – Global Justice
5
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CC/HR 313 – Mean Justice: Criminal Injustice, Ethics, & Rights
HR/CC 325 – Crimes Against Humanity
HR/CC 326 – Transitional Justice
HR328 – The United Nations in the 21st Century
JN 204 – Journalism, Law, and Ethics
PP 213 – Legal Philosophy
[Students should be aware that some of these courses have
prerequisites. Although these prerequisites may be waived by the
program or department administering the course, it is the
responsibility of the student to make such arrangements.]
Effective Date
September 2014
Editorial Change

1 c) Program / Calendar
Change

Information Required
Department and Program Name
Law & Society
Minor in Law & Society
Rationale for Change
Corollary to deletion of LY200 and creation of LY101
(passed in Winter 2013, to take effect September 2014).
This also streamlines the LY minor program.
Current Calendar Content
The Law & Society minor consists of 3.0 credits including
LY100, LY200 and 2.0 additional credits from the Law &
Society program, of which 0.5 credits must be LY. Of the
3.0 credits, at least 2.0 must be senior.
Proposed Calendar Content
The Law & Society minor consists of 3.0 credits including
LY100, LY101 and 2.0 senior credits in LY-designated
courses.
Effective Date
September 2014

6
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2. Changes to Prerequisites/Exclusions
Editorial Change

Changes to:
• Prerequisite & Exclusions

Information Required (as applicable)
Department and Program Name
Law & Society
Rationale for Change
i) LY101 effectively replaces LY200.
LY101 Introduction to Law and Society I 0.5
Current Calendar Prerequisite(s) and/ or Exclusion(s)
Prerequisite: LY100
Proposed Prerequisite(s) and/or Exclusion(s)
Prerequisite: LY100
Exclusion: LY200

7
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3. Course Deletions
Editorial Change

Information Required

Course Deletions

Department and Program Name
Law & Society
Rationale for Deletion
i) A previous change de-cross-listed these courses
from Criminology courses. This change is to complete
the process by deleting the LY courses that made up
the LY portion of the cross-listing.
ii) This change will not harm students already in the
program because the CC portions of the cross-listed
courses continue to exist and will be able to be
counted toward prior formulations of the Law &
Society Honours degrees.
Course Code, Title, Credit Weight
a) LY302, Crime and the Justice System, 0.5 credits
b) LY313, Mean Justice: Criminal Injustice, Ethics, &
Rights
Effective Date
September 2014

8
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4. Course Additions
Editorial Change

New Course

Information Required
Department and Program Name
Law & Society
Course Rationale
i) It is good practice to create the flexibility that
having Special Topics courses in the calendar can
afford.
Program / Curriculum Rationale
See above.
Proposed Course Code, Title, Credit Weight
LY 380 Special Topics 0.5
Effective Date
September 2014
Proposed Course Description
Consult the department for course offerings.
Required or Elective
Elective
Prerequisite(s) and/or Exclusion(s)
(i) LY101 and registration status: Year 3 or Year 4 or
(ii) permission of the department.

9
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Editorial Change

New Course

Information Required
Department and Program Name
Law & Society
Course Rationale
It is good practice to create the flexibility that having
Special Topics courses in the calendar can afford.
Program / Curriculum Rationale
See above.
Proposed Course Code, Title, Credit Weight
LY480 Advanced Special Topics
Effective Date
September 2014
Proposed Course Description
Consult the department for course offerings.
Required or Elective
Elective
Prerequisite(s) and/or Exclusion(s)
(i) LY101 and registration status: Year 3 or Year 4 or
(ii) permission of the department.
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Editorial Change

New Course

Information Required
Department and Program Name
Law & Society
Course Rationale
It is good practice to create the flexibility that having
Directed Studies courses in the calendar can afford.
Program / Curriculum Rationale
See above.
Proposed Course Code, Title, Credit Weight
LY385 Directed Studies
Effective Date
September 2014
Proposed Course Description
A detailed examination of a field or topic of interest
not covered by the regular program. Consult current
departmental regulations.
Required or Elective
Elective
Prerequisite(s) and/or Exclusion(s)
LY101 and registration status: Year 3 or Year 4 Law &
Society and permission of the department.
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Editorial Change

New Course

Information Required
Department and Program Name
Law & Society
Course Rationale
It is good practice to create the flexibility that having
Directed Studies courses in the calendar can afford.
Program / Curriculum Rationale
See above.
Proposed Course Code, Title, Credit Weight
LY485 Advanced Directed Studies
Effective Date
September 2014
Proposed Course Description
A detailed examination of a field or topic of interest
not covered by the regular program. Consult current
departmental regulations.
Required or Elective
Elective
Prerequisite(s) and/or Exclusion(s)
LY101 and registration status: Year 3 or Year 4 Law &
Society and permission of the department.
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Proposal for Substantive Minor Curriculum
Change
DEPARTMENT / PROGRAM
Department of Business, Business Technology Management

MOTION
To change the BBTM progression requirements (as outlined in the supporting appendix).

APPROVED AT
(please note date of approval at previous levels)

Approved by the Department of Business Curriculum Committee on October 8, 2013
Approved by the Business Council on October 18, 2013
Approved by the SBE Curriculum Committee on November 5, 2013
Approved by the SBE Faculty Council on November 22, 2013
Approved by Senate Academic Planning Committee on December 17, 2013

EFFECTIVE DATE
September 1, 2013.

1. DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED CHANGE:
We are proposing to change the BBTM progression requirements. The current progression
requirements only specify the required GPA to progress. We would like to include wording
similar to the BBA progression requirements, specifying that students must complete all
required and elective credits of their current year to progress to the next year.
Changes to course completion requirements (see below for the full wording as it will appear
in the calendar):
Students will be required to have completed 5.0 required and elective credits of year 1 by
August 31 to progress to 2nd year.
Students will be required to have completed 5.0 required and elective credits of year 2 by
April 30 to progress to 3rd year. The 3A semester of the BBTM program starts on May 1 as

part of the scheduling arrangements made with the co-op office, therefore students must
complete 2nd year by April 30 to progress to 3rd year.
Students will be required to have completed 5.0 required and elective credits of year 3 by
August 31 to progress to 4th year.

2. RATIONALE FOR PROPOSED CHANGE:
With the current progression requirements students progress based only on their GPA, not
on the courses that they have taken. Students can, for example, have taken and/or passed
only six out of eight required first-year courses and still progress to second year if they
have achieved a GPA of 6.0 in those courses. This is causing problems within the program in
that students have progressed to, for example, second year without having met all of the
year 1 requirements and without all of the pre-requisites required to take second year
courses.

3. ALIGNMENT WITH UNIVERSITY ACADEMIC PLAN:
Ensuring that students are progressing with all required program components complete
allows us to align with the academic plan principles of integration, quantitative and scientific
analysis, and communication and performance. Instructors can teach year 2 and higher
courses knowing that their students have the pre-requisite knowledge, building on previous
courses to achieve higher capabilities in analysis, communication, and performance. As the
BBTM program offers its senior-level courses there is a plan in place to have immersive,
experiential assignments that spread over multiple courses and into the community. If
students are progressed into a particular year without having completed the requirements
of the years before they will be unable to take all of the courses, and they will struggle in
others, thereby hampering our ability as a program to teach to a high level and to have
integrative assignments.

4. IMPACT ON PROGRAM LEARNING OUTCOMES
This change will improve our program learning outcomes, as we will be able to guarantee
that all students have the pre-requisite skills and knowledge for our year 2 and higher
courses.

5. IMPACT ON RESOURCES:
Having the progression requirements more explicitly detailed will save numerous hours on
the part of both the academic advisors and the BTM area co-ordinator. Much time is now
spent trying to solve problems for students who have progressed to the next year of their
program but do not have the required pre-requisites. As a new and small program, we only
offer each required course once per year so if a student is missing one it is difficult to fit it in
the following year.

6. OLD CALENDAR DESCRIPTION (WHERE APPLICABLE):
PROGRESSION TO YEAR 2: cumulative GPA of 6.00 in MB courses and 5.00 in non-MB courses
PROGRESSION TO YEAR 3: cumulative GPA of 7.00 in MB courses and 5.00 in non-MB courses

PROGRESSION TO YEAR 4 AND TO GRADUATE:

cumulative GPA of 7.00 in MB courses and 5.00

in non-MB courses.
7. NEW CALENDAR DESCRIPTION (WHERE APPLICABLE):
Progression to Year 2:
Requires completion of all 5.0 required and elective credits of Year 1 with a minimum
cumulative GPA of 6.00 (C+) in all Business (MB and BU) courses and a minimum
cumulative GPA of 5.00 (C) in all non-business courses. Course and GPA requirements for
Business and non-Business courses must be achieved by August 31. Total course repeats may
not exceed a maximum of 1.0 credit exclusively during Year 1. All credits taken during Year
1 will be included in the GPA requirements for progression into Year 2.
Progression to Year 3:
Requires completion of all 5.0 required and elective credits of Year 2 with a minimum
cumulative GPA of 7.00 in all Business (MB and BU) courses and a minimum cumulative
GPA of 5.00 in all non-business courses. These course and GPA requirements must be
achieved by April 30. Course repeats may not exceed a maximum of 2.0 credits for the
duration of the program, including repeats from Year 1.
Progression to Year 4:
Requires completion of all 5.0 required and elective credits of Year 3 with a minimum
cumulative GPA of 7.00 in all Business (MB and BU) courses and a minimum cumulative
GPA of 5.00 in all non-business courses. These course and GPA requirements must be
achieved by August 31. Course repeats may not exceed a maximum of 2.0 credits for the
duration of the program, including repeats from Year 1.
Graduation:
Requires completion of all 5.0 required and elective courses of Year 4 with a minimum
cumulative GPA of 7.00 in all Business (MB and BU) courses and a minimum cumulative
GPA of 5.00 in all non-business courses. Students who have not met the course and GPA
requirements to graduate must meet the requirements within one calendar year. If they do not
do so, they must re-apply to enter the Honours Business Technology Management program.
Course repeats may not exceed a maximum of 2.0 credits for the duration of the program,
including repeats from Year 1. A student who has passed all the courses of the BBTM
program but who has not obtained the necessary GPA may elect to receive a Bachelor of Arts
General degree without major notation.

Senate
Reports of the Senior Executives

Deborah MacLatchy
Vice-President: Academic & Provost
•

Undergraduate enrollment: it is still early days yet, but we are seeing a healthy increase in
quantity (by 60%) and quality (grades) of round 1 offers. This early in the cycle, offers are based
on grade 11 grades. For the graduate programs, it is early as well; the priority application
deadline is the 15th of January.

•

We continue to work through the large strategic enrolment management (SEM) planning process
for both the undergraduate and graduate programs. Reports will be available early in the new
year.

•

We are in the process, with WLUFA, of finalizing the new CAS collective agreement for soft and
hard printing and dissemination.

•

The first-year experience task force has completed its preliminary work as a committee and will be
presenting its initial findings to the broad university community for feedback and revision during
the winter term.

•

We continue to work internally and externally to address the government-mandated changes in
the BEd programs; this includes the consecutive program in Waterloo and our concurrent BA-BEd
in Brantford (BEd through Nipissing University). The COU as well as individual universities are
addressing issues with the government, which is looking for transition documents to be finalized
during the academic year. The government is meeting bilaterally with universities to review the
submitted transition plans, including resourcing needs.

•
Productivity and Innovation Fund outcomes have been announced by the Province:
University Lead
Project Title
Partner Institutions
Laurier
Program prioritization:
Implementation of systems at
Laurier to enable the
identification and resourcing of
institutional priorities
Guelph
Multi-institutional strategy to
Laurier, Waterloo, McMaster,
access and track programmatic
Mohawk
learning outcomes
Toronto
Multi-institution space
Algoma, Brock, Carleton, Guelph,
management solution
Lakehead, Laurentian, Hearst,
McMaster, Nipissing, OCADU,
UOIT, Ottawa, Queen’s, Ryerson,
Trent, Waterloo, Laurier,
Western, Windsor, York, Durham
Toronto
Ontario digital library research
Carleton, McMaster, Queen’s,
cloud
Guelph, Ottawa, Waterloo,
Windsor, Laurier, York
Western
Best value business model
Waterloo, Laurier, Queen’s,
Ottawa
Laurier
Proposal for setting up an
Conestoga
analytical user community for the
PSE sector
Windsor
Teaching culture indicators:
Brock, McMaster, Guelph,
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enhancing quality teaching

Waterloo, Western, Laurier

•

Laurier hosted the Inspired Change Summit: Innovation in University-Community Enterprises on
November 20th. The summit highlighted models of university-community-enterprise partnerships,
with a focus on social entrepreneurship, the creative economy, and innovation in the arts,
humanities, music, social sciences and social work. The summit is in collaboration with AUCC’s
Open Doors, Open Knowledge Community-University Engagement initiative. A web site including
videos of the keynote presentation and panels will soon be available on the Laurier website.

•

The search for the Dean, Faculty of Liberal Arts, has been initiated and the first meeting held in
November. We are presently in the phase of recruitment of applications. We hope to have the
search completed by April’s Senate.

•

A new Director of Global Engagement has been hired to begin in February. Mr. Ben Yang has been
a leader in PSE internationalization since 1998, with positions at uToronto, Georgian College, and
Queen’s.

•

The Strategic Mandate Agreement was submitted on the 20th of December. The SMA required
significant efforts from the VPAC group to finalise within the three-week period given by the
government to complete the submission.

Abby Goodrum
Vice-President: Research
The strategic research plan was presented at the November Senate meeting for discussion and comment.
The final draft was approved by SCRAP and is being brought to Senate for approval.
SCRAP has begun a review process of the policies, procedures and funding models for supporting research
centres. As a first step in this review, a meeting was held with centre directors to elicit their advice and
feedback. We hope to have this review completed by March and a report back to Senate at that time.
Applicants for new centres have been encouraged to wait until the review process is completed.
GRANTS AND AWARDS
MAJOR ANNOUNCEMENTS
November 14
Philip Marsh (geography and environmental studies) named Tier 1 Canada Research Chair in Cold Regions
Water Science. (news release: http://www.wlu.ca/news_detail.php?grp_id=157&nws_id=11975)
November 16
Rhoda Howard-Hassmann (global studies) Tier 1 Canada Research Chair in International Human Rights,
receives Royal Society of Canada Sir John William Dawson Medal for interdisciplinary research at the RSC
annual symposium in Banff. (news release: http://www.wlu.ca/news_detail.php?grp_id=0&nws_id=1153)
November 20
Shohini Ghose (physics and computer science) director of the Women in Science research centre, is
named a 2014 TED Fellow. (news release:
http://www.wlu.ca/news_detail.php?grp_id=157&nws_id=12009&filter_type=release)
November 27
Geoff Nelson (psychology) receives $586,000 Canadian Institutes of Health Research (CIHR) Partnerships
for Health System Improvement (PHSI) grant, “Transforming Treatment Services and Housing for People
with Mental Illness in Canada: A Systems Approach to Integrated Knowledge Translation.” (story in
December InsideLaurier; http://www.wlu.ca/docsnpubs_detail.php?grp_id=13495&doc_id=56861)
**** Notification of a successful Tier 2 Canada Research Chair application; information embargoed until
official national announcement in March 2014.
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GRANT RESULTS RECEIVED
Kevin Stevens (biology), NSERC I2I Market Assessment grant, $9120. (invention of plant toxicology
devices)
Hongbing Fan (physics and computer science), FedDev Communitech DATA.BASE grant, $53,000. (to
develop and test performance of mesh network-based new wireless technology)
Christina Han (Brantford), Academy of Korean Studies, $51,000.
GRANT APPLICATIONS SUBMITTED
13 applications for grants were submitted in November, for a possible $1.34 million.
GRANT APPLICATIONS IN PROGRESS: 40
COMMUNITY & INDUSTRY PARTNERSHIPS IN PROGRESS: 7
WORKSHOPS
9 workshops were held in November including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Research ownership rights: working with students
How to create an online presence for your conference
Research Finance
(Brantford) – Research Ethics (REB) Workshop and Research Finance Workshop
Knowledge Mobilization 101
Primer on Intellectual Property Protections and Commercialization
Administrative research (presented to Learning Services)
(Brantford) – Monthly Mentor Lunch: Doing research with aboriginal communities

EVENTS
November 6
Event – “Imagining Canda’s Future:” SSHRC presents its six future challenge areas
Abby Goodrum, VP: research and SSHRC Leader, participant in panel discussion
http://www.wlu.ca/news_detail.php?grp_id=0&nws_id=11934
November 10
Event – Water Dialogues at THEMUSEUM: Alex Latta (global studies), “Water scarcity and human rights in
global perspective” http://www.wlu.ca/news_detail.php?grp_id=0&nws_id=11940
November 20
Event – Research Matters (London): “What Matters Now?” featuring Stephen Perry (kinesiology)
http://www.wlu.ca/news_detail.php?grp_id=157&nws_id=12016
November 22
Event – Research2Revenue: matching student business model proposals with faculty research
technologies); student presentations and awards
http://www.wlu.ca/research/research2revenue
David McMurray
Vice-President: Student Affairs
1.
The successful “Skills for Safer Living” program piloted by the Canadian Mental Health Association,
Wilfrid Laurier University and the University of Waterloo has recently received funding of $50,000 from the
Waterloo Wellington Local Health Integration Network. This evidence based psycho-social/psycheducational group program supports students who have a history of suicidal behavior providing a
professional support group and on-going peer to peer connections. Data reveals students develop positive
coping strategies/skills and enhance their social relations to strengthen their connections to life.
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2.
January 2014 will see the launch of “Jumpstart to Higher Education” a new access program offered
through Learning Services Access and Transition Office and funded by the Astley Foundation. Through
Jumpstart, an estimated 1,500 students in grades 7 and 8 from at risk communities in KW will be
introduced to post-secondary learning opportunities through a variety of interactive workshops and
activities facilitated by students and graduates of the Faculty of Education. The goal of the program is to
open the higher education door to students who may not have chosen otherwise introducing students and
their families to post-secondary options, career planning and student success oriented skills and
competencies.
3.
The First Year Experience (FYE) task force has completed its draft report for circulation amongst
academic department councils, senior student affairs leadership teams, WLUSU and students at large for
feedback prior to submission to Senate in the winter 2014 semester. The draft document includes the task
force purpose, guiding principles, methodologies, major theme pillars and associated principles, as well as
examples of best practice. The FYE task force recommends long term sustainability and accountability of
FYE efforts through a renewed Senate Subcommittee on Student Learning.
4.
Following the recent Student Affairs Outreach Project which transformed several student service
and support functions at the Brantford campus, a number of new initiatives are continuing under the
leadership of the new Dean of Students, Brantford campus. A newly designed Behavioural Intervention
Team (BIT) has been created to provide a proactive, coordinated response to students of concern or at
risk, ranging from matters associated with disruptive behavior, mental health, and student success; a new
student emergency funding program has been created; two prayer spaces have been acquired and a
newly formed chaplaincy team is in the works; and Laurier Co-Curricular Record discussions associated
with a new component that is intended to focus on an integrated and engaged learning leadership
experience are underway
5.
On December 19, 2013 a formal 3.5M gift agreement was signed between Laurier and the Wilfrid
Laurier University Student Union (WLUSU) to support the construction of the new Laurier/YMCA Athletic
and Recreation complex slated for downtown in Brantford. This major gift complements the significant
engagement students have committed to building design and services. Student leaders will also play a
prominent role in supporting the Co-Owner agreement and oversight of facility operations, student staffing
and programs.
6.
Laurier will prepare a formal submission and engage in the 2014 Association of Commonwealth
Universities’ Strategic Management Program providing the opportunity to benchmark key university
practices to identify areas of strength and weaknesses, and to identify best practices world-wide. The
2014 program is based on three topic frameworks: Ethical Governance, Quality Assurance, and Student
Support. Dr. Deb MacLatchy, Shereen Rowe, and David McMurray will lead the submission preparation and
engage in the sharing and assessment of results.
7.
Previously reported, the Student Wellness Initiative (SWI) launched in September 2013, will now
move into the 2014 winter semester critical path period with key decisions ahead including the re-design
and renovation of Health and Counselling Services to provide a new “Wellness Centre” on the Waterloo
campus, funding recently confirmed through the Student Life Levy; further support policy development;
education and awareness training; a contemporary communication strategy; and affirmation of community
outreach partnerships.
Jim Butler
Vice-President: Finance & Administration
1. At the time of writing, Laurier is in the process of organizing a Pension Symposium tentatively set for
February 25th. The purpose of the Symposium is to engage the administration and the unions in the
university sector in a dialogue respecting the future sustainability of the sector's pension plans. It will
address such questions as whether a sustainability problem truly exists and if so then what are the viable
solutions. We are now in the process of contacting a number of experts in the pension area. This will be an
invitational only event that will see representatives from the university sector and its unions, politicians,
public sector pension plans and government.
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2. The 2014-15 Budget process is underway and, as indicated in the Spring Budget and at the most recent
Finance & Investment Committee meeting, cost reductions and or revenue enhancement will be necessary
in order to adjust to the new fiscal reality in our sector. The financial position of the university has been
impacted due to three principle reasons:
(1) Revenue constraints brought about by the government's new tuition regime and Ministry cuts to
operating grants coupled with unabated university inflation. This produces a classic revenue /cost squeeze.
(2) Increasing pension costs largely brought about by a combination of low interest rates, insufficient
market returns to meet Actuarial assumptions, and changing/increasing mortality costs. The university's
pension cost as a percentage of payroll will have grown over 2.5 times from approximately 7% in 2008 to
over 18% in 2014. Special payments to amortize Going Concern Deficits will increase to $9.3 million in
2014 and top out at $12 million the following fiscal year. These special payments represent approximately
77% of the forecasted structural deficit for 2014.
(3) Deferred Maintenance costs continue to escalate. The sector has a growing Deferred Maintenance
problem and Laurier is not an exception. The sector has not received the level of capital grants necessary
to accommodate growth and it is not coincidental that debt levels have increased during this period.
Laurier's recent Facilities Condition audit identified a deferred maintenance back log of approximately $58
million and additional budget allocations will be needed to address life cycle costs. This will need to be
financed by way of appropriations from the Operating Fund and a scheduled augmentation in annual
spending.
A multi-pronged communication program will begin with "Financial Sustainability” Town Hall meetings to
be scheduled early in the New Year.
Brian Rosborough
Senior Executive Officer, Brantford Campus
•
Discussions with Conestoga College have been initiated consistent with the direction set out in the
university’s strategic mandate agreement (SMA) proposal. These discussions build on an MOU signed with
the college in summer 2013 as a foundation for partnerships in academic and administrative matters.
•
The Brantford Campus hosted public open houses and consultations with students on the final
designs of the new Laurier-YMCA recreation/athletics complex in Brantford. Construction on the new
facility is expected to begin in 2014. The new facility will be owned and operated jointly by Laurier and
the YMCA. Other partners in the facility include Mohawk College, Nipissing University, Six Nations
Polytechnic, and Six Nations Elected Council. Approximately $40 million in capital funding has been raised
from federal provincial and municipal government sources.
•
Renovations are now completed on the lower floor of the Grand River Hall creating a new
Brantford Campus digital library and learning commons. The new location supplements shared services
with the Brantford Public Library by providing dedicated study space for students, enhanced access to the
university librarians and digital collections. These improvements respond directly to students’ concerns
about library facilities and provide an interim solution in advance of the development of a dedicated
academic library and learning commons for the Brantford Campus.
•
Renovations are underway in the recently leased 294 Colborne Street facility which will result in
two additional classrooms, new space for the Laurier English Academic Foundations (LEAF) program, and
the relocation of campus operations.
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Meeting of Senate

Draft Minutes of the Meeting held
November 26, 2013; 4:00 to 6:00 p.m.
Senate & Board Chamber, Waterloo Campus
Present: Dr. J. Aguinaldo, Mr. E. Ahonen, Dr. B. Arai, Dr. M. Blouw, Dr. P. Bryden, Dr. M.
Byrne, Mr. J. Butler, Dr. D. Buzza, Mr. A. Cameron, Dr. P. Carayannopoulos, Dr. M.
Carroll, Mr. F. Cirinna, Dr. N. Coady, Dr. R. Cruikshank, Mr. R. Darling, Ms. A.
Diebold, Mr. R. Donelson, Mr. L. Dotto, Dr. R. Eikelboom, Dr. A. Ferenc, Dr. K.
Feuerherm, Dr. J. Finn, Dr. P. Goff, Dr. A. Goodrum, Dr. S. Hannem, Ms. M. Harris,
Dr. M. Jelokhani-Niaraki, Mr. Mi. Kelly, Dr. M. Kilgour, Dr. D. MacLatchy , Mr. J.
Martin, Prof. J. McCutcheon, Dr. J. McLellan, Dr. M. Mfoafo-M’Carthy, Dr. D. Monod,
Dr. K. Morouney, Dr. J. Mueller, Dr. B. Murphy, Dr. C. Neill, Dr. J. Norris, Mr. D.
Oates, Dr. A. Peetush, Dr. D. Pfrimmer, Dr. M. Philip, Dr. M. Poetzsch, Dr. S.
Ramsay, Dr. C. Robie, Dr. P. Rogers, Dr. S. Sider, Dr. P. Tiidus, Mr. C. Walker, Mr. S.
Warren, Ms. M. Watson, Dr. A. Zaidi, Dr. E. Zima, Dr. S. Ziss.
Regrets: Ms. G. Ashoughian, Dr. L. Eisler, Dr. Ma. Kelly, Dr. M. Lee-Chin, Mr. S. Lyons, Dr. M.
Marín-Dòmine.
Absent:

Mr. M. Alkier, Dr. K. Anderson, Dr. C. Arnason, Dr. B. Balmer, Dr. G. Cameron, Dr.
G. Carruthers, Mr. T. Craven, Dr. S. Isotupa, Dr. P. Jessop, Mr. D. McMurray, Mr. M.
Thomas, Ms. S. Vansickle, Mr. R. Wells.

University Secretariat: Ms. S. Rowe, Ms. S. Willey-Thomas
A. Introduction
A1. Business Arising from the Previous Minutes
There was no business arising from the minutes.
A2. Report of the President, M. Blouw
Dr. Blouw reported on the strategic mandate agreements (SMAs), noting that he expects the
framework shortly and that negotiated agreements will be due by the end of the fiscal year.
Dr. Blouw reported that he anticipates a policy on satellite campuses soon. Dr. Blouw will keep
Senate informed of any developments pertaining to SMAs or a satellite campus policy, including
calling special Senate and Board meetings as required. Dr. Blouw recognized Dr. Ghose for her
TED talk and the 2013-2014 Teaching Fellow recipients, Dr. Rowinsky and Dr. MacNeil.
B. Discussion
B1. IPRM Update
Dr. Byrne and Dr. Morouney provided an IPRM update to Senate, noting that town hall
meetings were recently held on the Brantford and Waterloo campuses. Senate heard that the
process is being completed in stages to better manage generation of data and evaluation of the
completed templates. Implementation of recommendations is a separate process that will
follow Laurier’s governance processes. Dr. Byrne and Dr. Morouney responded to questions
concerning the use of qualitative and quantitative data in the templates; the distribution of
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programs across categories; rationale for keeping comments separate from the templates.
B2. Report of the Registrar
B2a. Final Enrolment Report
Mr. Darling presented the Final Enrolment Report for the Fall 2013 as a table drop. Mr. Darling
noted that the two faculties at the Brantford Campus have been separated.
B2b. President’s Gold Scholarship
Mr. Darling presented the changes to the President’s Gold Scholarship and In-Course
Scholarship terms. An amendment to include “within one year” to the motion was accepted as
friendly.
MOTION (D. Buzza/P.Rogers) that the Academic Planning Committee recommend
that Senate extend the time permitted to complete 5.0 credits from two terms
to three terms within one year for the President’s Gold and In-Course
Scholarship effective September 1, 2014, as amended.
CARRIED
B3. Reports/Recommendations from Standing Committees
B3a. Nominating
Dr. Tiidus presented the report of the Nominating Committee, noting an election for the
vacancy on the Committee on Research and Publication.
MOTION (P. Tiidus/B. Arai) that Senate approve the report of the Nominating
Committee, as presented.
CARRIED
B3b. Committee on University Teaching
Dr. Rogers presented the findings of the bilateral teaching evaluation committee, including the
research and review conducted by the committee. Dr. Rogers noted that deadlines in the
second motion would need to be flexible; changes to the questions themselves must go to the
Joint Liaison Committee; and, cost savings and other benefits associated with administering
course evaluations online. Dr. Rogers responded to questions concerning double-barreled
questions, response rates, and working with LISPOP. Dr. MacLatchy responded to a question
concerning student access to survey results.
MOTION (P. Rogers/M. Byrne) that Senate approve that the revised teaching
evaluation form be implemented online, as presented.
CARRIED
MOTION (P. Rogers/B. Arai) that Senate approve the following processes for
piloting the new teaching evaluation form:
Nov 2013
Evaluation of proposed software solutions; planning for student
focus groups
Jan 2014
Student focus groups/limited on-line testing
March 2014 Focus groups with faculty and administrators re interpretation of
student feedback
Spring 2014 Review and revision of questions if necessary for approval by JLC
Nov 2014
Larger pilot on-line testing and review
Winter 2015 Full roll-out, as presented.
CARRIED
B3c. Academic Planning Committee
Dr. MacLatchy presented the history of the Fall Study Days proposal and Mr. Darling outlined
three possible options for implementation, with the third option being preferable as it keeps the
academic calendar most intact. Dr. MacLatchy recognized the work of Senator Chris Walker in
championing the project and his role in early consultations. Dr. MacLatchy responded to
questions concerning the measurement of baseline data; the need for the Fall study days;
orientation week programming during classes; scheduling the break in the middle of term
instead of the end of term; and how a break affects term momentum. It was noted that
approving the second motion precludes adoption of the second option.
MOTION (D. MacLatchy/M. Carroll) that Senate approve the principle of fall study
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days beginning in the 2014-2015 academic year, to be evaluated on a threeyear trial, as presented.
CARRIED
(4 opposed, 1 abstention)
MOTION (D. MacLatchy/M. Kilgour) that the start date for the fall term be on the
Thursday after Labour Day, as presented.
CARRIED
(2 opposed, 1 abstention)
Dr. Blouw announced that a tentative deal had been reached between the University and
Contract Academic Staff, pending ratification.
B4. Reports/Recommendations from Divisional Councils
B4a. Faculty of Liberal Arts
Prof. McCutcheon presented the major modifications to the Contemporary Studies program.
MOTION (J. McCutcheon/S. Hannem) that the Academic Planning Committee
recommend that Senate approve the following, effective September 1, 2014:
(i)
approve the change in program name from Contemporary Studies to
Society, Culture, and Environment to reflect the revisioning of the
program;
(ii)
develop three areas of focus within the degree program: Social
Structures, Culture and Representation, and Environment and
Sustainability;
(iii)
create a capstone course for each of the these three areas of focus,
with completion of one capstone course required for graduation;
(iv)
eliminate the General BA in Contemporary Studies;
(v)
eliminate the Environment and Society Option from the offerings of
the Program and Faculty, as presented.
CARRIED
Prof. McCutcheon presented the major modifications to the Journalism program, noting that
changes are in response to Journalism’s cyclical review and the changing field of Journalism.
Dr. Ferguson and Dr. Werbin responded to questions concerning the volume and category of
changes. Senate heard that such changes are in demand by employers.
MOTION (J. McCutcheon/B. Murphy) that the Academic Planning Committee
recommend that Senate approve the following, effective September 1, 2014:
(i)
approve the renaming of the program to Digital Media and
Journalism;
(ii)
approve the revisions to the curriculum offered by the
Journalism/Digital Media and Journalism program, including the
creation of three new concentrations in the program: Journalism,
Digital and Social Media, and Public Relations;
(iii)
delete the Honours BA Journalism in Combination with another
Honours BA program from the program’s offerings (the nature of the
collaborative agreement between WLU and Conestoga College for
delivering both BA and Graduate Certificate content makes a
Combined Honours BA unfeasible for students);
(iv)
align course offerings with these new concentrations, including
course deletions and additions as appropriate. Create three new 1.0
credit capstone courses for students enrolled in all three
concentrations;
(v)
to approve the collaborative credential arrangement between
Conestoga College and the Digital Media and Journalism Program in
the Faculty of Liberal Arts. Graduates of the Program will receive a
post-graduate “Contemporary Media Artist” credential in addition to
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their BA degree from WLU;
(vi)
approve the deletion of the Journalism Minor from the program;
(vii)
approve changes to the Media Studies (MX) Option, offered by the
Journalism/Digital Media and Journalism program in the Faculty of
Liberal Arts;
(viii)
approve the change from a 4.0 credit Option in Public Relations to a
4.5 credit Option in Issue Advocacy, as presented.
CARRIED
(2 abstentions)
Prof. McCutcheon presented the substantive minor change to the Youth and Children’s Studies
program, noting that Concurrent Education students cannot complete the Children’s Education
and Development Option due to overlap in curriculum.
MOTION (J. McCutcheon/B. Murphy) that the Academic Planning Committee
recommend that Senate approve the following, effective immediately, that
Concurrent Education students may not combine their Honours BA in
Contemporary Studies with an Honours in Youth and Children’s Studies, as
presented.
CARRIED
B4b. Faculty of Social Work
Dr. Coady presented several changes to the BSW program as an omnibus motion.
MOTION (N. Coady/B. Arai) that the Academic Planning Committee recommend
that Senate approve the following, effective September 1, 2014: that without
precedent, and specific only to the Child and Youth Worker (CYW) college
graduate stream of the BSW program, students in this stream will be credited
with the BF199 and BF299 course requirements in recognition of the learning
outcomes achieved in their three-year college diploma. CYW college graduates
in the BSW program will be required to take the other two Brantford
Foundations courses, BF190 and BF290.
CARRIED
MOTION that the Academic Planning Committee recommend that Senate
approve the following, effective September 1, 2014:
(i)
That BSW Advanced Standing students admitted with Social Service
Worker college diplomas be granted six full credits towards the BSW
degree; 2.5 of these credits are for social work courses and 3.5 are
for non social work courses;
(ii)
That the following changes be made in the description of progression
requirements from year one to year four of the BSW program;
(iii)
That BSW students who fail to achieve the standing necessary for
admission to the subsequent year of their program may proceed on
academic probation upon recommendation of the Associate Dean
and/or the Dean;
(iv)
That BSW students who do not meet Bachelor of Social Work GPA
graduation requirements would be eligible to graduate from a Laurier
Brantford faculty with a General B.A. without designation, as
presented.
CARRIED
B5. Report: Strategic Enrolment Management
Mr. Buckley provided an update on strategic enrolment management as well as the
development of eight student profiles and support for these groups of students. A draft report
is expected to be available during the first quarter of 2014.
B6. Major Agenda Item: Report of the Strategic Research Plan Task Force
Dr. Goodrum presented the draft report of the Strategic Research Plan Task Force, noting that
feedback can be sent to her until mid-December. The Task Force has identified three areas of
research strength and five thematic clusters, noting that the clusters do not preclude other
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research. Senate heard that the Task Force has developed goals and recommendations and
based on the thematic clusters. Dr. Goodrum responded to questions concerning the content of
the preamble, the logic behind the categorization of the clusters and research areas outside of
the clusters.
B7. Matters from the Consent Section of the Agenda
There were no matters from the consent section of the agenda.
B8. Reports of the Senior Executives
There were no questions for the Senior Executives.
B9. Report of the COU Academic Colleague
Senators were invited to contact Dr. Ma. Kelly by email should they have any questions
regarding the COU report.
B10. Question Period
There were no additional questions during question period.
B11. Other Business
There was no other business.
B12. Adjournment
The meeting adjourned by consensus.
C. Consent
C1. Agenda, S. Rowe
C2. Draft Minutes of the October 10, 2013 meeting, S. Rowe
C3. Editorial Minor Changes from Divisional Councils (Education, FGPS, FLA, SW,
Music)
C4. Report of the Board of Governors, S. Rowe
C5. WLUAA Annual Report, M. Heinen
C6. Convocation Report (Spring 2013 and Fall 2013), R. Darling
C7. Governance Dinner Presentation Slides, H. Weingarten
Signed:

______________________________________ __________________________________
Max Blouw, President and Chair of Senate
Rudy Eikelboom, Secretary of Senate
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Joint Meeting of the Board
of Governors and Senate
Draft Minutes of the Meeting held
December 18, 2013; 4:30 to 6:30 p.m.
Senate & Board Chamber, Waterloo Campus
Present: Dr. J. Aguinaldo, Mr. E. Ahonen, Dr. Q. Almeida, Dr. K. Anderson, Mr. T. Anderson,
Dr. B. Arai, Dr. C. Arnason, Ms. G. Ashoughian, Mr. T. Berczi, Dr. M. Blouw, Mr. J.
Bowey, Dr. P. Bryden, Dr. M. Byrne, Mr. J. Butler, Dr. D. Buzza, Mr. A. Cameron, Dr.
P. Carayannopoulos, Dr. M. Carroll, Dr. G. Carruthers, Dr. N. Coady, Dr. R.
Cruikshank, Mr. R. Darling, Ms. A. Diebold, Mr. R. Donelson, Dr. R. Eikelboom, Dr. L.
Eisler, Dr. A. Ferenc, Dr. J. Finn, Dr. P. Goff, Dr. A. Goodrum, Mr. A. Grossman, Dr.
S. Hannem, Dr. S. Isotupa, Dr. M. Jelokhani-Niaraki, Dr. P. Jessop, Dr. Mi. Kelly, Dr.
M. Kilgour, Mr. S. Lyons, Dr. D. MacLatchy , Mr. J. Martin, Prof. J. McCutcheon, Dr. J.
McLellan, Mr. D. McMurray, Dr. D. Monod, Dr. K. Morouney, Dr. J. Mueller, Ms. C.
Mulvihill, Dr. C. Neill, Dr. J. Norris, Mr. D. Oates, Dr. A. Peetush, Dr. D. Pfrimmer, Dr.
M. Philip, Dr. M. Poetzsch, Dr. S. Ramsay, Dr. C. Robie, Dr. P. Rogers, Dr. M.
Rowinsky-Geurts, Mr. L. Scott, Dr. S. Sider, Mr. M. Thomas, Dr. P. Tiidus, Ms. S.
Vansickle, Mr. C. Walker, Mr. S. Warren, Ms. M. Watson, Mr. R. Wells, Dr. A. Zaidi,
Dr. E. Zima, Dr. S. Ziss.
Regrets: Mr. F. Ahamed, Mr. P. Ansley, Mr. S. Bebenek, Mr. M. Certosimo, Ms. C. Duboc, Mr.
F. Cirinna, Mr. C. Friel, Mr. M. Gagliano, Ms. S. Hamilton, Dr. M. Lee-Chin, Dr. M.
Marín-Dòmine, Dr. B. Murphy, Ms. K. Murumets, Mr. N Philip, Ms. S. Reibel, Mr. P.
Singh, Ms. J. Swartz, Mr. J. Trus, Mr. J. Wideman.
Absent:

Mr. M. Alkier, Dr. G. Cameron, Ms. J. Clement, Mr. L. Dotto, Dr. K. Feuerherm, Mr. S.
Fleming, Dr. Ma. Kelly, Dr. M. Mfoafo-M’Carthy, Ms. L. Read, Dr. P. Rogers, Mr. C.
Walker.

University Secretariat: Ms. A. Lukin, Ms. S. Rowe, Ms. S. Willey-Thomas.
A. Introduction
A1. Call to Order, M. Blouw, J. Martin
Dr. Blouw and Mr. Martin welcomed the Board and Senate, and noted that Dr. Blouw would
chair the meeting.
A2. Purpose of and protocol for the joint meeting – discussion, not decision; no
motions will be considered, M. Blouw
Dr. Blouw outlined the timeline for the Strategic Mandate Agreement (SMA) process, noting that
the SMA submission is meant to reflect Laurier’s broad priorities over the next three to five
years. Dr. Blouw outlined the various components of the Differentiation Policy Framework and
SMA process, including up to ten areas of current program strength, five areas of proposed
strategic focus, and projected undergraduate and graduate enrolments to 2018-2019 for all
campuses. This information will help the province to understand how universities are
differentiated and will help identify key areas requiring government support. The SMA
submissions must be provided to the province by December 20, 2013. Dr. Blouw noted that
the SMA to be submitted is a draft and subject to negotiation over the next few months, with
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Dr. Paul Genest representing the province; resulting in a signed agreement between each
university and province.
Dr. Blouw responded to a request from the IPRM Co-Chairs to comment on the intersection
between IPRM and the SMA process, emphasizing that the SMA does not address administrative
or operation priorities, is not a model used to allocate resources, and that IPRM is a much more
detailed prioritization of resources. Dr. Blouw will note the IPRM timeline when negotiating with
Dr. Genest.
B. Discussion
B1. Differentiation Policy Framework and Laurier’s Strategic Mandate Agreement
Submission: Presentation, M. Blouw, Dr. MacLatchy
Dr. MacLatchy presented key proposals in the Laurier draft SMA submission; outlining the
background of the current SMA process, the consultation that has taken place, and noting that
Laurier’s 2012 SMA submission was received positively. Dr. MacLatchy noted that the process
is not intended to divide universities into research-only and teaching-only institutions and that
the government has temporarily suspended all new programs until at least March 2014 at which
time the approval process will be revised. Dr. MacLatchy outlined the differentiating strengths,
areas of focus and growth areas for Laurier, noting that these build on the 2012 SMA
submission and are derived from an earlier visioning exercise and the Academic Plan, both of
which were broadly consultative. Institutional metrics will be submitted in January 2014.
B2. Discussion
Dr. Blouw facilitated the discussion surrounding Laurier’s SMA submission, encouraging
constructive dialogue, emphasizing that some aspects of the submission process are still not
clearly defined by the province. Dr. Blouw responded to questions and comments concerning
metrics for measuring exceptional undergraduate programs; how Laurier’s SMA submission
differs from those of other institutions; changes to the SMA following a decision on a Milton
campus; vertical versus horizontal incorporation of programs in the SMA; protection of strong,
undifferentiated foundation programs; impact of the comprehensive focus on undergraduate
education; forecasted and planned enrolment; inclusion of the humanities within the proposal;
suggestions for new programs at the Milton campus; influence of the HEQCO report in
categorizing Ontario universities into four categories; the role of Senate in construction of the
SMA; differences between BEd and MEd programs; and definition and examples of “unnecessary
duplication”.
B3. Closing Comments, M. Blouw
Dr. Blouw thanked Governors and Senators for their contributions and wished them a safe and
happy holiday.
B4. Adjournment
The meeting was adjourned by consensus.
C. Consent
C1. Agenda, S. Rowe
Signed:
______________________________________ __________________________________
Max Blouw, President and Chair of Senate
Rudy Eikelboom, Secretary of Senate
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FACULTY OF ARTS
Approved by the Faculty of Arts Curriculum Committee on October 18, 2013
Approved by the Faculty of Arts Divisional Council on November 15, 2013
Approved by Senate Academic Planning Committee on December 17, 2013

CULTURAL STUDIES
Item 1-2
Course deletions
Item 3-4
New courses
Item 5-6
Changes to program/calendar change
HISTORY
Item 7-8
Item 9-10

New courses
Course deletions

LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES
Item 11
Removal of lab component to five Spanish courses
Item 12-13 Change to course descriptions
Item 14
Change to course code and description
Item 15
New course
Item 16
Course deletion
MEDIEVAL STUDIES
Item 17
Changes to program/calendar change
NORTH AMERICAN STUDIES
Item 18-19 New courses
Item 20-21 Course deletions
SOCIOLOGY
Item 22
Course deletion
Item 23
Change to credit weight
All changes effective September 1, 2014, unless otherwise noted.
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ITEM #1

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM

EFFECTIVE DATE
COURSE CODE
COURSE TITLE
RATIONALE FOR
DELETION
If this change is part of a
suite of changes, please
describe

COURSE DELETION
Cultural Studies Program (Combined Honours Major)
(All changes are effective the subsequent September 1 unless otherwise
noted)
KS201
Classics in Cultural Theory
KS201 is being deleted because Core Elective Courses KS205 and KS210 are
being made required courses in addition to proposed new course KS203:
Popular Culture and Ideology.
Addition of KS203, KS303 (Substantive Minor Curriculum Change); Deletion
of KS201 and KS202; Change to calendar description of Theory, Period
Requirements and Core Electives; Change to Calendar description of KS205
and KS210.
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ITEM #2

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM

EFFECTIVE DATE
COURSE CODE
COURSE TITLE

RATIONALE FOR
DELETION

If this change is part of a
suite of changes, please
describe

COURSE DELETION
Cultural Studies (Combined Honours Major)
(All changes are effective the subsequent September 1 unless otherwise
noted)
KS202
Contemporary Cultural Theory
KS202 is being deleted to make room for KS203: Popular Culture and
Ideology, which—by focusing on popular culture—provides a grounding in
popular culture analysis missing at the second year level, thus better
integrating the second year required course within the broader cultural
studies curriculum as a whole.
Addition of KS203, KS303 (Substantive Minor Curriculum Change); Deletion
of KS201 and KS202; Change to calendar description of Theory, Period
Requirements and Core Electives; Change to Calendar description of KS205
and KS210.
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ITEM #3

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM NAME

EFFECTIVE DATE

RATIONALE FOR NEW
COURSE

NEW COURSE
Cultural Studies
(All changes are effective the subsequent September 1 unless otherwise
noted)
Several of the program’s most highly enrolled courses (KS205: Cartoons and
Comics: KS210: Cultural Studies of Popular Music; special topics offerings of
KS340: Myths, Monsters, and Machines: The Fantastic in Popular Culture, and
KS400: Remix Culture) deal with specific forms of popular cultural production.
Although the Cultural Studies program currently offers several courses
focused on particular genres of popular culture, it currently has no general
course engaging popular culture studies as a field of scholarly inquiry. KS203:
Popular Culture and Ideology will provide grounding in the theories and
methods used in popular cultural analysis, thus better integrating second year
course coursework into the already existing curriculum of the program. As
evident from the calendar description, this new course will focus on the
cultural studies sub-field of popular culture and the ways in which popular
culture intersects with ideology and ideological formation.

PROPOSED COURSE
CODE

KS203

PROPOSED COURSE
TITLE

Popular Culture and Ideology

(25 characters max)

PROPOSED CREDIT
WEIGHT

PROPOSED COURSE
DESCRIPTION

REQUIRED OR ELECTIVE
COURSE

PROPOSED
PRE-REQUISITES

If this change is part of a
suite of changes, please
describe

0.5

PROPOSED
CONTACT
HOURS

36

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE
COURSE

Required

Examining a diversity of popular culture forms, this course explores
commercial popular culture as sites of ideological production and examines
how popular culture shapes social norms and intersects with a range of
concepts including race, gender, sexuality, class, and ethnicity. [See
Appendix for course outline.]
SEMESTER(S)

Required
Pre-requisites:
KS100 or
KS101 (or
permission of
the instructor)

F, W, F-W, SS, IS, S

PROPOSED
COURSE TYPE

(Optional)

(Intramural, Online,
Irregular)

PROPOSED COREQUISITES

PROPOSED
EXCLUSIONS

Intramural

Addition of KS303; Deletion of KS201 and KS202; Change to calendar
description of Theory, Period Requirements and Core Electives; Change to
Calendar description of KS205 and KS210.
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ITEM #4

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM NAME

EFFECTIVE DATE

RATIONALE FOR NEW
COURSE

NEW COURSE
Cultural Studies
(All changes are effective the subsequent September 1 unless otherwise
noted)
This new course will allow for an advanced focus in the cultural studies subfield of popular culture, and will ask students to consider what it means to
explore popular culture in a global context. Several of the program’s most
highly enrolled courses (KS205: Cartoons and Comics; KS210: Cultural
Studies of Popular Music; special topics offerings of KS340: Myths, Monsters,
and Machines: The Fantastic in Popular Culture; and KS400: Remix Culture)
deal with specific forms of popular cultural production. This course will allow
students to deepen their understanding of the theories and methods used in
popular cultural analysis, thus better integrating third year course coursework
with the broader already-existing curriculum of the program.

PROPOSED COURSE
CODE

KS303

PROPOSED COURSE
TITLE

Advanced Studies in Popular Culture

(25 characters max)

PROPOSED CREDIT
WEIGHT
PROPOSED COURSE
DESCRIPTION

REQUIRED OR ELECTIVE
COURSE
PROPOSED
PRE-REQUISITES
If this change is part of a
suite of changes, please
describe

0.5

PROPOSED
CONTACT
HOURS

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE
COURSE

Required

This course examines the social signification of popular cultures in a global
context, theories of mass culture, and the relationship between cultural
consumption and social status. [See Appendix for course outline.]

Required

KS203

SEMESTER(S)
F, W, F-W,
SS, IS, S
(Optional)

PROPOSED
COURSE TYPE
(Intramural,
Online,
Irregular)

Intramural

PROPOSED
PROPOSED
COEXCLUSIONS
REQUISITES
Addition of KS203; Deletion of KS201 and KS202; Change to calendar
description of Theory, Period Requirements and Core Electives; Change to
Calendar description of KS205 and KS210.
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ITEM #5

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM

EFFECTIVE DATE

CURRENT CALENDAR
CONTENT

PROGRAM/CALENDAR CHANGE
Cultural Studies (Combined Honours Major)
(All changes are effective the subsequent September 1 unless otherwise
noted)
Theory Requirement (1.0 credit) AN200, CS203, CS204, CS304, EN301,
ES298, FS341, FS342, FS345, PP203, PP216, PP264, PO235, PO236,
SY203*, WS303
Period/History Requirement (1.0 credit) AN344, CL204, CL206, EN210,
FS240, FS241, FR232, FR233, FR234, GG270, any senior HI credit, LL200,
LL201, PP256, PP259, PP262, PP263
KS Core Electives (1.5 credits)
AN316, AN324, AN326, AN328, AN343, CS251, CS312, CS322, CS325,
CS350, CS351, EN220, EN281, EN310, FS249, FS251, FS252, FS253, FS254,
FS260, FS360, FS366, FR235, GG271, GG294, GG393, GM314, GS222,
GS327, MI201, MI202, PO360, RE212*, RE220, RE265, RE320, SY305,
WS203, WS205, WS304, WS305
Theory Requirement (1.0 credit) AN200, CS203, CS204, CS304, EN220,
EN281, EN301, EN325, ES298, FS341, FS342, FS345, GS331, PP203,
PP216, PP264, PO235, PO236, SY203*, WS303

PROPOSED CALENDAR
CONTENT

Period/History Requirement (1.0 credit) AN344, CL204, CL206, EN210,
EN233, EN234, EN265, FS240, FS241, FS346, FR232, FR233, FR234,
GG270, any senior HI credit, LL200, LL201, PP256, PP259, PP262, PP263
KS Core Electives (1.5 credits)
AN316, AN324, AN326, AN328, AN343, CS251, CS312, CS322, CS325,
CS350, CS351, EN220, EN281, EN310, FS239, FS249, FS251, FS252,
FS253, FS254, FS260, FS333, FS355, FS360, FS366, FR235, FR250,
FR251, GG271, GG294, GG393, GM314, GS221, GS222, GS327, HI261,
MI201, MI202, MU377, PO360, RE212*, RE220, RE265, RE320, SY305,
WS203, WS205, WS304, WS305

If this change is part of a
suite of changes, please
describe

Addition of KS203; Deletion of KS201 and KS202; Change to calendar
description of Theory, Period Requirements and Core Electives; Change to
Calendar description of KS205 and KS210.
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ITEM #6

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM

EFFECTIVE DATE

CURRENT CALENDAR
CONTENT

PROGRAM/CALENDAR CHANGE
Cultural Studies (Combined Honours Major)
(All changes are effective the subsequent September 1 unless otherwise
noted)
Honours BA Cultural Studies in Combination with another Honours BA
program
The combined honours degree in Cultural Studies consists of 20.0 credits, of
which at least 14.0 must be at the senior level. Students must take a
minimum of 7.0 credits in Cultural Studies, with a maximum of 1.0 credit in
Cultural Studies at the 100 level.
KS100 and KS101
KS201 and KS202
KS205 or KS210
KS300
KS400
1.0 credit Period Requirement
1.0 credit Theory Requirement
1.5 credits Cultural Studies Core Electives
Honours BA Cultural Studies in Combination with another Honours BA
program
The combined honours degree in Cultural Studies consists of 20.0 credits, of
which at least 14.0 must be at the senior level. Students must take a
minimum of 7.0 credits in Cultural Studies, with a maximum of 1.0 credit in
Cultural Studies at the 100 level.

PROPOSED CALENDAR
CONTENT

KS100 and KS101
KS203
KS205 and KS210
KS300
KS400
1.0 credit Period Requirement
1.0 credit Theory Requirement
1.5 credits Cultural Studies Core Electives
Another change: At the end of this section on electives in the calendar, add a
7th note, with the following wording: Students are advised that the
department may approve the inclusion of 300 and 400 level courses from
cognate disciplines in a particular student's program if the topics are relevant
to their course of study.
[This change accords with CS terminology, and would allow students to carry
over relevant Directed Studies, or Special Topics, courses, as the KS
coordinating committee sees fit.]

If this change is part of a
suite of changes, please
describe

Addition of KS203; Deletion of KS201 and KS202; Change to calendar
description of Theory, Period Requirements and Core Electives; Change to
Calendar description of KS205 and KS210.
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ITEM #7

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM NAME

EFFECTIVE DATE

NEW COURSE
History
(All changes are effective the subsequent September 1 unless otherwise noted)

RATIONALE FOR NEW
COURSE

The Classical Tradition or Classical Reception is the largest growth area in the
study of the Ancient World. This course introduces students to an exciting
interdisciplinary research area that helps them to understand the connections
between the past and present. Students who are considering a teaching
career will be prepared for the Classical Tradition module that is part of the
new ministry guidelines for high school Classical Studies courses.

PROPOSED COURSE
CODE

HI 261

PROPOSED COURSE
TITLE

The Ancient World in Contemporary Culture

(25 characters max)

PROPOSED CREDIT
WEIGHT

PROPOSED COURSE
DESCRIPTION

REQUIRED OR ELECTIVE
COURSE
PROPOSED
PRE-REQUISITES

0.5

PROPOSED
CONTACT
HOURS

36

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE
COURSE

Elective

This course explores representations of the ancient world and allusions to
ancient mythic themes in cultural products since the early twentieth century
until the present day. Students examine films, television shows, graphic
novels, comic books and cartoons, novels, children’s literature, poetry, art
and other media to analyze how historical moments and mythological themes
of the Greco-Roman world are borrowed and adapted for contemporary
sensibilities. [See Appendix for course outline.]
SEMESTER(S)

F, W, F-W, SS, IS, S

PROPOSED
COURSE TYPE

(Optional)

(Intramural, Online,
Irregular)

PROPOSED COREQUISITES

PROPOSED
EXCLUSIONS

Intramural
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ITEM #8

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM NAME

EFFECTIVE DATE

NEW COURSE
History
(All changes are effective the subsequent September 1 unless otherwise noted)

RATIONALE FOR NEW
COURSE

This course replaces and revises CL320 (Greek and Roman Drama), which
was recently deleted. It deals with one of the most important cultural
products of the ancient world, drama, while addressing prominent themes –
gender and sexuality – of the genre.

PROPOSED COURSE
CODE

HI 388

PROPOSED COURSE
TITLE

Performing Gender in Ancient Greece

(25 characters max)

PROPOSED CREDIT
WEIGHT

PROPOSED COURSE
DESCRIPTION

0.5

PROPOSED
CONTACT
HOURS

36

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE
COURSE

This course explores the representation of gender and sexuality in the
tragedies and comedies produced in fifth and fourth century BCE
Athens. Students analyze how the construction of gender and
ideologies of sexuality in ancient Greece are reflected in these literary
works, and how the theater acted as a means of interrogating
assumptions about gendered identities and sexuality.
Exclusion: CL320
[See Appendix for course outline.]

REQUIRED OR ELECTIVE
COURSE
PROPOSED
PRE-REQUISITES
If this change is part of a
suite of changes, please
describe

Elective

SEMESTER(S)

F, W, F-W, SS, IS, S

PROPOSED
COURSE TYPE

(Optional)

(Intramural, Online,
Irregular)

PROPOSED COREQUISITES

PROPOSED
EXCLUSIONS

Intramural
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ITEM #9

DEPARTMENT & PROGRAM

COURSE DELETION
History

COURSE CODE

(All changes are effective the subsequent September 1 unless otherwise
noted)
HI 437

COURSE TITLE

Reading Seminar on Revolutionary and Napoleonic France

RATIONALE FOR DELETION

In academic year 2012-2013, the History Department, as part of a suite
of larger reforms, instituted a system of course rotation for each fulltime faculty member. As part of this process, faculty members were
asked to rationalize their course offerings so that they would have a
roster of courses at all levels of the program. Making room for these new
courses in the History Department course catalog has required the
elimination of courses that are no longer offered. Michael Sibalis, who
created and taught this course, has indicated that he will no longer offer
it and has requested that it be deleted.

EFFECTIVE DATE

If this change is part of a suite of
changes, please describe
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ITEM #10

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM

EFFECTIVE DATE
COURSE CODE

COURSE DELETION
History
(All changes are effective the subsequent September 1 unless otherwise
noted)
HI 487

COURSE TITLE

Research Seminar on A History of Revolutionary and Napoleonic
France

RATIONALE FOR
DELETION

In academic year 2012-2013, the History Department, as part of a suite of
larger reforms, instituted a system of course rotation for each full-time
faculty member. As part of this process, faculty members were asked to
rationalize their course offerings so that they would have a roster of courses
at all levels of the program. Making room for these new courses in the
History Department course catalog has required the elimination of courses
that are no longer offered. Michael Sibalis, who created and taught this
course, has indicated that he will no longer offer it and has requested that it
be deleted.
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ITEM #11

REMOVAL OF LAB COMPONENT IN FIVE
SPANISH COURSES

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM

Languages and Literatures
(All changes are effective the subsequent September 1 unless otherwise
noted)
SP100*, SP101, SP102, SP201, SP202

EFFECTIVE DATE
COURSE CODES
COURSE TITLE

“3 lecture hours, 1 lab hour, 1 conversation hour” for each of these courses
becomes “3 lecture hours, 1 conversation hour” because online resources
have made the lab hours redundant.

RATIONALE FOR
DELETION

ITEM #12

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM NAME

EFFECTIVE DATE
RATIONALE FOR
CHANGE

CHANGE TO COURSE DESCRIPTION

Languages and Literatures

(All changes are effective the subsequent September 1 unless otherwise noted)

The change reflects more accurately the material covered in the course and it offers some
flexibility.
CURRENT COURSE INFORMATION

PROPOSED CHANGE(S)

(Please complete all fields)

COURSE CODE

SP328

COURSE TITLE

Contemporary Hispanic Theatre

(25 characters max)

CREDIT WEIGHT

COURSE
DESCRIPTION

PRE-REQUISITES

If this change is
part of a suite of
changes, please
describe

0.5

CONTACT
HOURS

36

REQUIRED
OR ELECTIVE

Elective

This course is a survey of the most
representative contemporary theatre
produced in the Americas and in the Spanish
Peninsula. The course will study text and
production, and will analyze as well their
adaptation to other media such as cinema
and dance.
SP223 or
permission
of the
department

COREQUISITES

EXCLUSIONS

(Only proposed changes must be indicated)

CREDIT
WEIGHT

CONTACT
HOURS

REQUIRED
OR ELECTIVE

This course is a survey of the most representative
contemporary theatre produced in the Hispanic
World. The course will study text and production, and
will analyze as well their adaptation to other media
such as cinema and dance.

PREREQUISITES

COREQUISITES

EXCLUSIONS
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ITEM #13

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM NAME

EFFECTIVE DATE
RATIONALE FOR
CHANGE

CHANGE TO COURSE DESCRIPTION

Languages and Literatures

(All changes are effective the subsequent September 1 unless otherwise noted)

The change reflects more accurately the material covered in the course.
CURRENT COURSE INFORMATION

PROPOSED CHANGE(S)

(Please complete all fields)

COURSE CODE

SP465

COURSE TITLE

Literature and Journalism in the Hispanic World

(25 characters max)

CREDIT WEIGHT

COURSE
DESCRIPTION

PRE-REQUISITES
If this change is
part of a suite of
changes, please
describe

0.5

CONTA
CT
HOURS

36

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE

Elective

Both in Latin America and in Spain, there is
a rich and lengthy tradition of authors
crossing over the shadowy boundaries
which separate the fields of journalism and
that of literature. In several cases, the
upshots of such journeys – from
investigative journalism into literature –
have been literary masterpieces, which in
addition to their aesthetic value they have
possessed the distinct characteristic of
interacting, and having an effect on the
contextual reality in which they were
produced. This course will study the
processes and methods of this particular
variety of genre transfer, by analyzing
classic and recent works from the second
part of the 20th century by celebrated
Hispanic writers.

SP223 or
permission
of the
department

COREQUIS
ITES

EXCLUSIONS

SP438c

(Only proposed changes must be indicated)

CREDIT
WEIGHT

CONTACT
HOURS

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE

In the Hispanic world, there is a rich tradition of
authors crossing over the boundaries which separate
the fields of journalism and literature. The upshots of
such journeys have been literary masterpieces
charged with a desire to intervene in the contextual
reality in which they were shaped. This course will
study the processes of this genre transfer by
celebrated contemporary Hispanic writers.

PREREQUISITES

COREQUISITES

EXCLUSIONS
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ITEM #14

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM NAME

EFFECTIVE DATE
RATIONALE FOR
CHANGE

CHANGE TO COURSE CODE, TITLE, and DESCRIPTION

Languages and Literatures

(All changes are effective the subsequent September 1 unless otherwise noted)
The new number reflects progression in a more accurate manner since the prerequisite for this
course is SP202 or permission of the department.

CURRENT COURSE INFORMATION

PROPOSED CHANGE(S)

(Please complete all fields)

(Only proposed changes must be indicated)

COURSE CODE

SP365

SP266

COURSE TITLE

Spanish Identity through Literature

Spanish Identities through Literature

(25 characters max)

CREDIT WEIGHT

COURSE
DESCRIPTION

PRE-REQUISITES

0.5

CONTA
CT
HOURS

36

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE

Elective

This course will study a selection of short
stories by contemporary Spanish writers.
Through analysis and in-depth criticism of
the works, students will reach a better
knowledge of the self and others. Emphasis
will be given to studying women writers. (U
of W SPAN 365)
COREQUIS
ITES

EXCLUSIONS

SP265

CREDIT
WEIGHT

CONTACT
HOURS

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE

This course will study a selection of short stories by
contemporary Spanish writers. Through analysis and
in-depth criticism of the works, students will examine
various representations of the self and others. (U of W
SPAN 365)
PREREQUISITES

COREQUISITES

EXCLUSIONS

???
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ITEM #15

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM NAME

EFFECTIVE DATE

NEW COURSE
Languages and Literatures
(All changes are effective the subsequent September 1 unless otherwise noted)

RATIONALE FOR NEW
COURSE

This course reflects the evolving interests of our Program and it will offer students the chance
to explore cultural representation across the Hispanic world in its different forms. It will also
offer more courses at the intermediate level, which is highly needed.

PROPOSED COURSE
CODE

SP260

PROPOSED COURSE
TITLE

Hispanic Cultural Representations

(25 characters max)

PROPOSED CREDIT
WEIGHT
PROPOSED COURSE
DESCRIPTION

REQUIRED OR ELECTIVE
COURSE
PROPOSED
PRE-REQUISITES
If this change is part of a
suite of changes, please
describe

0.5

PROPOSED
CONTACT
HOURS

36

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE
COURSE

Elective

This course examines the complex construct of culture in the Hispanic world through
interrelationships between culture and various artistic representations such as music, art, film,
and literature. It also reinforces and develops Spanish reading, writing, speaking, and listening
skills at the intermediate level.
SEMESTER(S)

Elective

SP202 or
permission of
the
department

F, W, F-W, SS, IS, S

PROPOSED
COURSE TYPE

(Optional)

(Intramural, Online,
Irregular)

PROPOSED COREQUISITES

PROPOSED
EXCLUSIONS

Irregular
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ITEM #16

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM

EFFECTIVE DATE

COURSE DELETION
Languages and Literatures
(All changes are effective the subsequent September 1 unless otherwise noted)

COURSE CODE

SP334

COURSE TITLE

Modern Latin American Prose

RATIONALE FOR
DELETION

This course is no longer offered at U of W.

If this change is part of a
suite of changes, please
describe

ITEM #17

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM

EFFECTIVE DATE

PROGRAM/CALENDAR CHANGE
Medieval Studies
(All changes are effective the subsequent September 1 unless otherwise noted)
Year 3 (2.0 credits)
1.0 credit in two courses from the ML300 special topics and 1.0 credit from the following:
ML300 Special Topics

CURRENT CALENDAR
CONTENT

ML350 Medieval Drama
EN372 Old English and the History of the Language
EN390 Chaucer I: The Canterbury Tales
EN39I Chaucer II: Romances, Dream Visions and other Works
EN392 Writers of the Middle Ages
HI310 The Italian Renaissance, 1350-1530
LA381 A Survey of Medieval Latin Poetry and Prose
MU370 Music in the Middle Ages
Any senior course in Arabic, French, German, Greek, Hebrew, Italian, Latin or Spanish
Year 4 (2.0 credits)
One of ML400 Senior seminar in Medieval Studies
Or an approved 400 level seminar from English, History, or Music.
1.5 additional credits as needed from:
Any 300 level course listed above or any senior courses
in Arabic, French, German, Greek, Hebrew, Italian, Latin or Spanish.
Year 3 (2.0 credits)
1.0 credit in two courses from the ML300 special topics and 1.0 credit from the following:

PROPOSED CALENDAR
CONTENT

AF399 Teaching. Learning and Thinking through the Liberal Arts
ML300 Special Topics
ML350 Medieval Drama
EN372 Old English and the History of the Language
EN390 Chaucer I: The Canterbury Tales
EN39I Chaucer II: Romances, Dream Visions and other Works
EN392 Writers of the Middle Ages
HI310 The Italian Renaissance, 1350-1530
LA381 A Survey of Medieval Latin Poetry and Prose MU370 Music in the Middle Ages
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Senior courses in Arabic, French, German, Greek, Hebrew, Italian, Latin or Spanish, with the
co-ordinator’s permission.

If this change is part of a
suite of changes, please
describe

Year 4 (2.0 credits)
One of ML400 Senior seminar in Medieval Studies
Or an approved 400 level seminar from English, History, or Music.
1.5 additional credits as needed from:
Any 300 level course listed above or senior courses
in Arabic, French, German, Greek, Hebrew, Italian, Latin or Spanish, with the co-ordinator’s
permission.
The program needs to add AF399 to its list of 3rd year cognate courses in order to initiate an
instructional training program for senior Medieval Studies students. Within Medieval Studies,
AF399 will employ innovative approaches to learning, include teaching practicums and
workshops, provide opportunities for specific job training, and hence fit with Laurier’s most
recent academic plan.

ITEM #18

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM NAME

EFFECTIVE DATE

NEW COURSE
North American Studies Program
(All changes are effective the subsequent September 1 unless otherwise noted)

RATIONALE FOR NEW
COURSE

This course provides an opportunity for students to critically engage in greater depth with
aspects of the relationships between Indigenous and non-Indigenous Peoples in North America, a
key curricular theme introduced in first year core courses and one of the four areas of curricular
emphasis in the Program as a whole (see above re: Program restructuring).

PROPOSED COURSE
CODE

NO230

PROPOSED COURSE
TITLE

Decolonizing North America

(25 characters max)

PROPOSED CREDIT
WEIGHT
PROPOSED COURSE
DESCRIPTION

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE COURSE
PROPOSED
PRE-REQUISITES

If this change is part of a
suite of changes, please
describe

0.5

PROPOSED
CONTACT
HOURS

36

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE
COURSE

Required

This course critically examines the nature of the relationship between Indigenous and nonIndigenous Peoples in the settler societies of North America. Among the key themes that may be
addressed are land, education, language, and the justice system.
SEMESTER(S)

F, W, F-W, SS, IS, S

(Optional)

PROPOSED
COURSE TYPE

(Intramural, Online,
Irregular)

Intramural

Registration
PROPOSED
PROPOSED
COstatus: senior
None
NO309g
EXCLUSIONS
REQUISITES
student
The North American Studies program has restructured to remove geographic based streams and
to enhance our ability to deliver curriculum that aligns with identified areas of emphasis (culture
and identity, Indigenous Peoples, business and economy, and public policy). A number of
courses were removed in the previous year’s cycle of curriculum changes and this course is one
of a number of courses that will replace those previously deleted. The course can be used to
meet a more flexible 2nd year requirement in the Program, and it can also be used to meet
elective requirements in the Program when the required number of core courses has already
been met. Recent revisions to Program requirements will permit us to cycle this course; we do
not need to offer it yearly, but do expect it to be offered on a consistent cyclical rotation.
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ITEM #19

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM NAME

EFFECTIVE DATE

NEW COURSE
North American Studies Program
(All changes are effective the subsequent September 1 unless otherwise noted)

RATIONALE FOR NEW
COURSE

This new course will replace two existing introductory courses in North American Studies: NO101
(Introduction to North American Studies) and NO110 (Canada Unplugged: An Introduction).
NO105 will combine curricular elements of both of the previous courses and will become the sole
first year required course in the Program. The new course will be offered in both fall and winter
terms, providing greater flexibility for students who need the course to meet major and minor
requirements. The course also will be substantially redesigned to employ active learning.

PROPOSED COURSE
CODE

NO105

PROPOSED COURSE
TITLE

Billionaires, Beavers, & Banditos

(25 characters max)

PROPOSED CREDIT
WEIGHT

PROPOSED COURSE
DESCRIPTION

REQUIRED OR ELECTIVE
COURSE
PROPOSED
PRE-REQUISITES

If this change is part
of a suite of changes,
please describe

0.5

PROPOSED
CONTACT
HOURS

36

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE
COURSE

Required

This course combines online and in-class learning to examine issues and ideas important to
understanding how North America and its constituent countries (Canada, the United States, and
Mexico) are understood. Key themes include Indigenous Peoples: colonization and resistance;
culture and identity: race, art, and sport; business and society: international trade, labour and
migration; and public policy: drug wars, healthcare, and citizenship. [See Appendix for course
description.]
PROPOSED
COURSE TYPE

SEMESTER(S)

Required

None

F, W, F-W, SS, IS, S

(Optional)

PROPOSED COREQUISITES

(Intramural, Online,
Irregular)

None

PROPOSED
EXCLUSIONS

Intramural

NO101, NO110

The North American Studies program has restructured to remove geographic based streams and
to enhance our ability to deliver curriculum that aligns with identified areas of emphasis (culture
and identity, Indigenous Peoples, business and economy, and public policy). A number of courses
were removed in the previous academic year’s cycle of curriculum changes, in addition to two first
year courses to be deleted this year (NO101 and NO110). This course is one of a number of
courses that will replace those deleted. Course objectives have been realigned to address the core
areas of curricular emphasis in both Canadian and North American contexts. The course is also
being redesigned to combine elements of blended and active learning, to meet skills and
knowledge objectives that serve upper year NO courses more effectively and directly.
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ITEM #20

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM

EFFECTIVE DATE

COURSE DELETION
North American Studies Program
(All changes are effective the subsequent September 1 unless otherwise noted)

COURSE CODE

NO101

COURSE TITLE

Introduction to North American Studies

RATIONALE FOR
DELETION

The curricular rationale for this course deletion is described more fully below (see the
description of how this curriculum change relates to a larger suite of curricular reform
undertaken by North American Studies that began last year). In addition, this change is
proposed because it has the administrative advantage of creating greater flexibility in
scheduling and staffing and will also provide students with greater flexibility to complete the
Program’s major and minor requirements.

If this change is part of a
suite of changes, please
describe

The North American Studies program has restructured to remove geographic based streams
and to enhance our ability to deliver curriculum that aligns with identified areas of emphasis
(culture and identity, Indigenous Peoples, business and economy, and public policy). A
number of courses were removed in the previous academic year’s cycle of curriculum changes,
and this year the Program’s two first year courses will be deleted and replaced by a single
course (NO105) to complete the process of curricular reform. The new course will have
objectives realigned to address the core areas of curricular emphasis in both Canadian and
North American contexts and will combine elements of blended and active learning, to meet
skills and knowledge objectives that serve upper year NO courses more effectively and
directly.
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ITEM #21

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM

COURSE DELETION
North American Studies Program

COURSE CODE

(All changes are effective the subsequent September 1 unless otherwise
noted)
NO110

COURSE TITLE

Canada Unplugged: An Introduction

RATIONALE FOR
DELETION

The curricular rationale for this course deletion is described more fully below
(see the description of how this curriculum change relates to a larger suite of
curricular reform undertaken by North American Studies that began last
year). In addition, this change is proposed because it has the administrative
advantage of creating greater flexibility in scheduling and staffing and will
also provide students with greater flexibility to complete the Program’s
major and minor requirements.

If this change is part of a
suite of changes, please
describe

The North American Studies program has restructured to remove geographic
based streams and to enhance our ability to deliver curriculum that aligns
with identified areas of emphasis (culture and identity, Indigenous Peoples,
business and economy, and public policy). A number of courses were
removed in the previous academic year’s cycle of curriculum changes, and
this year the Program’s two first year courses will be deleted and replaced
by a single course (NO105) to complete the process of curricular reform. The
new course will have objectives realigned to address the core areas of
curricular emphasis in both Canadian and North American contexts and will
combine elements of blended and active learning, to meet skills and
knowledge objectives that serve upper year NO courses more effectively and
directly.

EFFECTIVE DATE
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ITEM # 22
DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM
EFFECTIVE DATE

COURSE DELETION
Sociology

September 1, 2014

COURSE CODE

SY323*

COURSE TITLE

Sociology of Health, Illness and Medicine

RATIONALE FOR
DELETION

This course will no longer be offered in our department because it has been
split into its constituent parts (SY321: Sociology of Medicine and SY322:
Sociology of Health and Illness).

If this change is part of a
suite of changes, please
describe
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ITEM # 23
DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM NAME
EFFECTIVE DATE

RATIONALE FOR
CHANGE

COURSE CODE
COURSE TITLE

CHANGE TO CREDIT WEIGHT

Sociology
September 1, 2014
The amount of essential material covered in this course could easily fit into a 0.5 credit
offering. Reducing this course to 0.5 credits would bring this course into line with most
other 200-level elective offerings in our department and faculty. This change will also
benefit students, for whom it has become increasingly difficult to fit a 1.0 credit elective
into their schedules (particularly if they are double majors). Given that SY201* is a
popular course, offering two half-credit sections of the course in the place of one full-credit
section of the course will allow twice as many students to gain exposure to the material.
CURRENT COURSE INFORMATION

PROPOSED CHANGE(S)

(Please complete all fields)

(Only proposed changes must be indicated)

SY201*

SY201

Sociology of Families

(25 characters max)

CREDIT WEIGHT

COURSE
DESCRIPTION

PRE-REQUISITES

1.0

36

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE

Elective

CREDIT
WEIGHT

0.5

CONTACT
HOURS

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE

COREQUISITES

EXCLUSIONS

Using contemporary sociological
perspectives, this course provides a critical
analysis of Canadian families and family
life. The social-historical changes in the
organization of family life and cultural
understandings of families are explored
along with current issues facing Canadian
families. Emphasis is on the link between
family life and larger socio-economic
structures, gender relations within families,
and contemporary diversity in family life.
SY101
or
YC100

If this change is
part of a suite of
changes, please
describe

CONTACT
HOURS

COREQUISITES

EXCLUSIONS

PREREQUISITES

SY201*
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FACULTY OF GRADUATE AND POSTDOCTORAL STUDIES
Approved
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Approved
Approved
Approved
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Items 1-7
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Item 8-9
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Approved
Approved
Approved
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by
by
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the MBA Faculty Curriculum Committee on May 31, 2013
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ITEM # 1

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM NAME
EFFECTIVE DATE

RATIONALE FOR NEW
COURSE
PROPOSED COURSE
CODE
PROPOSED COURSE
TITLE

NEW COURSE
Geography and Environmental Studies, Graduate Program in Geography
(All changes are effective the subsequent September 1 unless otherwise noted)

There is a growing demand for climate change courses. This course is currently being
offered by the Department of Geography and Environmental Management at the
University of Waterloo (cross-listed with the Master of Climate Change Program) and they
have now opened it up to Laurier students in the Joint Waterloo-Laurier Graduate
Program in Geography.
GG652
Climate Prediction, Modeling and Scenarios

(25 characters max)

PROPOSED CREDIT
WEIGHT

PROPOSED COURSE
DESCRIPTION

REQUIRED OR ELECTIVE
COURSE
PROPOSED
PRE-REQUISITES

If this change is part of a
suite of changes, please
describe

0.5

PROPOSED
CONTACT
HOURS

3 per week

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE
COURSE

Elective

Computer models of the physical climate system are essential tools for investigating
future climate change. This course will introduce students to the basic formulation of
these models, and their strengths and limitations. Inter-linkages between climate
modeling and mitigation and adaptation policy agendas is reviewed and critiqued. The
types of climate modeling experiments performed with such models and scenarios will be
reviewed. The latest projections of future climate on a variety of temporal and spatial
scales will be presented and evaluated.
Elective

SEMESTER(S)

F, W, F-W, SS, IS, S

(Optional)

PROPOSED COREQUISITES

PROPOSED
COURSE TYPE

(Intramural, Online,
Irregular)

Intramural

PROPOSED
EXCLUSIONS

2
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ITEM # 2

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM NAME
EFFECTIVE DATE

RATIONALE FOR NEW
COURSE
PROPOSED COURSE
CODE
PROPOSED COURSE
TITLE

NEW COURSE
Geography and Environmental Studies, Graduate Program in Geography
(All changes are effective the subsequent September 1 unless otherwise noted)

There is a growing demand for climate change courses. This course is currently being
offered by the Department of Geography and Environmental Management at the
University of Waterloo (cross-listed with the Master of Climate Change Program) and they
have now opened it up to Laurier students in the Joint Waterloo-Laurier Graduate
Program in Geography.
GG653
Land Use and the Carbon Cycle

(25 characters max)

PROPOSED CREDIT
WEIGHT
PROPOSED COURSE
DESCRIPTION

REQUIRED OR ELECTIVE
COURSE

PROPOSED
CONTACT
HOURS

0.5

Elective

Elective

Intramural

PROPOSED
EXCLUSIONS

NEW COURSE
Geography and Environmental Studies, Graduate Program in Geography
(All changes are effective the subsequent September 1 unless otherwise noted)

There is a growing demand for climate change courses. This course is currently being
offered by the Department of Geography and Environmental Management at the
University of Waterloo (cross-listed with the Master of Climate Change Program) and they
have now opened it up to Laurier students in the Joint Waterloo-Laurier Graduate
Program in Geography.
GG674
Climate and Society

(25 characters max)

PROPOSED CREDIT
WEIGHT

(Intramural, Online,
Irregular)

(Optional)

ITEM # 3

PROPOSED COURSE
CODE
PROPOSED COURSE
TITLE

PROPOSED
COURSE TYPE

SEMESTER(S)

F, W, F-W, SS, IS, S

PROPOSED COREQUISITES

If this change is part of a
suite of changes, please
describe

RATIONALE FOR NEW
COURSE

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE
COURSE

This course examines contemporary theories, approaches, and technologies used to study
coupled natural-human systems at the intersection of land-use and land-cover change,
land management, and the carbon cycle. Topics covered include measurement and
modelling techniques to improve carbon accounting, land management strategies, and
international and national policy frameworks influencing carbon sequestration and climate
change mitigation

PROPOSED
PRE-REQUISITES

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM NAME
EFFECTIVE DATE

3 per week

0.5

PROPOSED
CONTACT
HOURS

3 per week

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE
COURSE

Elective

3
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PROPOSED COURSE
DESCRIPTION

REQUIRED OR ELECTIVE
COURSE

This course examines how weather and climate influence human systems, and the
international trend toward improved climate information. The emphasis is on developing
competence in using analytical tools used to understand the direct and indirect impacts of
weather and climate on human activities and economic sectors.

Elective

PROPOSED
PRE-REQUISITES

ITEM # 4

RATIONALE FOR NEW
COURSE
PROPOSED COURSE
CODE
PROPOSED COURSE
TITLE

PROPOSED COURSE
DESCRIPTION

REQUIRED OR ELECTIVE
COURSE
PROPOSED
PRE-REQUISITES

If this change is part of a
suite of changes, please
describe

Intramural

PROPOSED
EXCLUSIONS

NEW COURSE
Geography and Environmental Studies, Graduate Program in Geography
(All changes are effective the subsequent September 1 unless otherwise noted)

There is a growing demand for climate change courses. This course is currently being
offered by the Department of Geography and Environmental Management at the
University of Waterloo (cross-listed with the Master of Climate Change Program) and they
have now opened it up to Laurier students in the Joint Waterloo-Laurier Graduate
Program in Geography.
GG679
Climate Change Mitigation

(25 characters max)

PROPOSED CREDIT
WEIGHT

(Intramural, Online,
Irregular)

(Optional)

PROPOSED COREQUISITES

If this change is part of a
suite of changes, please
describe

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM NAME
EFFECTIVE DATE

PROPOSED
COURSE TYPE

SEMESTER(S)

F, W, F-W, SS, IS, S

0.5

PROPOSED
CONTACT
HOURS

3 per week

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE
COURSE

Elective

This course examines the anthropogenic sources of greenhouse gas emissions and the
range of strategies to reduce these emissions and to enhance carbon sequestration. The
policy frameworks governing climate change mitigation are critically appraised from
geopolitical, economic and ethics perspectives. This course also considers the potential
role of climate remediation strategies.
Elective

SEMESTER(S)

F, W, F-W, SS, IS, S

(Optional)

PROPOSED COREQUISITES

PROPOSED
COURSE TYPE

(Intramural, Online,
Irregular)

Intramural

PROPOSED
EXCLUSIONS

4
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ITEM # 5

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM NAME
EFFECTIVE DATE

RATIONALE FOR NEW
COURSE
PROPOSED COURSE
CODE
PROPOSED COURSE
TITLE

NEW COURSE
Geography and Environmental Studies, Graduate Program in Geography
(All changes are effective the subsequent September 1 unless otherwise noted)

There is a growing demand for climate change courses. This course is currently being
offered by the Department of Geography and Environmental Management at the
University of Waterloo (cross-listed with the Master of Climate Change Program) and
they have now opened it up to Laurier students in the Joint Waterloo-Laurier Graduate
Program in Geography.
GG677
Climate Change, Natural Hazards and Disaster Risk Reduction

(25 characters max)

PROPOSED CREDIT
WEIGHT
PROPOSED COURSE
DESCRIPTION

REQUIRED OR ELECTIVE
COURSE
PROPOSED
PRE-REQUISITES
If this change is part of a
suite of changes, please
describe

0.5

PROPOSED
CONTACT
HOURS

3 per week

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE
COURSE

Elective

This course explores the complex links between climate change, natural hazards and
related disasters, including disaster risk reduction as an adaptation strategy. Emphasis
is placed on examining these concepts in a developing country context.
Elective

SEMESTER(S)

F, W, F-W, SS, IS, S

(Optional)

PROPOSED
COREQUISITES

PROPOSED
COURSE TYPE

(Intramural, Online,
Irregular)

Intramural

PROPOSED
EXCLUSIONS

5
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ITEM # 6

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM NAME
EFFECTIVE DATE

RATIONALE FOR NEW
COURSE
PROPOSED COURSE
CODE
PROPOSED COURSE
TITLE

NEW COURSE
Geography and Environmental Studies, Graduate Program in Geography
(All changes are effective the subsequent September 1 unless otherwise noted)

There is a growing demand for climate change courses. This course is currently being
offered by the Department of Geography and Environmental Management at the
University of Waterloo (cross-listed with the Master of Climate Change Program) and they
have now opened it up to Laurier students in the Joint Waterloo-Laurier Graduate
Program in Geography.
GG678
Climate Policy, Law and Institutions

(25 characters max)

PROPOSED CREDIT
WEIGHT
PROPOSED COURSE
DESCRIPTION

REQUIRED OR ELECTIVE
COURSE
PROPOSED
PRE-REQUISITES

If this change is part of a
suite of changes, please
describe

0.5

PROPOSED
CONTACT
HOURS

3 per week

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE
COURSE

Elective

This course provides an in-depth examination of the development and implementation of
climate change policy at the international, national and sub-national level. Particular
emphasis is on the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, the Kyoto
Protocol, and other key bilateral/multilateral agreements on mitigation and adaptation
relevant to Canada and its major trading partners. Emergent topics related to climate
governance, negotiations, and litigation will also be explored.
Elective

SEMESTER(S)

F, W, F-W, SS, IS, S

(Optional)

PROPOSED COREQUISITES

PROPOSED
COURSE TYPE

(Intramural, Online,
Irregular)

Intramural

PROPOSED
EXCLUSIONS

6
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ITEM # 7

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM NAME
EFFECTIVE DATE

RATIONALE FOR NEW
COURSE

PROPOSED COURSE
CODE
PROPOSED COURSE
TITLE

NEW COURSE
Geography and Environmental Studies, Graduate Program in Geography
(All changes are effective the subsequent September 1 unless otherwise noted)

At present, the W-LGPIG does not offer a course that emphasizes the cycling of materials
in the natural environment (i.e., Biogeochemistry). Consequently, students are either (a)
not taking courses related to this topic; (b) acquiring this knowledge through directed
studies reading courses; or (c) taking these courses through other
departments/faculties/universities. It is anticipated that this course would attract students
supervised by several professors in the area of physical geography, and possibly others
from outside of geography.
GG654
Applied Biogeochemistry

(25 characters max)

PROPOSED CREDIT
WEIGHT

PROPOSED COURSE
DESCRIPTION

REQUIRED OR ELECTIVE
COURSE
PROPOSED
PRE-REQUISITES

If this change is part of a
suite of changes, please
describe

0.5

PROPOSED
CONTACT
HOURS

3 per week

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE
COURSE

Elective

This course focuses on ecological and biogeochemical processes that are linked to the
hydrological cycle and how these relate to the management of natural resources. The
objectives of this interdisciplinary course are to explore topics that integrate ecosystem
processes with physical hydrology, and examine the impacts of human activities on the
ecohydrological system. Therefore the focus of this course is on the storage and
movement of water, solutes and nutrients within selected ecosystems, considering the
ecological consequences of human activity.
Elective

SEMESTER(S)

F, W, F-W, SS, IS, S

(Optional)

PROPOSED COREQUISITES

PROPOSED
COURSE TYPE

(Intramural, Online,
Irregular)

Intramural

PROPOSED
EXCLUSIONS

7
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ITEM # 8

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM NAME
EFFECTIVE DATE
RATIONALE FOR
CHANGE

CHANGE TO Title and Description
Geography and Environmental Studies, Graduate Program in Geography
(All changes are effective the subsequent September 1 unless otherwise noted)

This course is now cross-listed with the Master of Climate Change Program at the University of Waterloo and the
revised title and description more accurately represent the course content that provides a sound foundation for
higher level and more specialized study related to climate change.

CURRENT COURSE INFORMATION

COURSE CODE
COURSE TITLE

(25 characters max)

CREDIT WEIGHT
COURSE
DESCRIPTION

GG641
0.5

Climate Change: Physical Science Basis

CONTACT
HOURS

3

REQUIRED
OR ELECTIVE

E

The course examines the interactive physical,
biological and geochemical processes responsible
for and resulting from climate change.
COREQUISITES

If this change is part
of a suite of
changes, please
describe

CREDIT
WEIGHT

(25 characters max)

CREDIT WEIGHT
COURSE
DESCRIPTION

PRE-REQUISITES
If this change is part
of a suite of
changes, please
describe

REQUIRED
OR ELECTIVE

The course examines the interactive physical, biological and
geochemical processes responsible for and resulting from
climate change, including the anthropogenic influences on
these processes.
COREQUISITES

EXCLUSIONS

CHANGE TO Title and Description
Geography and Environmental Studies, Graduate Program in Geography
(All changes are effective the subsequent September 1 unless otherwise noted)

This course is now cross-listed with the Master of Climate Change Program at the University of Waterloo and the
revised title and description more accurately represent the course content that provides a sound foundation for
higher level and more specialized study related to climate change.

CURRENT COURSE INFORMATION

COURSE CODE
COURSE TITLE

CONTACT
HOURS

PREREQUISITES

EXCLUSIONS

ITEM # 9

RATIONALE FOR
CHANGE

(Only proposed changes must be indicated)

Climate Change: Physical Dimensions

PRE-REQUISITES

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM NAME
EFFECTIVE DATE

PROPOSED CHANGE(S)

(Please complete all fields)

GG676

PROPOSED CHANGE(S)

(Please complete all fields)

(Only proposed changes must be indicated)
Climate Change: Vulnerability and Adaptation

Climate Change: Human Dimensions
0.5

CONTACT
HOURS

3

REQUIRED
OR ELECTIVE

E

This course examines the human dimensions of
climate change. Emphasis is placed on
understanding impacts on human systems and
human community adaptation and vulnerability
in light of changing environmental conditions.
COREQUISITES

EXCLUSIONS

CREDIT
WEIGHT

CONTACT
HOURS

REQUIRED
OR ELECTIVE

This course examines the impacts of changing climate on
natural and human systems and focuses on the capacity of
societies to adjust to, plan for and cope with changing
climate and environmental conditions.
PREREQUISITES

COREQUISITES

EXCLUSIONS

8
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ITEM #10

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM NAME
EFFECTIVE DATE

RATIONALE FOR NEW
COURSE
PROPOSED COURSE
CODE
PROPOSED COURSE
TITLE
(25 characters max)

PROPOSED CREDIT
WEIGHT
PROPOSED COURSE
DESCRIPTION

REQUIRED OR ELECTIVE
COURSE
PROPOSED
PRE-REQUISITES

NEW COURSE
SBE/MBA

Fall 2014
This course has been offered since the winter of 2006 as a seminar course joint with
BU421 limited to 10 students and is part of a field in Entrepreneurship.
BU721
Managing the Family Enterprise
PROPOSED
REQUIRED OR
3 hours per
CONTACT
ELECTIVE
Elective
week
HOURS
COURSE
This course is designed to enhance our awareness of the significance, diversity, and
complexity of family businesses. It develops your understanding of the distinctive
advantages and challenges of family firms, enhancing your ability to develop strategic
solutions to improve the performance of family firms. Topics include but are not
limited to: duality of business and family roles, intergenerational relations, sibling
relations, conflict resolution, mate selection, governance structures for family firms,
non-family executives, next generation commitment, consulting to family firms.
PROPOSED
SEMESTER(S)
COURSE TYPE
Elective
F, W, F-W, SS, IS, S
0.5

(Optional)

BU601-BU607
& BU609

PROPOSED
COREQUISITES

(Intramural, Online,
Irregular)

PROPOSED
EXCLUSIONS

BU698r

9
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FACULTY OF HUMAN AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
Approved by the Faculty of Human and Social Sciences Curriculum Committee on November 4, 2013
Approved by the Faculty of Human and Social Sciences Divisional Council on November 25, 2013
Approved by the Senate Academic Planning Committee on December 17, 2013
DEPARTMENT OF CRIMINOLOGY
Items 1-2
Course deletions
All changes effective September 1, 2014, unless otherwise noted.
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ITEM # 1

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM

EFFECTIVE DATE

COURSE DELETION
Criminology
(All changes are effective the subsequent September 1 unless otherwise noted)

COURSE CODE

CC 201

COURSE TITLE

Criminology and Contemporary Issues

RATIONALE FOR
DELETION

This course was originally cross-listed with Contemporary Studies. The material in the
course is repetitive. It was cross-listed last year, now it requires deletion.

If this change is part of a
suite of changes, please
describe
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ITEM # 2

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM

EFFECTIVE DATE

COURSE DELETION
Criminology
(All changes are effective the subsequent September 1 unless otherwise noted)

COURSE CODE

CC 402

COURSE TITLE

Jurisprudence

RATIONALE FOR
DELETION

This course is now being housed in Law and Society. It is a full year course is and has
consistently low enrolment.

If this change is part of a
suite of changes, please
describe
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FACULTY OF LIBERAL ARTS
Approved
2013
Approved
Approved
Approved

by the Human Rights & Human Diversity program coordinating committee on October 21,
by the Faculty of Liberal Arts Curriculum Committee on November 11, 2013
by the Faculty of Liberal Arts Divisional Council on November 18, 2013
by the Senate Academic Planning Committee on December 17, 2013

HUMAN RIGHTS & HUMAN DIVERSITY PROGRAM
Item 1 (a-h)
Course Additions and Deletions
Item 2 (a-f)
Changes to Prerequisites, Titles, etc.
Item 3
Change to International Development Option
Item 4 (a-b) Changes to Human Rights & Human Diversity Honours programs
All changes effective September 1, 2014, unless otherwise noted.
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1a)New Course

Department and Program
Name

Human Rights & Human Diversity

Rationale for New Course

There are two main reasons for adding this course.
i) Experience has shown that students taking HR/OL301
Development Theories, Strategies and Issues would benefit
significantly from a preparatory course such as this.
ii) By bringing the Option to students’ attention sooner
during their time at Laurier, this will encourage students
who are interested in it to take the required courses over
four years.
iii) This will provide a second 100-level course that HRHD
students can take during their first year.
iv) The Leadership program was consulted and approved of
this addition to the International Development Option.
HR163
Introduction to International Development

Proposed Course Code
Proposed Course Title
(25 characters max)

Proposed Credit Weight
Proposed Contact Hours
Proposed Course Description

0.5
36 Lecture
Despite global economic growth, inequality between and
within countries seems to have increased. This
interdisciplinary course provides an introduction to
international
development:
the
processes,
actors,
approaches, interventions and policies affecting the lives of
poor people across the world. Students will be introduced
to key concepts and issues in international development,
including such topics as human rights approaches to
development, poverty, debt, environment, democracy,
health, conflict, education, migration, indigenous peoples,
culture and technology, and the role played by states,
development agencies, international financial institutions,
the United Nations and individuals. {Category I}

Required or Elective Course

Elective for Human Rights & Human Diversity
Required for International Development Option

Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed

Prerequisite(s)
Co-requisite(s)
Exclusion(s)
Course Type(s)

(Intramural, Online, Irregular)

On campus

(Indicate all that apply)

If this change is part of a suite
of changes, please describe
Effective Date
(All changes are effective the
subsequent September 1 unless
otherwise noted)

September 2014
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1b)New Course

Department and Program
Name

Human Rights & Human Diversity

Rationale for New Course

It is good policy to have directed studies courses on the
books.
HR393
Directed Studies I

Proposed Course Code
Proposed Course Title
(25 characters max)

Proposed Credit Weight
Proposed Contact Hours
Proposed Course Description

0.5

Required or Elective Course

Elective for Human Rights & Human Diversity

Proposed Prerequisite(s)

HR100, HR260/CT260 and Registration Status: Year 3 or
Year 4.

Proposed Co-requisite(s)
Proposed Exclusion(s)
Proposed Course Type(s)
(Intramural, Online, Irregular)

A detailed examination of a field or topic of interest not
covered by the regular program. Consult current
departmental regulations. {Category I or Category II}

Irregular

(Indicate all that apply)

If this change is part of a suite
of changes, please describe
Effective Date
(All changes are effective the
subsequent September 1 unless
otherwise noted)

September 2014
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1c)New Course

Department and Program
Name

Human Rights & Human Diversity

Rationale for New Course

It is good policy to have a directed studies course on the
books.
HR493 II
Directed Studies II

Proposed Course Code
Proposed Course Title
(25 characters max)

Proposed Credit Weight
Proposed Contact Hours
Proposed Course Description

0.5

Required or Elective Course

Elective for Human Rights & Human Diversity

Proposed Prerequisite(s)

HR100, HR260/CT260 and Registration Status: Year 3 or
Year 4.

Proposed Co-requisite(s)
Proposed Exclusion(s)
Proposed Course Type(s)
(Intramural, Online, Irregular)

A detailed examination of a field or topic of interest not
covered by the regular program. Consult current
departmental regulations. {Category I or Category II}

Irregular

(Indicate all that apply)

If this change is part of a suite
of changes, please describe
Effective Date
(All changes are effective the
subsequent September 1 unless
otherwise noted)

September 2014
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1d)New Course

Department and Program
Name

Human Rights & Human Diversity

Rationale for New Course

i) This course adds a very important topic that has been
missing from the Human Rights & Human Diversity
program and the International Development Option.
ii) The Leadership program was consulted and approved of
this addition to the International Development Option.
HR232
Women, Rights, and Equality

Proposed Course Code
Proposed Course Title
(25 characters max)

Proposed Credit Weight
Proposed Contact Hours
Proposed Course Description

0.5
36 Lecture
This course examines Canadian and international,
especially developing world, perspectives on the historical
and current struggles of women and girls to achieve
equality and recognition of their human rights. Special
attention is paid to how women's efforts have been shaped
by and, in turn have shaped, cultural mores and regulatory
frameworks. {Category I} †

Required or Elective Course

Elective for Human Rights & Human Diversity

Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed

Senior Student Status

Prerequisite(s)
Co-requisite(s)
Exclusion(s)
Course Type(s)

(Intramural, Online, Irregular)

Intramural

(Indicate all that apply)

If this change is part of a suite
of changes, please describe
Effective Date
(All changes are effective the
subsequent September 1 unless
otherwise noted)

September 2014
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1e)New Course

Department and Program
Name

Human Rights & Human Diversity

Rationale for New Course

•

Proposed Course Code
Proposed Course Title
(25 characters max)

Proposed Credit Weight
Proposed Contact Hours
Proposed Course Description

This course broadens the offerings of the HRHD
program into a topic of contemporary salience and
importance.
• Note: The Criminology program was consulted; the
exclusion was added at their request.”
HR332
Victims, Rights, & Social Justice
0.5
36 Lecture
This course addresses the topic of victims, victimization,
and responses to victimization as a human rights issue and
a challenge to social justice in Canada and internationally.
The course adopts a broad definition of victim acknowledging both those who are recognized by existing
law and legal systems such as the criminal justice system,
and those who are not (e.g., psychological abuse, harms
perpetrated by corporations, environmental degradation,
and institutional policies and practices). {Category I} †

Required or Elective Course

Elective for Human Rights & Human Diversity

Proposed Prerequisite(s)

HR100 or HR260/CT260 or LY 100 and Registration Status:
Senior Student.

Proposed Co-requisite(s)
Proposed Exclusion(s)
Proposed Course Type(s)
(Intramural, Online, Irregular)

CC303
Irregular

(Indicate all that apply)

If this change is part of a suite
of changes, please describe
Effective Date
(All changes are effective the
subsequent September 1 unless
otherwise noted)

September 2014
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1g)New Course: Cross-listing
Department and Program
Name

Human Rights & Human Diversity

Rationale for New Course

i) Journalism recently replaced JN/HR212 with JN312 with
the intention that it be cross-listed as HR312. This motion
is to effect that change.
HR312
Advocacy Journalism: Principles and Practice

Proposed Course Code
Proposed Course Title
(25 characters max)

Proposed Credit Weight
Proposed Contact Hours
Proposed Course Description

Required or Elective Course
Proposed Prerequisite(s)
Proposed Co-requisite(s)
Proposed Exclusion(s)
Proposed Course Type(s)

0.5
2 hour lecture/1 hour lab
Students explore the burgeoning world of advocacy
journalism and related media forms that explicitly
challenge dominant institutions and values. They learn
about the history and structure of the alternative media.
They discuss its role in building community and promoting
social change and debate both its value and viability in the
contemporary media environment. Students evaluate
and/or produce stories that challenge journalism’s
professional and ethical conventions around objectivity,
balance, transparency and relationship to sources.
Elective in HRHD program
Registration in 3rd or 4th year
JN/HR212, JN312

(Intramural, Online, Irregular)
(Indicate all that apply)

If this change is part of a suite
of changes, please describe
Effective Date
(All changes are effective the
subsequent September 1 unless
otherwise noted)

September 1, 2014
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1h) Course Deletion
Department and
Program Name
Rationale for Deletion

Course Code, Title,
Credit Weight
Effective Date

Human Rights & Human Diversity
i) Journalism recently replaced JN/HR212 with JN312 with
the intention that it be cross-listed as HR312. This motion
is to effect that change.
HR212 Journalism and Social Change 0.5
September 1, 2014
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2a) Changes to Prerequisite
Department and Program
Name

Human Rights & Human Diversity

Rationale for Change

i) This course is primarily about the UN, so it does not
require a specific human rights course as a prerequisite. ii)
This will make the course accessible to a wider range of
students.
HR328
The United Nations in the 21st Century
0.5
36

Current
Current
Current
Current
Current

Course Code
Calendar Title
Credit Weight
Contact Hours
Calendar Description

Current Calendar
Prerequisite(s)
Current Calendar Corequisite(s)
Current Calendar Exclusion(s)

This course provides an interdisciplinary introduction to the field of
development studies. It focuses on theories and substantive issues
of development, including the idea of development as a human
right. Historical processes of development and underdevelopment,
including internal and external factors, will be assessed.
Theoretical approaches to the analysis of developing countries will
be surveyed and their policy implications examined.
HR100 or CT260/HR260 and registration status: Year 3 or Year 4.

Proposed Course Code
Proposed Course Title
(25 characters max)

Proposed Credit Weight
Proposed Contact Hours
Proposed Course Description
Required or Elective
Proposed Prerequisite(s)
Proposed Co-requisite(s)
Proposed Exclusion(s)
If this change is part of a suite
of changes, please describe
Effective Date
(All changes are effective the
subsequent September 1 unless
otherwise noted)

Registration status: Year 3 or Year 4.

September 2014
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2b) Changes to Course Title, Prerequisites
Department and Program
Name

Human Rights & Human Diversity

Rationale for Change
Current Course Code

This course is cross-listed with HS219. The title of HS219
was changed in the past and HR219 was not changed
along with it. This amendment addresses this omission.
HR219

Current
Current
Current
Current

Disabilities
0.5
36
(Cross-listed as HS219.)

Calendar Title
Credit Weight
Contact Hours
Calendar Description

Current Calendar
Prerequisite(s)
Current Calendar Corequisite(s)
Current Calendar Exclusion(s)

Registration status: senior student.

Proposed Course Code
Proposed Course Title

Critical Disabilities Studies

Proposed Credit Weight
Proposed Contact Hours
Proposed Course Description

(Cross-listed as HS219.)

(25 characters max)

Required or Elective
Proposed Prerequisite(s)
Proposed Co-requisite(s)
Proposed Exclusion(s)
If this change is part of a suite
of changes, please describe
Effective Date
(All changes are effective the
subsequent September 1 unless
otherwise noted)

HS219, SY339
September 2014
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2c) Changes to Course Code, Prerequisite, Exclusion
Department and Program
Name

Human Rights & Human Diversity

Rationale for
Change

Current
Current
Current
Current
Current

i) To make more courses available to HRHD students in the second year.
ii) Change prerequisite to make course available to students in the second
year.
iii) Change course code to make it apparent to students that this course
can be taken in second year.
iv) Add † symbol to calendar description to indicate the course is not
normally offered every year.
v) Note: This course is also included in the Environment and Society
Option, but that Option is being discontinued as of September 2014.
Course Code
HR331
Calendar Title
Human Rights and the Environment
Credit Weight
0.5
Contact Hours
36
Calendar Description
This course applies an interdisciplinary approach to the study of

Current Calendar
Prerequisite(s)
Current Calendar Corequisite(s)
Current Calendar Exclusion(s)
Proposed Course Code
Proposed Course Title
(25 characters max)

immigrant and ethno-racial youth in Canada and, to a lesser
extent, the United States. The course will cover such topics as:
challenges faced by immigrant youth and how they differ from
second- and third-generation immigrant youth; marginality,
racism, and exclusion; and the critical role played by the
educational experience on the outcomes of ethno-racial youth.
HR100 or CT212 or CT260/HR260 and senior student status..

HR231

Proposed Credit Weight
Proposed Contact Hours
Proposed Course
This course applies an interdisciplinary approach to the study of
Description
immigrant and ethno-racial youth in Canada and, to a lesser extent,
the United States. The course will cover such topics as: challenges
faced by immigrant youth and how they differ from second- and
third-generation immigrant youth; marginality, racism, and exclusion;
and the critical role played by the educational experience on the
outcomes of ethno-racial youth.†
Required or Elective
Proposed Prerequisite(s)
HR100 or CT260/HR260 and senior student status.
Proposed Co-requisite(s)
Proposed Exclusion(s)
HR331
If this change is part of a suite
of changes, please describe
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Effective Date

(All changes are effective the
subsequent September 1 unless
otherwise noted)

September 2014
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2d) Change to Calendar Description
Department and Program
Name

Human Rights & Human Diversity

Rationale for
Change

i) The Honours and Combined Honours programs were changed in
2013/14 to eliminate the distinction between Category I and Category II
electives. As many students are still using these categories, this suite of
changes adds an indication to courses that were not included in prior
descriptions of the programs for the benefit of these students.
ii) Add † symbol to calendar description to indicate the course is not
normally offered every year.
Current Course Code
HR305
Current Calendar Title
Fundraising
Current Credit Weight
0.5
Current Contact Hours
3 lecture hours
Current Calendar Description
Fundraising is an important skill upon which many
organizations advancing human rights and other causes
rely. For some people fundraising forms part of their job;
for others it is the focus of their career. This course
introduces students key concepts and methods of
fundraising. Topics addressed may include annual giving,
special events, foundation relations, corporate relations,
capital campaigns, endowed giving, and the ethics of
fundraising.
Current Calendar
Senior Student Status
Prerequisite(s)
Current Calendar Corequisite(s)
Current Calendar Exclusion(s)
Proposed Course Code
Proposed Course Title
(25 characters max)
Proposed Credit Weight
Proposed Contact Hours
Proposed Course Description

Required or Elective
Proposed Prerequisite(s)
Proposed Co-requisite(s)
Proposed Exclusion(s)
If this change is part of a suite

Fundraising is an important skill upon which many
organizations advancing human rights and other causes
rely. For some people fundraising forms part of their job;
for others it is the focus of their career. This course
introduces students key concepts and methods of
fundraising. Topics addressed may include annual giving,
special events, foundation relations, corporate relations,
capital campaigns, endowed giving, and the ethics of
fundraising. † {Category I}
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of changes, please describe
Effective Date
(All changes are effective the
subsequent September 1 unless
otherwise noted)

Immediately
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2e) Change to Calendar Description
Department and Program
Name

Human Rights & Human Diversity

Rationale for Change

i) The Honours and Combined Honours programs were
changed in 2013/14 to eliminate the distinction between
Category I and Category II electives. As many students are
still using these categories, this suite of changes adds an
indication to courses that were not included in prior
descriptions of the programs for the benefit of these
students.
ii) Add † symbol to calendar description to indicate the
course is not normally offered every year.
HR306
Human Rights Education
0.5
3 lecture hours

Current
Current
Current
Current
Current

Course Code
Calendar Title
Credit Weight
Contact Hours
Calendar Description

Current Calendar
Prerequisite(s)
Current Calendar Corequisite(s)
Current Calendar Exclusion(s)
Proposed Course Code
Proposed Course Title
(25 characters max)
Proposed Credit Weight
Proposed Contact Hours
Proposed Course Description

Required or Elective
Proposed Prerequisite(s)
Proposed Co-requisite(s)
Proposed Exclusion(s)
If this change is part of a suite
of changes, please describe
Effective Date
(All changes are effective the
subsequent September 1 unless
otherwise noted)

Senior Student Status and HR100 or HR/CT260

This course provides students with an introduction to the
field of human rights education both in the context of
formal education and in public awareness and advocacy
campaigns. Topics addressed will include the human right
to education, the role of education in the human rights
movement, and strategies for educating about human
rights in the educational, development, and advocacy
contexts. †{Category I}

Immediately
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2f) Changes to Various Course Calendar Descriptions
Department and Program
Name

Human Rights & Human Diversity

Rationale for Change

To provide a more accurate reflection of the frequency with
which the program anticipates offering certain courses.
HR263, HR/JN321, HR326, HR329, HR365

Current
Current
Current
Current
Current

Course Codes
Calendar Title
Credit Weight
Contact Hours
Calendar Description

Current Calendar
Prerequisite(s)
Current Calendar Corequisite(s)
Current Calendar Exclusion(s)
Proposed Course Code
Proposed Course Title
(25 characters max)

Proposed Credit Weight
Proposed Contact Hours
Proposed Course Description
Required or Elective
Proposed Prerequisite(s)
Proposed Co-requisite(s)
Proposed Exclusion(s)
If this change is part of a suite
of changes, please describe
Effective Date
(All changes are effective the
subsequent September 1 unless
otherwise noted)

Add this symbol “†” to the end of the course descriptions
for these courses.
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3) Program/Calendar Change: International Development Option
Department and Program
Name

Human Rights & Human Diversity
International Development Option

Rationale for Change

i) To incorporate the various changes proposed above.
ii) To remove the obsolete reference to the CT major.
iii) To add useful electives: OL233/CC233, HR391.
iv) The Leadership program was consulted and approved of this
addition to the International Development Option.
The International Development Option is only available at the
Brantford Campus. The option consists of 4.0 credits. Students
completing the option must complete the requirements of the
Contemporary Studies (CT) major (minimum 5.0 CT credits as
outlined in the Contemporary Studies section).
Program requirements:
For graduation, students must have a minimum GPA of 6.0
computed on all 4.0 credits.
Required Courses: (2.0 credits)
EC140 - Introduction to Macroeconomics
HR263 - The Developing World
HR301/OL301 - Development Theories, Strategies and Issues
One of: HR328 - The United Nations in the 21st Century or
OL327 - Understanding International Organizations

Current Calendar Content

Elective Courses: (2.0 credits)
2.0 additional credits chosen from the following. In choosing
from the following list of elective courses, students should be
aware that some of these courses have prerequisites and not
all will be offered at the Brantford Campus. Although these
prerequisites may be waived by the program or department
administering the course, it is the responsibility of the student
to make such arrangements.
CC325/HR325 - Crimes Against Humanity
CC326/HR326 - Transitional Justice
CO320/HR320 - Children’s Rights
CT203/HS203 - Disease and Society
CT260/HR260 - Introduction to Human Rights
EC120 - Introduction to Microeconomics
FR230 - Practical French I - [or similar university course in
other international languages-consult program coordinator for
approval]
HR321/JN321 - Journalism, Human Rights and International
Development
HR329/HS329 - Global Health and Social Justice
HR331 - Human Rights and the Environment
HR350/OL350 - Workplace Diversity in the 21st Century
HR392 - International Internship/Field Placement
JN327/MX327 - Social Documentary
OL260 - Organizations and Social Change
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OL325
OL370 - Power and Governance in Organizations
OL410 - Co-operative Organizations
Proposed Calendar Content

The International Development Option is only available at
the Brantford Campus. The option consists of 4.0 credits.
Program requirements:
For graduation, students must have a minimum GPA of 6.0
computed on all 4.0 credits.
Required Courses: (2.5 credits)
EC140 - Introduction to Macroeconomics
HR163 – Introduction to International Development
HR263 - The Developing World
HR301/OL301 - Development Theories, Strategies and
Issues
One of: HR328 - The United Nations in the 21st Century or
OL327 - Understanding International Organizations

If this change is part of a suite
of changes, please describe

Elective Courses: (1.5 credits)
1.5 additional credits chosen from the following. In
choosing from the following list of elective courses,
students should be aware that some of these courses have
prerequisites and not all will be offered at the Brantford
Campus. Although these prerequisites may be waived by
the program or department administering the course, it is
the responsibility of the student to make such
arrangements.
CC325/HR325 - Crimes Against Humanity
CC326/HR326 - Transitional Justice
CO320/HR320 - Children’s Rights
CT203/HS203 - Disease and Society
CT260/HR260 - Introduction to Human Rights
EC120 - Introduction to Microeconomics
FR230 - Practical French I OR SP101 [or similar
university course in other international languages-consult
program coordinator for approval]
HR231 - Human Rights and the Environment
HR232 – Women, Rights, and Equality
HR329/HS329 - Global Health and Social Justice
HR350/OL350 - Workplace Diversity in the 21st Century
HR391 – Canadian Internship/Field Placement
HR392 - International Internship/Field Placement
JN327/MX327 - Social Documentary
OL233/CC233 - Introduction to Social Science
Research Methods
OL260 - Organizations and Social Change
OL322/HR322 – Non-Governmental Organizations
OL370 - Power and Governance in Organizations
OL410 - Co-operative Organizations
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Effective Date

(All changes are effective the
subsequent September 1 unless
otherwise noted)

September 2014.
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4a) Program/Calendar Change: Honours HRHD
Department and Program
Name

Human Rights & Human Diversity
Honours Program

Rationale for Change

i) To incorporate the changes proposed above.
ii) To simplify the presentation of the additional HRdesignated credits so it doesn’t need to be updated every
time a course is added or deleted.
iii) To incorporate the new OL courses OL481 and OL482.
iv) To expand the program by 0.5 credits to allow for
students taking the new HR163.
Honours BA Human Rights & Human Diversity

Current Calendar Content

The Honours BA in Human Rights & Human Diversity is
only available at the Brantford Campus. It consists of 20.0
credits of which no more than 7.0 credits may be at the
100 level. All students in the program must complete
successfully the Brantford Foundations curriculum: BF190,
BF199, BF290, BF299.
Required Courses (9.5 credits):
1. HR100
2. Human Rights: CT260/HR260 and two of:
HR301/OL301, CO320/HR320, HR321/JN321,
CC325/HR325, CC326/HR326, HR329/HS329,
HR331, HR360
3. Human Diversity: HR261 and one of: HR263,
HR355/CT355, HR361, HR365, HR370/CT370
4. HRHD Professionalization Seminar: HR300
5. Institutions and Implementation: HR323/LY323,
HR328
6. Philosophy of Human Rights: HR401
7. Capstone Course: One of: HR402, HR460
8. Methods:CC233/OL233, and one of:
CC315/CT315/OL315, OL334, OL335
9. An additional 3.0 credits selected from the
following: EN211, EN280, EN310, FR230, FR231,
HI271, HI338, HI349, HI375, HR212/JN212,
HR219/HS219, HR263, HR301/OL301,
CC313/HR313/LY313, CO320/HR320,
HR321/JN321, HR322/OL322, CC325/HR325,
CC326/HR326, HR329/HS329, HR331,
HR350/OL350, CT355/HR355, HR360, HR361,
HR365, CT370/HR370, HR391, HR392, HR460,
ID201, OL480*, RE212*. [Students should be
aware that some of these courses have
prerequisites; not all will be offered at the Brantford
Campus, and some may require prior permission of
the Faculty of Arts. Although these prerequisites
may be waived by the program or department
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administering the course, it is the responsibility of
the student to make such arrangements.]
Proposed Calendar Content

Honours BA Human Rights & Human Diversity
The Honours BA in Human Rights & Human Diversity is
only available at the Brantford Campus. It consists of 20.0
credits of which no more than 7.0 credits may be at the
100 level. All students in the program must complete
successfully the Brantford Foundations curriculum: BF190,
BF199, BF290, BF299.
Required Courses (10 credits):
1. HR100
2. Human Rights: CT260/HR260 and two of: HR231,
HR301/OL301, CO320/HR320, HR321/JN321,
CC325/HR325, CC326/HR326, HR329/HS329,
HR360
3. Human Diversity: HR261 and one of: HR263,
HR355/CT355, HR361, HR365, HR370/CT370,
HRHD Professionalization Seminar: HR300
4. Institutions and Implementation: HR323/LY323,
HR328
5. Philosophy of Human Rights: HR401
6. Capstone Course: One of: HR402, HR460
7. Methods:CC233/OL233, and one of:
CC315/CT315/OL315, OL334, OL335
8. 2.0 additional credits of HR-designated courses.
9. 1.5 additional credits composed of additional HRdesignated courses and/or selected from among the
following: EN211, EN280, EN310, FR230, FR231,
HI271, HI338, HI349, HI375, ID201, OL480*,
OL481, OL482, RE212*. [Students should be
aware that some of these courses have
prerequisites. Although these prerequisites may be
waived by the program or department
administering the course, it is the responsibility of
the student to make such arrangements.]

If this change is part of a suite
of changes, please describe
Effective Date
(All changes are effective the
subsequent September 1 unless
otherwise noted)

September 2014.
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4b) Program/Calendar Change: Combined Honours HRHD
Department and Program
Name

Human Rights & Human Diversity
Combined Honours

Rationale for Change

i) To incorporate the changes proposed above.
ii) To simplify the presentation of the additional HRdesignated credits so it doesn’t need to be updated every
time a course is added or deleted.
iii) To incorporate the new OL courses OL481 and OL482.
Honours BA Human Rights & Human Diversity in
Combination with another Honours BA Program

Current Calendar Content

The Combined Honours BA in Human Rights and Human
Diversity is only available at the Brantford Campus. It
consists of 20.0 credits of which no more than 7.0 credits
may be at the 100 level (6.0 credits if it is combined with a
Faculty of Arts program). All students in the program must
complete successfully the Brantford Foundations
curriculum: BF190, BF199, BF290, BF299.
Required Courses (7.0 credits)
1. HR100
2. Human Rights: CT260/HR260 and two of:
HR301/OL301, CO320/HR320, HR321/JN321,
CC325/HR325, CC326/HR326, HR329/HS329,
HR331, HR360
3. Human Diversity: HR261 and one of: HR263,
HR355/CT355, HR361, HR365, HR370/CT370
4. HRHD Professionalization Seminar: HR300
5. Institutions and Implementation: HR323/LY323,
HR328
6. Philosophy of Human Rights: HR401
7. Capstone Course: One of: HR402, HR460
8. An additional 1.5 credits selected from the
following: EN211, EN280, EN310, FR230, FR231,
HI271, HI338, HI349, HI375, HR212/JN212,
HR219/HS219, HR263, HR301/OL301,
CC313/HR313/LY313, CO320/HR320,
HR321/JN321, HR322/OL322, CC325/HR325,
CC326/HR326, HR329/HS329, HR331,
HR350/OL350, CT355/HR355, HR360, HR361,
HR365, CT370/HR370, HR391, HR392, HR460,
ID201, OL480*, RE212*. [Students should be
aware that some of these courses have
prerequisites; not all will be offered at the Brantford
Campus, and some may require prior permission of
the Faculty of Arts. Although these prerequisites
may be waived by the program or department
administering the course, it is the responsibility of
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the student to make such arrangements.]

Proposed Calendar Content

Honours BA Human Rights & Human Diversity in
Combination with another Honours BA Program
The Combined Honours BA in Human Rights and Human
Diversity is only available at the Brantford Campus. It
consists of 20.0 credits of which no more than 7.0 credits
may be at the 100 level (6.0 credits if it is combined with a
Faculty of Arts program). All students in the program must
complete successfully the Brantford Foundations
curriculum: BF190, BF199, BF290, BF299.
Required Courses (7.0 credits)
1. HR100
2. Human Rights: CT260/HR260 and two of: HR231,
HR301/OL301, CO320/HR320, HR321/JN321,
CC325/HR325, CC326/HR326, HR329/HS329,
HR360
3. Human Diversity: HR261 and one of: HR263,
HR355/CT355, HR361, HR365, HR370/CT370
4. HRHD Professionalization Seminar: HR300
5. Institutions and Implementation: HR323/LY323,
HR328
6. Philosophy of Human Rights: HR401
7. Capstone Course: One of: HR402, HR460
8. 0.5 additional credits of HR-designated courses.
9. 1.0 additional credits composed of additional HRdesignated courses and/or selected from among the
following: EN211, EN280, EN310, FR230, FR231,
HI271, HI338, HI349, HI375, ID201, OL480*,
OL481, OL482, RE212*. [Students should be
aware that some of these courses have
prerequisites. Although these prerequisites may be
waived by the program or department administering
the course, it is the responsibility of the student to
make such arrangements.]

If this change is part of a suite
of changes, please describe
Effective Date
(All changes are effective the
subsequent September 1 unless
otherwise noted)

September 2014.
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FACULTY OF MUSIC
Approved by the Faculty of Music Divisional Council on December 13, 2013
Approved by Senate Academic Planning Committee on December 17, 2013
MUSIC THERAPY
Items 1
New course
All changes effective September 1, 2014, unless otherwise noted.
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ITEM # 1

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM NAME

EFFECTIVE DATE

NEW COURSE
Faculty of Music

Immediately

RATIONALE FOR NEW
COURSE

This course has been run successfully for a number of years as a 0.5 credit special
topics course (MU380e). The course not only provides an exceptional experiential
learning program for students interested in Music Therapy and Music Education, but also
provides a rich community service for children in the community with special needs.

PROPOSED COURSE
CODE

MU353*

PROPOSED COURSE
TITLE

Inclusive Arts for Children

(25 characters max)

PROPOSED CREDIT
WEIGHT
PROPOSED COURSE
DESCRIPTION

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE COURSE

PROPOSED
PRE-REQUISITES

If this change is part of a
suite of changes, please
describe

1.0

PROPOSED
CONTACT
HOURS

36 hours of
coursework;
47.5 hours at
day camp

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE
COURSE

Elective

This course combines theoretical and practical learning in the creative arts, culminating
in students’ provision of leadership at an inclusive creative arts day-camp at KidsAbility:
“Arts Express”.
SEMESTER(S)

E
Background in
music, art,
dance or
drama;
Permission of
instructor.

F, W, F-W, SS, IS, S

(Optional)

PROPOSED
COREQUISITES

SS

PROPOSED
COURSE TYPE

(Intramural, Online,
Irregular)

Intramural

PROPOSED
EXCLUSIONS

Notes: Students enrolled in the course will be required to pass a police check in order to participate
in the day-camp. MU353* is a designated Community Service Learning course.
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SCHOOL OF BUSINESS & ECONOMICS
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

by
by
by
by
by

the
the
the
the
the

Department of Business Curriculum Committee on October 8, 2013
Business Council on October 18, 2013
SBE Curriculum Committee on November 5, 2013
SBE Faculty Council on November 22, 2013
Senate Academic Planning Committee on December 17, 2013

DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS
Items 1
Course deletion
Item 2-4
Course pre-requisite changes
All changes effective September 1, 2014, unless otherwise noted.
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ITEM # 1

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM

EFFECTIVE DATE

COURSE DELETION
Business Department

COURSE CODE

January 1, 2014
BU228

COURSE TITLE

Management Skills

RATIONALE FOR
DELETION

The course is no longer scheduled/offered by the Business Department

If this change is part of a
suite of changes, please
describe
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ITEM # 2

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM NAME

EFFECTIVE DATE

RATIONALE FOR
CHANGE

CHANGE TO BU417 – Financial Statement Analysis

Business Department
January 1, 2014
The co-requisites were established to force students to take the CA add-on courses together
(BU417, BU447, and BU466). This calendar change caused many problems over the past
couple years and as such we will rely solely on LORIS filters for controlling enrolment.
Graduating students get priority for these popular courses.
CURRENT COURSE INFORMATION

PROPOSED CHANGE(S)

(Please complete all fields)

COURSE CODE

BU417

COURSE TITLE

Financial Statement Analysis

(25 characters max)

CREDIT WEIGHT

COURSE
DESCRIPTION

PRE-REQUISITES
If this change is
part of a suite of
changes, please
describe

0.5

CONTACT
HOURS

36

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE

Elect.

(Only proposed changes must be indicated)

CREDIT
WEIGHT

CONTACT
HOURS

PREREQUISITES

COREQUISITES

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE

This course is designed to improve the student's
ability to interpret and analyze financial
statements. Primarily, the course will focus on
improving the student's ability to understand
the various financial statements. Further, the
course will evaluate various methodologies and
uses of financial statements. The users of
financial statements will normally be assumed
to be those parties that are external to the
company, but discussions will not be limited to
the external users.
BU427
or
BU457

COREQUISITES

BU447,
BU466,
BU467

EXCLUSIONS

Unlinking the co-requisites for the “CA add-on courses”.

BU467

EXCLUSIONS
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ITEM # 3

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM NAME

EFFECTIVE DATE

RATIONALE FOR
CHANGE

CHANGE TO BU447 – Advanced Auditing

Business Department
January 1, 2014
The co-requisites were established to force students to take the CA add-on courses together
(BU417, BU447, and BU466). This calendar change caused many problems over the past
couple years and as such we will rely solely on LORIS filters for controlling enrolment.
Graduating students get priority for these popular courses.
CURRENT COURSE INFORMATION

PROPOSED CHANGE(S)

(Please complete all fields)

COURSE CODE

BU447

COURSE TITLE

Advanced Auditing

(25 characters max)

CREDIT WEIGHT
COURSE
DESCRIPTION

PRE-REQUISITES
If this change is
part of a suite of
changes, please
describe

0.5

CONTACT
HOURS

36

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE

Elect.

(Only proposed changes must be indicated)

CREDIT
WEIGHT

CONTACT
HOURS

PREREQUISITES

COREQUISITES

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE

This course has as its objectives the expansion
and integration of topics introduced in BU477,
the introduction of advanced topics in auditing,
and the consideration of current issues in the
auditing profession.
BU477
or
BU481

COREQUISITES

BU417,
BU466

EXCLUSIONS

Unlinking the co-requisites for the “CA add-on courses”.

n/a

EXCLUSIONS
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ITEM # 4

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM NAME

EFFECTIVE DATE

RATIONALE FOR
CHANGE

CHANGE TO BU466 – Advanced Taxation

Business Department
January 1, 2014
The co-requisites were established to force students to take the CA add-on courses together
(BU417, BU447, and BU466). This calendar change caused many problems over the past
couple years and as such we will rely solely on LORIS filters for controlling enrolment.
Graduating students get priority for these popular courses.
CURRENT COURSE INFORMATION

PROPOSED CHANGE(S)

(Please complete all fields)

COURSE CODE

BU466

COURSE TITLE

Advanced Taxation

(25 characters max)

CREDIT WEIGHT
COURSE
DESCRIPTION
PRE-REQUISITES
If this change is
part of a suite of
changes, please
describe

0.5

CONTACT
HOURS

36

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE

Elect.

(Only proposed changes must be indicated)

CREDIT
WEIGHT

CONTACT
HOURS

PREREQUISITES

COREQUISITES

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE

An extension of BU357 with emphasis on tax
planning for individuals, partnerships and
corporations.
BU357

COREQUISITES

BU417,
BU447

EXCLUSIONS

Unlinking the co-requisites for the “CA add-on courses”.

n/a

EXCLUSIONS
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School of Business & Economics
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

by
by
by
by
by

the
the
the
the
the

Department of Business Curriculum Committee on October 8, 2013
Business Council on October 18, 2013
SBE Curriculum Committee on November 5, 2013
SBE Faculty Council on November 22, 2013
Senate Academic Planning Committee on December 17, 2013

Business Technology Management Degree
Item 1
Course deletion
Items 2,3
Courses moved between years
Item 4
Course equivalency designated
Item 5
Program changes
All changes effective September 1, 2013
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ITEM 1

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM

EFFECTIVE DATE

COURSE DELETION
Department of Business, Business Technology Management program
September 1, 2013

COURSE CODE

MB345

COURSE TITLE

International Business

RATIONALE FOR
DELETION

The topics required by the external accrediting bodies (CCICT and
AACSB) as related to international business do not require a full
course. We have taken the required topics and ensured that they are
covered in other required MB courses, and are removing this course
to create more room for BTM students to take electives or an option.

If this change is part of a
suite of changes, please
describe
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ITEM 2

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM NAME

EFFECTIVE DATE

RATIONALE FOR
CHANGE

CHANGE TO DESCRIPTION/NUMBER/NAME
Department of Business, Business Technology Management
September 1, 2013
MB337 will be moved to 2nd year to maintain even distribution of required courses. As a
2nd year course it also maps more closely to the BBA Business Law course, BU231. The
course description has been changed to include IT-specific legal issues, such as privacy
and security, and the name has been changed to indicate its focus on technology.
CURRENT COURSE INFORMATION

PROPOSED CHANGE(S)

(Please complete all fields)

(Only proposed changes must be indicated)

COURSE CODE

MB337

MB237

COURSE TITLE

Business Law

Business & Technology Law

(25 characters max)

CREDIT WEIGHT

COURSE
DESCRIPTION

PRE-REQUISITES
If this change is
part of a suite of
changes, please
describe

0.5

CONTACT
HOURS

36

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE

R

The focus of this course is on law relating to
business organizations. Areas of study
include contracts, the judicial process, real
and personal property, torts, agency, credit
and negotiable instruments.
COREQUISITES

EXCLUSIONS

Changed in conjunction with MB245.

BU231

CREDIT
WEIGHT

CONTACT
HOURS

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE

The focus of this course is on law relating to business
organizations. Areas of study include IT-focused areas
such as intellectual property, licensing requirements,
security, and privacy, and general business law such as
contracts, the judicial process, real and personal
property, torts, agency, credit and negotiable
instruments.
PREREQUISITES

COREQUISITES

EXCLUSIONS

BU231,
MB337
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ITEM 3

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM NAME

EFFECTIVE DATE

RATIONALE FOR
CHANGE

CHANGE TO NUMBER/PRE-REQ
Department of Business, Business Technology Management
September 1, 2013
MB245 Operations Management will be moved to third year. The content is at a more
senior level than a 2nd year course, and also requires a solid math background. The
previous pre-req, MB125, has been moved to a 2nd year course, MB235, and moving this
course to 3rd year follows.
CURRENT COURSE INFORMATION

PROPOSED CHANGE(S)

(Please complete all fields)

COURSE CODE

MB245

COURSE TITLE

Operations Management

(25 characters max)

CREDIT WEIGHT

COURSE
DESCRIPTION

PRE-REQUISITES
If this change is
part of a suite of
changes, please
describe

0.5

(Only proposed changes must be indicated)

MB305

CONTACT
HOURS

36

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE

R

CREDIT
WEIGHT

CONTACT
HOURS

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE

COREQUISITES

EXCLUSIONS

This course examines the role of the
operations function in the organization.
Topics include product and service design,
process selection, scheduling, plant layout,
work study methods, inventory management.
Project management techniques and basic
operations research models are applied in
decision-making.
MB125

COREQUISITES

EXCLUSIONS

Changed in conjunction with MB337.

BU385

PREREQUISITES

MB235

BU385,
MB245
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ITEM 4

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM NAME

EFFECTIVE DATE

RATIONALE FOR
CHANGE

CHANGE TO EXCLUSION
Department of Business, Business Technology Management
September 1, 2013
MB115 Information Technology and CP102 Information Processing with Microcomputer
Systems have been reviewed by both the BTM program and the Department of Physics &
Computer Science and it has been determined that the courses are extremely similar
students should not receive credit for both.
CURRENT COURSE INFORMATION

PROPOSED CHANGE(S)

(Please complete all fields)

COURSE CODE

MB115

COURSE TITLE

Information Technology

(25 characters max)

CREDIT WEIGHT

COURSE
DESCRIPTION

PRE-REQUISITES

If this change is
part of a suite of
changes, please
describe

0.5

CONTACT
HOURS

36

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE

R

(Only proposed changes must be indicated)

CREDIT
WEIGHT

CONTACT
HOURS

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE

PREREQUISITES

COREQUISITES

EXCLUSIONS

This course provides a conceptual survey of
general systems theory followed by a
conceptual and technological survey of the
structure of distributed information systems
architectures, operating systems, network
operating systems, peripheral technology
and user interfaces.
Grade
12 U
math
or
equival
ent at
70%

COREQUISITES

EXCLUSIONS

CP102
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ITEM 5

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM

EFFECTIVE DATE

PROGRAM/CALENDAR CHANGE
Department of Business, Business Technology Management Program
September 1, 2013
The Honours Bachelor of Business Technology Management program consists
of 20.0 credits, of which not more than 7.0 may be at the 100 level. All
students in the program must complete successfully the Brantford
Foundations curriculum: BF190, BF199, BF290, BF299.
Required Courses:
All courses are 0.5 credits, except for MB485* which is a 1.0-credit course.

CURRENT CALENDAR
CONTENT

12.0 required credits in MB:
MB105, JN109/MB109/OL109, MB115
MB202, MB207, MB215, MB217, MB235, MB245
MB300/OL300, MB307, MB315, MB325, MB335, MB337, MB345,
MB365/OL365, MB385
MB425, MB475, MB481, MB485* (1.0 credit)
EC120 and EC140
5.0 additional credits in any discipline
The Honours Bachelor of Business Technology Management program consists
of 20.0 credits, of which not more than 7.0 may be at the 100 level. All
students in the program must complete successfully the Brantford
Foundations curriculum: BF190, BF199, BF290, BF299.
Required Courses:
All courses are 0.5 credits, except for MB485* which is a 1.0-credit course.

PROPOSED CALENDAR
CONTENT

11.0 required credits in MB:
MB105, JN109/MB109/OL109, MB115
MB202, MB207, MB215, MB217, MB235, MB237
MB300/OL300, MB305, MB307, MB315, MB325, MB335, MB365/OL365,
MB385
MB425, MB475, MB481, MB485* (1.0 credit)
EC120 and EC140

If this change is part of a
suite of changes, please
describe

6.0 additional credits in any discipline
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SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

by
by
by
by

the
the
the
the

Department of Economics Curriculum Committee on September 6, 2013
Department of Economics on September 13, 2013
School of Business and Economics Curriculum Committee on November 5, 2013
School of Business and Economics on November 22, 2013

Approved by the Senate Academic Planning Committee on December 17, 2013

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS
Items 1-2
Changes to program options.
All changes effective September 1, 2013, unless otherwise noted.
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ITEM #1

PROGRAM/CALENDAR CHANGE

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM

Economics, Honours Economics and Financial Management
EFFECTIVE DATE

(All changes are effective the subsequent September 1, 2013
unless otherwise noted)

CURRENT CALENDAR
CONTENT

Any four of:
BU353, BU403, BU413, BU419, BU423, BU429, BU433, BU443,
BU453, BU463, BU473, BU483, BU493
PROPOSED CALENDAR
CONTENT

Any four of:
BU353, BU400, BU403, BU410, BU413, BU419, BU423, BU429,
BU433, BU439, BU443, BU449, BU453, BU463, BU473, BU483,
BU493
If this change is part of
a suite of changes,
please describe

Updating the Economics programs to note changes in Business
courses.
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ITEM #2
DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM

PROGRAM/CALENDAR CHANGE
Economics, Honours Economics and Accounting

EFFECTIVE DATE

(All changes are effective the subsequent September 1, 2013
unless otherwise noted)

CURRENT CALENDAR
CONTENT

Any four of:
BU457, BU467, BU477, BU486, BU496, BU497

PROPOSED CALENDAR
CONTENT

Any four of:
BU427, BU457, BU467, BU477, BU486, BU496, BU497
If this change is part of
a suite of changes,
please describe

Updating the Economics programs to note changes in Business
courses.
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FACULTY OF SCIENCE
Approved by the Faculty of Science Curriculum Committee on November 7, 2013
Approved by the Faculty of Science Divisional Council on November 22, 2013
Approved by the Senate Academic Planning Committee on December 17, 2013
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SCIENCES
Items 1-6
Regularization of special topics courses (new courses)
Items 7-8
New courses
Item 9
Calendar change
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY
Item 10
Regularization of special topics course (new course)
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS
Item11
New course
Item 12
Changes to course elements (description, pre-requisites, etc.)
All changes effective September 1, 2014, unless otherwise noted.
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ITEM 1

DEPARTMENT & PROGRAM
NAME
EFFECTIVE DATE

NEW COURSE
Health Sciences
September 2014

RATIONALE FOR NEW
COURSE

Health Sciences is regularizing a number of courses which were
offered and introduced as Special topics (HE 440_) courses over the
past 1-2 academic years. This is an effort to increase and regularize
the range of HE course offerings in the growing Health Sciences
program.

PROPOSED COURSE CODE

HE 410

PROPOSED COURSE TITLE

Aging and Health

(25 characters max)

PROPOSED CREDIT
WEIGHT

PROPOSED COURSE
DESCRIPTION

REQUIRED OR ELECTIVE
COURSE

PROPOSED
PRE-REQUISITES

If this change is part of a suite
of changes, please describe

0.5

PROPOSED
CONTACT
HOURS

3 hrs/wk

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE
COURSE

Required*

A study of aging and health from a variety of perspectives including;
bio-physiological, psycho-social, health-care system, cultural, legal,
ethical and political. Topics may include; the aging process, falls,
mental health, medication and co-morbidity, death and dying and
others. There are several interactive/hands on components in the
course.
*One of 9
Senior HE
courses of
PROPOSED
SEMESTER(S)
F, W, F-W, SS, IS, S
COURSE
TYPE
Intramural
F/W
which a
(Optional)
(Intramural, Online,
Irregular)
minimum of
3 are
required
HE 301,
KP 431,
PROPOSED COPROPOSED
N/A
REQUISITES
EXCLUSIONS
HE 302
HE440F
Seven currently offered HE440 Special Topics courses will be
regularized as senior (300 or 400 level courses) and two new 400
level courses (taught by newly added HE faculty) will be added for
the 2014/15 academic year. HE students will be required to include
a minimum of 3 of these courses (1.5 credits) toward their degree
requirements.
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ITEM 2

DEPARTMENT & PROGRAM
NAME
EFFECTIVE DATE

NEW COURSE
Health Sciences
September 2014

RATIONALE FOR NEW
COURSE

Health Sciences is regularizing a number of courses which were
offered and introduced as Special topics (HE 454_) courses over the
past 1-2 academic years. This is an effort to increase and regularize
the range of HE course offerings in the growing Health Sciences
program.

PROPOSED COURSE CODE

HE 411

PROPOSED COURSE TITLE

Critical perspectives in Public Health

(25 characters max)

PROPOSED CREDIT
WEIGHT

PROPOSED COURSE
DESCRIPTION

REQUIRED OR ELECTIVE
COURSE

PROPOSED
PRE-REQUISITES

If this change is part of a suite
of changes, please describe

0.5

PROPOSED
CONTACT
HOURS

3 hrs/wk

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE
COURSE

Required*

An examination of the practice of public health in Canada and
internationally with emphasis on social and political impacts on the
application of knowledge to practice. Models of health promotion,
population health, health determinants and health behaviour will
form the theoretical basis for exploration of public health research
and practice.
*One of 9
Senior HE
courses of
PROPOSED
SEMESTER(S)
F, W, F-W, SS, IS, S
COURSE
TYPE
Intramural
F/W
which a
(Optional)
(Intramural, Online,
Irregular)
minimum of
3 are
required
HE 301,
PROPOSED COPROPOSED
N/A
HE440E
REQUISITES
EXCLUSIONS
HE 302
Seven currently offered HE440 Special topics courses will be
regularized as senior (300 or 400 level courses) and two new 400
level courses (taught by newly added HE faculty) will be added for
the 2014/15 academic year. HE students will be required to include
a minimum of 3 of these courses (1.5 credits) toward their degree
requirements.
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ITEM 3

DEPARTMENT & PROGRAM
NAME
EFFECTIVE DATE

NEW COURSE
Health Sciences
September 2014

RATIONALE FOR NEW
COURSE

Health Sciences is regularizing a number of courses which were
offered and introduced as Special Topics (HE 440_) courses over the
past 1-2 academic years. This is an effort to increase and regularize
the range of HE course offerings in the growing Health Sciences
program.

PROPOSED COURSE CODE

HE 330

PROPOSED COURSE TITLE

Human Nutrition and Health

(25 characters max)

PROPOSED CREDIT
WEIGHT

PROPOSED COURSE
DESCRIPTION

REQUIRED OR ELECTIVE
COURSE

PROPOSED
PRE-REQUISITES

If this change is part of a suite
of changes, please describe

0.5

PROPOSED
CONTACT
HOURS

3 hrs/wk

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE
COURSE

Required*

An examination of issues and controversies in human nutrition from
nutritional science, physiological, metabolic and public health
perspectives covering topics including; dietary assessment and
planning, micro and macronutrients, antioxidants, phytochemicals,
functional foods, food labeling obesity and weight management and
dietary practices associated with disease prevention and
management.
*One of 9
Senior HE
courses of
PROPOSED
SEMESTER(S)
F, W, F-W, SS, IS, S
COURSE TYPE
Intramural
F/W
which a
(Optional)
(Intramural, Online,
Irregular)
minimum of
3 are
required
HE 211,
HE 440D
PROPOSED COPROPOSED
N/A
REQUISITES
EXCLUSIONS
HE 201
KP 332
Seven currently offered HE440 Special Topics courses will be
regularized as senior (300 or 400 level courses) and two new 400
level courses (taught by newly added HE faculty) will be added for
the 2014/15 academic year. HE students will be required to include
a minimum of 3 of these courses (1.5 credits) toward their degree
requirements.
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ITEM 4

NEW COURSE

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM NAME
EFFECTIVE DATE

Health Sciences

RATIONALE FOR NEW
COURSE

Health Sciences is regularizing a number of courses which were
offered and introduced as Special Topics and cross listed with
Biology or Chemistry (HE 440_/BI 496/ BI 396/CH 457) Special
Topics courses over the past 1-2 academic years. This is an
effort to increase and regularize the range of HE course
offerings in the growing Health Sciences program and also
regularize their listing in the cross-listed programs.
HE 431 (To Be cross-listed as BI416)

PROPOSED COURSE
CODE
PROPOSED COURSE
TITLE
(25 characters max)

PROPOSED CREDIT
WEIGHT

September 2014

Pathophysiology
0.5

PROPOSED
CONTACT
HOURS

3 hrs/wk

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE
COURSE

Required*

PROPOSED COURSE
DESCRIPTION

An examination of functional changes in cells, tissues and
organs consequent to disease or injury. Topics may include the
mechanisms of inflammation, hypertension, coronary artery
disease, concussion, asthma, hepatitis, dysentery as well as
other multi-organ conditions from environmental or other types
of stress.

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE COURSE

PROPOSED
Intramural
*One of 9 F,SEMESTER(S)
F/W
W, F-W, SS, IS, S
COURSE TYPE
(Optional)
Senior HE
(Intramural, Online,
Irregular)
courses of
which a
minimum
of 3 are
required
PROPOSED
PROPOSED
HE 211
N/A
HE 440B
COEXCLUSIONS
BI 217
BI496R
REQUISITES
Seven currently offered HE440 Special Topics courses will be
regularized as senior (300 or 400 level courses) and two new
400 level courses (taught by newly added HE faculty) will be
added for the 2014/15 academic year. HE students will be
required to include a minimum of 3 of these courses (1.5
credits) toward their degree requirements.

PROPOSED
PRE-REQUISITES
If this change is part of a
suite of changes, please
describe
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ITEM 5

NEW COURSE

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM NAME
EFFECTIVE DATE

Health Sciences

RATIONALE FOR NEW
COURSE

Health Sciences is regularizing a number of courses which were
offered and introduced as Special Topics and cross listed with
Biology or Chemistry (HE 440_/BI 496/ BI 396/CH 457) Special
Topics courses over the past 1-2 academic years. This is an
effort to increase and regularize the range of HE course
offerings in the growing Health Sciences program and also
regularize their listing in the cross-listed programs.
HE 432 (To be cross-listed as BI470)

PROPOSED COURSE
CODE
PROPOSED COURSE
TITLE
(25 characters max)

PROPOSED CREDIT
WEIGHT
PROPOSED COURSE
DESCRIPTION

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE COURSE

PROPOSED
PRE-REQUISITES

If this change is part of a
suite of changes, please
describe

September 2014

Biomedical Virology
0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

As examination of topics related to biomedical virology including
but not limited to: virus structure and replication strategies,
immune response to virus infections along with the role of
vaccines and antiviral drugs in combating virus infections, the
beneficial uses of viruses, the emergence, spread and extinction
of viruses and current diagnosis and detection methods.
*One of 9
*One of 9
*One of 9
*One of 9
*One of 9
Senior HE
Senior HE
Senior HE
Senior HE
Senior HE
courses of
courses of
courses of courses of courses of
which a
which a
which a
which a
which a
minimum
minimum
minimum
minimum minimum of
of 3 are
3 are
of 3 are
of 3 are
of 3 are
required
required
required
required
required
BI338
BI338
BI338
BI338
BI338
Seven currently offered HE440 Special topics courses will be
regularized as senior (300 or 400 level courses) and two new
400 level courses (taught by newly added HE faculty) will be
added for the 2014/15 academic year. HE students will be
required to include a minimum of 3 of these courses (1.5
credits) toward their degree requirements.
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ITEM 6

NEW COURSE

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM NAME
EFFECTIVE DATE

Health Sciences

RATIONALE FOR NEW
COURSE

Health Sciences is regularizing a number of courses which were
offered and introduced as Special Topics and cross listed with
Biology or Chemistry (HE 440_/BI 496/ BI 396/CH 457) Special
Topics courses over the past 1-2 academic years. This is an
effort to increase and regularize the range of HE course
offerings in the growing Health Sciences program and also
regularize their listing in the cross-listed programs.
HE 434 (to be cross-listed as BI 417)

PROPOSED COURSE
CODE
PROPOSED COURSE
TITLE
(25 characters max)

PROPOSED CREDIT
WEIGHT
PROPOSED COURSE
DESCRIPTION

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE COURSE

PROPOSED
PRE-REQUISITES
If this change is part of a
suite of changes, please
describe

September 2014

Immunology
0.5

PROPOSED
CONTACT
HOURS

3 hrs/wk

SEMESTER(S)

F/W

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE
COURSE

Required*

PROPOSED
COURSE TYPE

Intramural

This course covers molecular and cellular immunology, including
innate and adaptive immune responses relative to human
health. Innate immunity topics include physical barriers,
complement cascade, phagocytosis, cytokine production and
activation of adaptive immune responses. Adaptive immunity
topics address antigen recognition and activation of B and T
cells. Other topics will include research and biomedical advances
in immunomodulation, immunosuppression, immunotherapy,
autoimmunity and vaccination.
*One of 9
Senior HE
courses of
which a
minimum
of 3 are
required
BI338

F, W, F-W, SS, IS, S

(Optional)

(Intramural, Online,
Irregular)

HE 440G
BI396M
Seven currently offered HE440 Special topics courses will be
regularized as senior (300 or 400 level courses) and two new
400 level courses (taught by newly added HE faculty) will be
added for the 2014/15 academic year. HE students will be
required to include a minimum of 3 of these courses (1.5
credits) toward their degree requirements.
PROPOSED
COREQUISITES

N/A

PROPOSED
EXCLUSIONS
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ITEM 7

DEPARTMENT & PROGRAM
NAME
EFFECTIVE DATE

NEW COURSE
Health Sciences
September 2014

RATIONALE FOR NEW
COURSE

Health Sciences is adding new courses as additional faculty are
added to the program. These courses add to the availability and
range of senior course offerings available in the growing Health
Sciences program.

PROPOSED COURSE CODE

HE 435

PROPOSED COURSE TITLE

Exercise is Medicine

(25 characters max)

PROPOSED CREDIT
WEIGHT

PROPOSED COURSE
DESCRIPTION

REQUIRED OR ELECTIVE
COURSE

PROPOSED
PRE-REQUISITES

If this change is part of a suite
of changes, please describe

0.5

PROPOSED
CONTACT
HOURS

3 hrs/wk

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE
COURSE

Required*

An examination of the physiological mechanisms by which regular
physical activity diminishes the incidence and progression or effects
reversal of various chronic diseases such as diabetes, cardiovascular
diseases, cancers as well as the aging process. Exercise training
effects on human musculo-skeletal and metabolic health will also be
covered. An overview of the physiology of exercise and training
adaptation related to functional and health improvements and
exercise effects in healthy as well as in rehabilitation of various
clinical populations are also included.
*One of 9
Senior HE
courses of
PROPOSED
SEMESTER(S)
F, W, F-W, SS, IS, S
COURSE
TYPE
Intramural
F/W
which a
(Optional)
(Intramural, Online,
Irregular)
minimum of
3 are
required
HE 300

PROPOSED COREQUISITES

N/A

PROPOSED
EXCLUSIONS

KP 322

Seven currently offered HE440 Special topics courses will be
regularized as senior (300 or 400 level courses) and two new 400
level courses (taught by newly added HE faculty) will be added for
the 2014/15 academic year. HE students will be required to include
a minimum of 3 of these courses (1.5 credits) toward their degree
requirements.
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ITEM 8

DEPARTMENT & PROGRAM
NAME
EFFECTIVE DATE

NEW COURSE
Health Sciences
September 2014

RATIONALE FOR NEW
COURSE

Health Sciences is adding new courses as additional faculty are
added to the program. These courses add to the availability and
range of senior course offerings available in the growing Health
Sciences program.

PROPOSED COURSE CODE

HE 430

PROPOSED COURSE TITLE

Advanced nutrition and chronic disease

(25 characters max)

PROPOSED CREDIT
WEIGHT

PROPOSED COURSE
DESCRIPTION

REQUIRED OR ELECTIVE
COURSE

PROPOSED
PRE-REQUISITES

If this change is part of a suite
of changes, please describe

0.5

PROPOSED
CONTACT
HOURS

3 hrs/wk

REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE
COURSE

Required*

This course will examine nutritional aspects of selected chronic
diseases affecting the Canadian population. Using a case-based
approach, students will explore the role of diet in the etiology,
prevention and treatment of nutrition-related conditions across the
lifecycle including obesity, dyslipidemia, hypertension,
cardiovascular disease, diabetes, anemia, osteoporosis and cancer.
Emphasis will be placed on critical appraisal of epidemiological and
clinical evidence, underlying physiological mechanisms, nutritional
assessment methods and diet interventions.
*One of 9
Senior HE
courses of
PROPOSED
SEMESTER(S)
F, W, F-W, SS, IS, S
COURSE
TYPE
Intramural
F/W
which a
(Optional)
(Intramural, Online,
Irregular)
minimum of
3 are
required
HE 300,
PROPOSED COPROPOSED
N/A
REQUISITES
EXCLUSIONS
HE 330
Seven currently offered HE440 Special topics courses will be
regularized as senior (300 or 400 level courses) and two new 400
level courses (taught by newly added HE faculty) will be added for
the 2014/15 academic year. HE students will be required to include
a minimum of 3 of these courses (1.5 credits) toward their degree
requirements.
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ITEM 9

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM

EFFECTIVE DATE

PROGRAM/CALENDAR CHANGE
Health Sciences
September 2014
The Honours BSc Health Sciences program consists of 20.0 credits, of which
at most 7.0 credits may be at the 100 level and at least 12.0 credits must be
obtained from Division C courses; no more than 4.5 credits may be from
disciplines outside the Faculty of Science. Electives must include at least a

CURRENT CALENDAR
CONTENT

0.5 credit from each of Curriculum Divisions A and B (other than Health
Sciences and Psychology). At least 2.0 credits must be from 400-level
courses. For progression and graduation, a cumulative overall GPA of at least
6.0 is required.

The Honours BSc Health Sciences program consists of 20.0 credits, of which
at most 7.0 credits may be at the 100 level and at least 12.0 credits must be
obtained from Division C courses; no more than 4.5 credits may be from
disciplines outside the Faculty of Science. Electives must include at least a
0.5 credit from each of Curriculum Divisions A and B (other than Health
PROPOSED CALENDAR
CONTENT

Sciences and Psychology). At least 2.0 credits must be from 400-level
courses. At least 1.5 credits must be from 300 or 400 level optional
HE credits in addition to HE300, HE301, HE302 and HE400. For
progression and graduation, a cumulative overall GPA of at least 6.0 is
required.

If this change is part of a
suite of changes, please
describe

Seven currently offered HE440 Directed studies courses will be
regularized as senior (300 or 400 level courses) and two new
400 level courses (taught by newly added HE faculty) will be
added for the 2014/15 academic year. HE students will be
required to include a minimum of 3 of these courses (1.5
credits) toward their degree requirements.
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ITEM 10
DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM NAME

Biology

NEW COURSE

EFFECTIVE DATE

1 September 2014

RATIONALE FOR NEW
COURSE

This course has been offered twice under special topics (BI396P),
and the Department wishes to make it a regular offering within the
curriculum. It will serve as a bridge between the second-year
survey course BI266 Life on Earth Plants, and advanced courses in
plant biology at the 400-level.
BI369

PROPOSED COURSE
CODE
PROPOSED COURSE
TITLE
(25 characters max)

PROPOSED CREDIT
WEIGHT
PROPOSED COURSE
DESCRIPTION

REQUIRED OR ELECTIVE
COURSE

PROPOSED
PRE-REQUISITES
If this change is part of a
suite of changes, please
describe

Plant Physiology
0.5

PROPOSED
3 lecture
REQUIRED
Elective
CONTACT
3 lab
OR ELECTIVE
HOURS
COURSE
A lecture and lab/tutorial course exploring plant physiology.
Specific topics will include: water relations, nutrients,
bioenergetics, photosynthesis, respiration, plant productivity, plant
development and hormones, tropisms and movements, and
secondary metabolites.
SEMESTER(S)
PROPOSED
F, W, F-W,
COURSE TYPE
SS, IS, S
(Intramural,
(Optional)
Online,
Irregular)
BI266
PROPOSED
PROPOSED
BI396P
COEXCLUSIONS
REQUISITES
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ITEM 11

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM NAME

EFFECTIVE DATE

NEW COURSE
Mathematics

Program: Business Technology Management (Brantford)

September 1, 2014 (All changes are effective the subsequent September 1 unless otherwise noted)

RATIONALE FOR NEW
COURSE

Students require stronger math skills in order to succeed in
upper level courses of the Business Technology Management
program. To address this issue, we are proposing a new course
in mathematics that will be offered in the first year. There is a
related plan to move the current MB125* Statistics for
Management to second year.

PROPOSED COURSE
CODE

MA127

PROPOSED COURSE
TITLE

Mathematics for Business Technology Management

(25 characters max)

PROPOSED CREDIT
WEIGHT

PROPOSED COURSE
DESCRIPTION

3 lecture
hours plus
REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE
1.5 problem
0.5 Credit
Required
COURSE
session
hours
This course covers the basic mathematical concepts used in business. Topics
will include basic algebra; ratios; solving and manipulating equations;
functions and graphs; inequalities; introduction to linear algebra and matrices;
inverse of a matrix; an introduction to linear programming; simple and
compound interest; annuities.
PROPOSED
CONTACT
HOURS

This course should not be counted towards qualifying for a teachable in
mathematics.
REQUIRED OR
ELECTIVE COURSE

PROPOSED
PRE-REQUISITES

If this change is part of a
suite of changes, please
describe

SEMESTER(S)

Required

Grade 12 Ulevel math
course or
equivalent.

F, W, F-W, SS, IS, S

(Optional)

PROPOSED
COREQUISITES

W

PROPOSED
COURSE TYPE

(Intramural, Online,
Irregular)

PROPOSED
EXCLUSIONS

This course
can only
count for
credit for
students in
the Business
Technology
Management
program.
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October 22, 2013
Mathematics for Business Technology Management
A. (9 hours) Basic Algebra, Solving and Manipulating Equations, Functions and Graphs
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

Order of operations and removal of brackets
Fractions, exponents and roots
Manipulating ratios, isolating variables, rearranging inequalities
Definition of a function, introduction of common functions (no trig)
Exponentials and logarithms (including manipulating equations)
Graphing straight lines, exponentials and logarithms
Graphing solution sets for inequalities

B. (7 hours) Linear Systems
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Linear systems of equations
Matrix form of equations
Matrix operations
Gaussian elimination

C. (2 hours) Inverses and Algebraic Properties of Matrices
i.
ii.

Inverses
Algebraic properties of matrices

D. (6 hours) Finding and Using the Inverse of a Matrix
E. (3 hours) Linear Programming
i.
ii.

Linear inequalities in two variables
Graphical solution of linear programs in two variables

F. (9 hours) Interest
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Simple interest
Compound interest
Annuities
Present value
Amortization
Perpetuities

Total hours: 36
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ITEM 12

DEPARTMENT &
PROGRAM

EFFECTIVE DATE

PROGRAM/CALENDAR CHANGE
Mathematics
September 1, 2014
MA307
Numerical Analysis
0.5 Credit
Numerical solution of equations and systems of equations;
numerical integration; methods of interpolation, extrapolation
and curve-fitting; error analysis. Methods will be illustrated by
exercises requiring the use of a computer.

CURRENT CALENDAR
CONTENT

Additional Course Information
Prerequisites: MA122, MA104 or MA200, MA201 and either a
0.5 credit in computer programming or permission of the
department.
Exclusions: MA371.
Notes: 3 lecture hours, 2 lab hours every other week
MA307
Numerical Analysis
0.5 Credit
Numerical solution of equations and systems of equations;
numerical integration; methods of interpolation, extrapolation
and curve-fitting; error analysis. Methods will be illustrated by
exercises requiring the use of a computer

PROPOSED CALENDAR
CONTENT

Additional Course Information
Prerequisites: MA122, MA104, MA201 and CP104 (or
equivalent).
Exclusions: MA371.
Notes: 3 lecture hours, 2 lab hours every other week

If this change is part of a
suite of changes, please
describe
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WATERLOO LUTHERAN SEMINARY
Approved by the BA Advisory Committee on November 12, 2013
Approved by the Faculty Council on November 19, 2013
Approved by the Senate Academic Planning Committee on December 17, 2013
CHRISTIAN STUDIES AND GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP PROGRAM
Items 1-4
New courses
All changes effective September 1, 2014, unless otherwise noted.
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New Course

Department and Program
Name

Seminary (BA in Christian Studies and Global Citizenship)

Rationale for New Course

This course provides an elective in the Christian Studies
and Global Citizenship program.
GC 354
Sounds of the Sacred

Proposed Course Code
Proposed Course Title
(25 characters max)

Proposed Credit Weight
Proposed Contact Hours
Proposed Course Description

Required or Elective Course
Proposed Prerequisite(s)
Proposed Co-requisite(s)
Proposed Exclusion(s)
Semester(s)
F, W, F-W, SS, IS, S
(Optional; useful if it is half-credit
course offered over two terms)

Proposed Course Type(s)
(Intramural, Online, Irregular)

0.5
36 hours
This course examines global “sacred” musics within their
indigenous and appropriated contexts and explores
questions of philosophy (aesthetics), globalization,
economics, politics, culture, religion, nationalism, identity,
and cultural ethics.
Elective
None
None
None

Regular

(Indicate all that apply)

If this change is part of a suite
of changes, please describe
Effective Date
(All changes are effective the
subsequent September 1 unless
otherwise noted)

September 1, 2014
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New Course

Department and Program
Name

Seminary (BA in Christian Studies and Global Citizenship)

Rationale for New Course

This course provides an elective in the Christian Studies
and Global Citizenship program.
GC 371
Contemporary Jewish Studies and Practice

Proposed Course Code
Proposed Course Title
(25 characters max)

Proposed Credit Weight
Proposed Contact Hours
Proposed Course Description

Required or Elective Course
Proposed Prerequisite(s)
Proposed Co-requisite(s)
Proposed Exclusion(s)
Semester(s)
F, W, F-W, SS, IS, S
(Optional; useful if it is half-credit
course offered over two terms)

Proposed Course Type(s)
(Intramural, Online, Irregular)

0.5
36 hours
This course will introduce the student to contemporary
steams of Jewish religious practice, focusing on various
expressions of the four main branches of Orthodoxy,
Reform, Conservative, and Reconstructionist.
Elective
None
None
None

Regular

(Indicate all that apply)

If this change is part of a suite
of changes, please describe
Effective Date
(All changes are effective the
subsequent September 1 unless
otherwise noted)

September 1, 2014
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New Course

Department and Program
Name

Seminary (BA in Christian Studies and Global Citizenship)

Rationale for New Course

This course provides an elective in the Christian Studies
and Global Citizenship program.
GC 372
Interfaith Mysticisms – Abrahamic Traditions

Proposed Course Code
Proposed Course Title
(25 characters max)

Proposed Credit Weight
Proposed Contact Hours
Proposed Course Description
Required or Elective Course
Proposed Prerequisite(s)
Proposed Co-requisite(s)
Proposed Exclusion(s)
Semester(s)
F, W, F-W, SS, IS, S
(Optional; useful if it is half-credit
course offered over two terms)

Proposed Course Type(s)
(Intramural, Online, Irregular)

0.5
36 hours
This course explores the roots and branches of mysticism
in the Abrahamic faiths through stories, lives, writings and
experiences.
Elective
None
None
None

Regular

(Indicate all that apply)

If this change is part of a suite
of changes, please describe
Effective Date
(All changes are effective the
subsequent September 1 unless
otherwise noted)

September 1, 2014
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New Course

Department and Program
Name

Seminary (BA in Christian Studies and Global Citizenship)

Rationale for New Course

This course provides an elective in the Christian Studies
and Global Citizenship program.
GC 380
Special Topics in Christian Studies and Global Citizenship

Proposed Course Code
Proposed Course Title
(25 characters max)

Proposed Credit Weight
Proposed Contact Hours
Proposed Course Description

0.5
36 hours
This course explores emerging topics of study in the field
of Christian Studies and Global Citizenship

Required or Elective Course
Proposed Prerequisite(s)
Proposed Co-requisite(s)
Proposed Exclusion(s)
Semester(s)

Elective
None
None
None
Fall

Proposed Course Type(s)

Regular

F, W, F-W, SS, IS, S
(Optional; useful if it is half-credit
course offered over two terms)
(Intramural, Online, Irregular)
(Indicate all that apply)

If this change is part of a suite
of changes, please describe
Effective Date
(All changes are effective the
subsequent September 1 unless
otherwise noted)

September 1, 2014
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Statement of Intent for a
Bachelor of Science in Applied Water Science & Environmental Health Program
Prepared by: Michael P. Wilkie, Department of Biology
In consultation with: Dr. Michael English, Dr. Robin Slawson, Dr. Jim McGeer &
Dr. Scott Smith
a) Briefly describe the program and its rationale, including an explanation of the degree
nomenclature, and, for graduate programs, any intended fields.
DESCRIPTION
This Statement of Intent has been drafted in order to inform and to seek approval to develop a new
joint program in “Applied Water Science and Environmental Health”, to be offered by Faculty
of Arts and the Faculty of Science. The aim of this new program is to develop highly trained
graduates who can contribute their scientific and management skills to the corporate and public
water sectors, and help Canada deal with the twin threats of a changing climate and increasing
demands on its freshwater resources in the 21st Century. The program will be housed and
administered in the Department of Biology, Faculty of Science (FOS). The program has an estimated
initial intake of 15-20 students, with a planned annual growth rate of 3-5 %, and eventual maximum
of 25 new (entering) students per year. An innovative feature of the program will be the integration
of a Co-operative Education option into the curriculum. This program will leverage existing university
resources to use interdisciplinary approaches to educate and train students about issues pertaining
to water quality and quantity, and the effective and sustainable management of water resources in
the overall context of environmental health and sustainability. This undergraduate program will be
the only one of its kind in Canada, and one of only a handful in North America.
RATIONALE
Water is one of the most precious resources on earth. Indeed, United Nations Resolution 64/292
“Recognizes the right to safe and clean and drinking water, and sanitation, as a human right that is
essential for the full enjoyment of life and all human rights”. However, the demand for access to
reliable sources of safe and clean water continues to increase with population growth, increased
industrial demand, changing land-use patterns and climate change. Meeting these growing demands
and fundamental human needs requires the coordinated expertise of not only governmental and
non-governmental agencies, but the input of highly trained experts in the sciences, health sciences,
social sciences, political sciences, business and economics.
Recognizing that an interdisciplinary approach is needed to foster the discovery and
application of knowledge about water resources and their related ecosystems to promote human
well-being and development, the B.Sc. in Water Science and Environmental Health will train
students in not only the underlying scientific principles and theory pertaining to the physical,
chemical and biological properties of water, but it will focus on how these scientific principles can be
applied to improve the management and conservation of water and land resources. These principles
will be reinforced through a unique co-operative work placement option, in which academically
eligible students will be employed by partners in the private, public or academic sectors. Through a
combination of theoretical training and practical work experience this program will therefore provide
students with an understanding of the physical, chemical and biological processes that occur at the
water-atmosphere / soil-plant-atmosphere interface allowing them to contribute to society’s quest to
improve the availability, security and reliability of human water supplies while ensuring whole
ecosystem and human health.
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APPROACH
The Applied Water Science and Environmental Health program will provide students with the
classroom and hands-on lab and field instruction needed to understand important environmental and
community issues such as the science behind the management of water quality and supply,
terrestrial ecology and aquatic ecology. The program will be administered by a Coordinating
Committee led by a Program Coordinator who will report to the participating Deans. Dedicated core
faculty will be comprised of approximately 10-12 faculty drawn mainly from three departments
(Geography & Environmental Studies, Biology and Chemistry) and two faculties (Science and Arts).
This core group has met regularly in the last year to establish the overall program structure, draft
the program curriculum, and garnered the support of the Dean of Science, Dr. Paul Jessop and the
Dean of Arts, Dr. Mike Carroll (please refer to letters of support).
Students seeking a degree in Applied Water Science and Environmental Health will be broadly
educated in all areas of science and natural resources. Courses will be in several areas (Hydrology,
Limnology, Biogeochemistry, Toxicology, Biology and Water Policy), and provide students with the
tools and skill-set needed to generate a thorough understanding of the physics of water cycling and
movement, water chemistry and the geochemical and biological factors that determine water
quality. Units of study will be drawn from Chemistry, Biology, Mathematics, Physics, Geography, and
Environmental Studies. The program will focus student training on the development of analytical,
quantitative, computing, and communication skills through a combination of extensive field work,
excursions and lecture/laboratory experiences.
A unique feature of the program will be the Co-Operative Education option beginning in year
3, which will further prepare our graduates for professions in the water sciences, and the broader
environmental sciences, by giving them practical work experience in the lab and/or in the field. The
Co-Operative Education component will be optional, and only open to students who achieve a
minimum GPA (value to be determined) at end of year 2. It will be comprised of two 8-month
placements, taking place during years 3, 4 and 5 of the program. Co-op placements will be found for
eligible students in academia, government and the private sector by working with the Department of
Co-operative Education, using professional networks established through faculty research ties, and
using linkages established through the Government of the Northwest Territories-Laurier
Collaborative Agreement.
CURRICULUM and NOMENCLATURE
The proposed program curriculum will provide students with an academic foundation in the basic
sciences, along with the opportunity to develop and hone their critical thinking, problem-solving,
research and professional skills. In addition, valuable training in using quantitative and computer
analysis to assess, monitor and sustainably manage land and water resources will be a core focus of
the program. The overall program is therefore crafted to provide skills that can be immediately
deployed in industry or government, or that allow graduates to obtain advanced post-graduate
training upon finishing their coursework and co-op placements.
All of the research groups within the participating faculties and the Institute for Water
Science and Cold Regions Research Centre have faculty who are willing to commit their expertise to
the program. The Departments of Biology, Chemistry and Geography and Environmental Studies will
contribute to the teaching of the core courses in the program. Signature courses, available only to
this program will be taught by participating faculty from the main contributing departments, and will
include specialized topics such as Global Issues in Water and Environmental Health, Wetland
Science, Source Water Protection, and Water Policy and Legislation. Where significant gaps in the
curriculum are identified, efforts to hire additional faculty may be initiated in subsequent years, but
the program can be delivered without the addition of new faculty hires. Details of the proposed
curriculum and a list of possible elective courses are included in Tables 1 and 2.
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b) Explain how the program fits with the University’s Academic Plan.
The proposed program in Applied Water Science and Environmental Health will substantially build
upon two of the five domains in Laurier’s Academic Plan, the Environment and Health and Wellbeing. Through theoretical and practical experience in the classroom, lab and the field students will
develop the knowledge, critical thinking skills and hands-on expertise to address issues related to
the environmental protection, management, and use of aquatic and terrestrial environmental
resources in Canada and internationally. These skill-sets will be further augmented through the
practical experience that students acquire beginning in year 3 through work placements under the
Co-operative Education option of the program. The importance of water resources in ensuring the
health and well-being will be directly addressed through courses and/or co-op placements which are
focused on water and environmental health, source water protection, and environmental risk
assessment and environmental effects monitoring.
The program will also build upon Laurier’s research strengths in Northern Research and
Water Science, especially with respect to areas including hydrology, toxicology, and source water
protection. Synergies with other Laurier programs in the Departments of Geography &
Environmental Studies, Biology, and Chemistry, as well as with the Health Sciences program, will
also be established and sustained through the program.
Other aspects of the program will build-upon the pillar of Governance, by fostering in its
students’ and graduates an appreciation of the critical need of local, provincial and federal
governments to manage and protect water and terrestrial resources through evidence-based policy,
legislation, enforcement and by engagement of the public through outreach and education. The
importance of water ecosystems, resources and access to safe water supplies and its inherent
cultural significance will be a re-occurring theme embedded into the curriculum both formally,
through the unique experiences and research of the faculty contributing to the program, and
through courses directly tied to the pillar of Social and Cultural Analysis.
Within each of the two key domains that will be the pillars of the Applied Water Science
and Environmental Health program, the curriculum will build and expand upon several Core
Principles inherent to Laurier’s mission. Through its research active faculty, course content and
labs, field work, and through Co-op placements, students will appreciate the importance that the
core principle of Discovery and Innovation play in developing research approaches, methodology and
analytical tools that can be used to protect water ecosystems and resources in an era of increasing
land- and water-use, climate change, and evolving urban and rural landscapes. The multidisciplinary approach of the program, along with the involvement of private and government co-op
work-term placements will instill in students the need to Integrate the skills and knowledge acquired
through different classroom experiences, their practical scientific training in the lab, field or
workplace, to critically evaluate and solve problems related to the protection of water ecosystems
and resources including issues concerning water distribution, access to safe drinking water,
recreational water use, and the protection of aquatic and terrestrial organisms. A further benefit of
this approach will be that students will develop a sense of Global Citizenship through the recognition
that the need for access to safe, clean water is a universal need that cuts across geopolitical,
cultural and ethnic barriers. Graduates of the program will also recognize that the availability of
safe, clean water and its resources is also a fundamental question of social Justice, as acknowledged
in UN Resolution 64/292 (above). This theme will be woven into the fabric of the curriculum, and
directly addressed in the programs signature courses.
Students completing the Applied Water Sciences and Environmental Health program will be
rigorously trained and well versed in basic scientific principles, methodology, data management and
analysis, and critical thinking through their academic and co-op training. Thus, they will have the
skill sets needed to impartially and critically perform the Quantitative and Scientific analysis that will
take on added importance as the next generation of water scientists tackle the challenges that
society faces in protecting and managing our precious water reserves, not to mention human health.
While quantitative and scientific analysis is essential, the generation of such information will have
little impact or utility if the work is not effectively communicated to the scientific community, policy
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makers, and the public. Accordingly, an overarching goal of our new program will be to ensure that
we not only produce students who are well-versed in quantitative and scientific analysis, but also
have superior Communication skills through the regular writing of reports, critical reviews of the
scientific and public policy literature, informed debate, leading discussion groups, and preparing and
making presentations to their peers, employers, and academics. The relatively small cohort of
outstanding students that we anticipate in this program will ensure that each benefits from frequent
dialogue and interaction with their peers, professors and water and health science professionals,
policy makers and the public. Thus, our proposed program will ensure that our graduates become
effective researchers, communicators and leaders in the increasingly important field of Applied
Water Science and Environmental Health.
c) Describe the consultation processes to be undertaken with all affected academic units
and/or other stakeholders.
The proposed program in Applied Water Science and Environmental Health will be based in the
Department of Biology, and be supported by faculty in Biology, along with members of the
Department of Chemistry, and faculty in the Department of Geography and Environmental Studies in
the Faculty of Arts. The respective Chairs and Deans have been briefed on the proposed program,
with substantial involvement of the Dean of Science, Dr. Paul Jessop. Dr. Jessop has indicated his
support for the program and provided critical feedback on the program, and has approached the
Laurier Co-op Office regarding the feasibility and logistics of launching a Co-operative Education
option as part of the curriculum. Members of the Laurier Institute for Water Science (LIWS) and the
Cold Regions Research Centre are strongly behind the program, including Drs. Scott Smith
(Chemistry), Robin Slawson (Biology), James McGeer (Biology), Michael English (Geography and
Environmental Studies), and Michael Wilkie (Biology), who have also been involved in the planning
of the proposed program.
Further consultations at the Faculty and Departmental level, as well as with the LIWS and Cold
Regions Research Centre, will continue as program development proceeds, to be followed by
presentations to the Faculty Divisional Councils in both Science and Arts. As the proposal develops,
consultations with the Department of Co-operative Education will continue, along with ongoing
consultations with potential private and government sector employers.
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Table 1:

Provisional Curriculum of Required Courses and Electives for Proposed B.Sc.
in Applied Water Science & Environmental Health

Year 1: Global Issues in Water and Environmental Health, Cell and Molecular Biology,
Evolution and Ecology, Fundamentals of Chemistry, Calculus/Linear Algebra, Introduction
to Physical Geography, Surface to Earth, Physics:
Course Code
WE101
BI110
BI111
CH110
CH111
MA100
GG101
GL102
PC141
Elective

Name
GLOBAL ISSUES IN WATER & ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
EVOLUTION & ECOLOGY
FUNDAMENTALS OF CHEMISTRY (F)
CHEM. KINETICS & EQUILIBRIUM (W)
INTRODUCTORY CALCULUS FOR THE NATURAL SCIENCES
INTRODUCTION TO PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY
SURFACE OF THE EARTH
PHYSICS (Mechanics)
total

Credits
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
5.0

Year 2: Wetland Science, Aquatic and Environmental/Atmospheric Chemistry, Atmosphere
and Hydrosphere, Geomorphology and Soils, Cell and Molecular Biology, Microbial, Animal
and Plant Biology:
Course Code
WE201
CH233
CH234
MA101 or MA122
GG281
GG282
BI236
BI256
BI266
BI276
Elective

Name
WETLAND SCIENCE
ENVIRONMENTAL ATMOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY
AQUATIC CHEMISTRY
CALCULUS I FOR THE NATURAL SCIENCES/LINEAR ALGEBRA
ATMOSPHERE & HYDROSPHERE
GEOMORPHOLOGY & SOILS
Cell & Molecular Biology
Life on Earth: Animals
Life on Earth: Plants
Life on Earth: Microbes
total

Credits
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
1.0 credit
1.0
5.0

Year 3: Source Water Protection, Microclimatology, Physical Hydrology, Climate Change:
Course Code
WE301
WE302
WE303
GG389
BI393
Elective

Name
WATER POLICY & LEGISLATION
LIMNOLOGY
FIELD METHODS IN APPLIED WATER SCIENCE
CLIMATE CHANGE
BIOSTATISTICS
1.5 credits of eligible Science/Geography electives
1.0 credit outside of Science/Geography

total

Credits
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
1.5
1.0
5.0
Continued…
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Year 4: Water Policy and Legislation, Paleohydrology, Micrometeorology, Cold Regions
Hydrology:
Course Code

WE401
GG381
WE402
WE403
Elective

Name

SOURCE WATER PROTECTION & RISK ASSESSMENT
HYDROLOGY
LAB TECHNIQUES IN WATER SCIENCE
CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF AWS & EH
2.0 credits of eligible Science/Geography electives
1.0 credit outside of Science/Geography
Total

Credits

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
2.0
1.0
5.0

NB. 1. Course highlighted in italics will be new “signature” courses in the Applied Water
Science and Environmental Health program.
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Table 2:

Proposed Electives for B.Sc. in Applied Water Science & Environmental
Health

GEOGRAPHY
GG254
Geographic Information & Analysis
GG273
Geographies of Health & Disease
GG290
Global Resource and Environmental Issues
GG336
Coastal Processes and Landforms
GG368
Computer Applications in Geography
GG369
Geographical Information Systems
GG382
Fluvial Geomorphology
GG355
Remote Sensing for Geography and Environmental Studies
GG469
Advanced Geographical Information Systems
GG481
Seminar on Cold Regions
GG489
Paleoclimatology
GG494
Northern Resources and Environments
BIOLOGY
BI300
BI309
BI358
BI365
BI374
BI390
BI400
BI401
BI405
BI456
BI458
BI459
BI468
BI475
BI476
BI488
BI496S

Environmental Toxicology
Population Ecology
Animal Form and Function
Environmental Stress Biology of Plants
Physiological Applications of Microbiology
Field Studies
Topics in Environmental Toxicology
Origin of Life on Earth and Endosymbiotic Theory
Community Ecology
Physiological Adaptations to Environments: Animals
Vertebrate Biodiversity and Conservation
Endocrinology
Plant Biodiversity and Conservation
Microbial Ecology
Microbial Disease
Invertebrate Biodiversity and Conservation
Physiological Adaptations of Fishes

CHEMISTRY
CH233
Environmental Atmospheric Chemistry
CH234
Environmental Aquatic Chemistry
CH261
Analytical Chemistry I
CH262
Analytical Chemistry II
CH303
Spectroscopic Methods in Organic Structure Elucidation
CH306
Modern Physical Organic Chemistry
CH327
Bioinorganic Chemistry
CH350
Biochemistry I: Bioenergetics and Catabolic Pathways
CH354
Biochemistry II: Structure and interaction of Proteins and Nucleic Acids
CH355
Bioanalytical Chemistry
CH360
Advanced Instrumental Analysis
CH419
Principles of Biochemical Toxicology
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Applied Water Science & Environment Health
New Academic Program
Revenue and Expense Projection Template
Fiscal Year:

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

15-16

16-17

17-18

18-19

Student Enrolments (in FTEs) :
Entry/First Year
Continuing/Upper Year(s)
Total Students
(a) Annual Graduate FTEs or Undergrad FFTEs
(b)i) Program BIU Weight ( FORPOS Code) - Yr 1
(b)ii) Program BIU Weight (FORPOS Code) - Sr. Yrs
Total Annual BIUs ( a x b )

20
20
20
1.0
2.0
20.0

25
18
43
43
1.0
2.0
61.0

25
40
65
65
1.0
2.0
105.0

25
62
87
87
1.0
2.0
149.0

1.0

2.0

1.0
2.0

2.0
2.0

61,120
122,619
-

229,364
157,106
113,116
-

416,320
161,033
257,654
6,297

603,276
165,059
409,347
12,595

183,739

499,586

841,304

1,190,277

7,544

15,389

90,000
15,697

184,718
16,010

7,544
25,500

7,694
80,000

7,848
109,100

8,005
110,732

5,355

16,800

41,811

62,045

31,282
-

63,443
-

83,104
-

98,305
-

Co-op Costs:

-

-

6,297

12,595

Lab Furniture
Space Cost
Computing Equipment Costs
Library
Joint Program Membership Fee

-

-

-

-

Administrative and Other Costs:
Program Review Fees
Promotion and Advertising
Other: PER, Travel
Other: Supplies, photocopying, travel etc.
Other: Staff furniture & computer

10,000
1,500
-

5,000

1,948
10,000

3,896
10,000

Overhead

117,303

252,201

381,234

510,268

Total Expenditures

206,027

440,528

747,040

1,016,574

-22,287

59,058

94,265

173,704

95,016

311,260

475,499

683,971

Faculty Resources:
Full-time Faculty Positions
Part-time Faculty Stipends
Revenues:
Provincial Operating Grant
Tuition Fees - New Students
Tuition Fees - Continuing Students
Other Fees - Coop Fees
Total Revenues
Expenditures:
Academic Salaries:
Full-time Faculty
Stipends - Part-time Faculty
Administrative Salaries:
Administrative Stripends / Course Release
Staff Salaries
Cost of Benefits
Student Support:
Teaching/Instructional Assistants
Scholarships

Net Surplus (Deficit)
Net Surplus (Deficit) without overhead

September 2011
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Bachelor of Social Work Proposal

